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letter written in 1842 by lorenzo snow to william lewzey and william mayor
local leaders of the church in london elder snow personally recorded the letter in
his notebook



shaping the stones lorenzo snows
letters to priesthood leaders of the
london conference november 1842

andrew H hedges and jay G burrup

on the afternoon of sunday july 232318371837 in prestonsPres tons vauxhall chapel
heber C kimball preached the first latter day saint sermon to be deliv-
ered in england heber presided over englandsglandsEn first baptisms one week
later after which he and his six companions parted company to cover more
territory people flocked to hear the missionaries message and by the time
elder kimball left england nine months later over fifteen hundred people
had been baptized in and around preston 1 A more fertile land for mis-
sionary work could hardly be imagined

the growth of the church in the british isles continued under the
direction of brigham young and the twelve apostles who baptized over
five thousand people between january 18401840 and april 1841 2 As persecution
against the saints in america increased during the early and mid i84os1840s
conversions in england scotland and wales continued with over forty
seven hundred converts having emigrated to america by 1847 3 by 1850

some thirty thousand saints lived in the british isles almost three times
as many as lived in the western united states and by 1870 almost a quar-
ter of utahs population had been born in the british isles 4

one could get the impression from such numbers that missionary
work in the british isles was almost effortless but such was not the case
people in edinburgh scotland for example initially proved quite unre-
ceptive to the gospel message and orson pratt who labored there spent
many weeks preaching almost to empty walls 1351153355 glasgow and other cities
were similarly slow to hear the missionaries call 6 nor was success achieved
without a number of serious difficulties arising among the members of the
various branches problems that occasionally required weeks of prayer
and counseling on the part of church leaders to settle ministers and mem-
bers of other denominations often opposed the missionaries as well and
those who labored in the mission knew what it meant to be frequently per-
secuted for the gospels sake preaching to the interested baptizing the
repentant and organizing the converts into functional branches required
the missionaries to work through nearly endless perplexities and served to
educate them in the ways of man and god as much as they were educat-
ing their converts in the first principles of the gospel far from effortless

BYU studies38studies 38 no 4 1999 7
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nineteenth century missionary work in the british isles tested and honed
the leadership skills of many emerging church leaders

one oftheodtheof the most challenging fields oflaborof labor was the london area find-
ing the city of two million full ofofevryevry thing but righteousness when they
arrived in august 1840 heber C kimball wilford woodruff and george A

smith had baptized only nineteen people by christmas 7 spurred on by
some good dreams of late about ketching fish woodruff and kimball

continued to preach even after smith was forced to leave the city s fog and
smog for health reasons their persistence paid off and by february 14

1841 the church in london numbered forty six members several dozen
more were scattered in nearby villages prompting the two apostles to
organize the areas members numbering just over one hundred into the
london conference which included the london bedford woolwich and
ipswichipswitch branches 8 the apostles called our beloved brother elder
lorenzo snow to serve as president of the conference as well as president
of the london branch 9

lorenzo snow was twenty six years old at the time and had been a

member of the church four years 10 despite his youth and relatively short
tenure in the church snow had already served two missions in the united
states and had been in england since october 1840 preaching in liverpool
manchester and birmingham 11 having attended the hebrew school in
kirtland and having served his missions faithfully snow was well known to
the apostles as an intelligent faithful hardworkinghard working elder evidence sug-
gests that brigham young had slated him for london shortly after his
snow s arrival in england 12

snow viewed his new assignment with humility and apprehension
1 I want your prayers for the powers of darkness are great in this city he
wrote to george A smith three days after his appointment and I1 shall
soon be left alone being assisted only by those who are infants in the king-
dom and at the same time I1 can scarcely say that I1 yet have hardly arivedarided
at the state of childhood 13 despite his fears the london conference made
rapid progress under his direction during the first three weeks ofhisochisof his pres-
idency sixteen people were baptized in london alone and by april confer-
ence that year the london branch counted seventy four members 14 snow
personally baptized eighteen more by may 262618411841 and by august 21 the
young president counted nearly one hundred members in london and
more than one hundred and twenty in the entire conference 15 on octo-

ber 272718411841 snow reported to wilford woodruff that the conference num-
bered over one hundred forty members not including the more than
twenty that had emigrated and that for a week to pass over without
baptizing several is becoming an uncommon occurrence in london 16
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other branches were enjoy-
ing similar success bedford for
example had seen twenty three
baptisms over a three week period
while the church in woolwich
had increased from six to sixteen
by this time 17 by the end of the
yyearear a mere ten months after
his arrival in london snow
counted more than three hun-
dred and twenty members in
the london conference 18 this
number had swelled to four hun-
dred members organized into
eight branches by may 151518421842 19

when snow left england for
nauvoo in january 1843 the
church was well established and
flourishing in the london area

lorenzo snow ca 1850 51 steel engraving although scanty surviving records
by frederick piercy published in england and continual emigration make
in january 1853 based on an earlier daguer-
reotype

it impossible to follow its prog-
ressby marsena cannon 20precisely from snow s

personal records however we
know that the churchschurche remarkable growth in london had been accompa-
nied by no small number of difficulties these problems came in many
forms for example snow found himself besieged by evil spirits for three
weeks following his call to be conference president an occurrence similar
to the 1837 experience of heber C kimball orson hyde and isaac rus-
sell 21 As unnerving as this direct confrontation with the adversary was he
found an even greater challenge trying to integrate new converts into func-
tional positions in the branches of the church in fact this seems to have
been lorenzos greatest fear all along when he first assumed leadership of
the conference he wrote heber C kimball in october 1841

my mind was not so much troubled inin regard to the church increasing as it
was in regard to managing hewing and shaping the stones in such a manner
as they would not crowd upon and bruise each other in such a manner as to
make an entire smash oftheodtheof the whole buildingbuildingjbuildings I1 feardfeargear d lest some stones might
gather so much moisture and become so heavy that I1 could not put them in
their proper place and others in consequence of their lightness no faith
would be continually shuffling out of place 22

snows fears were first realized while he was attending the april 1841

conference in manchester when the inexperienced elder whom he had
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appointed to preside in london during his absence became so troubled in
mind as hardly to have confidence sufficientsuficient to preside at the meettingsmeettings and
even had gone so far as to assert he would leave the church cutting his
stay in manchester short snow returned and found the london branch
11 truly in a confused state but he was able to restore the peace in relatively
little time 23 other difficulties followed in the ensuing months however
and toward the end of the year snow was forced to excommunicate the
branch s principle elder together with about twenty members and subor-
dinate officers for falsely and maliciously accusing a new member of adul-
tery most of these people were rebaptized the following year 24

these and similar experiences along with strengthening the church in
london proved an invaluable training ground for snow himself a fact of
which he was keenly aware you and elder woodruff said it the call to
serve as conference president should prove a school of experience he
wrote heber C kimball eight months into his mission which already has
been the fact ever since I1 came here something new has been continu-
ally coming up among the saints no sooner was one thing over than an-
other would arise 07211121072525 A veteran of two missions snow nevertheless came
upon situations in london completely beyond his previous experience
snow recorded I11I saw at once that I1 could not encounter the difficul-
ties without god should assist me in a very great degree and that the sit-
uation required him to take a different course in management than any
other I1 had ever before taken 3326112626 three months later snow summed up for
george A smith the lessons he had learned in his new calling

one thing I1 have fully learned in my experience while endeavouring to mag
nifynafy my office as a teacher in israel that is of myself I1 know nothing nor can
I1 do any thing I1 also see clearly that no saint can prosper except he be obedi-
ent to the instructions and council of such as are placed to preside in the
church I1 am confident that so long as I1 keep his laws the lord god will
uphold and support me in my office 27

A lifelong scholar snow suddenly found himself cast in the role of
teacher as he organized the london area converts into self sufficient branches
and trained and instructed local priesthood leaders this was no small task
requiring snow to grapple with issues any church leader today would be
familiar with integrating people of diverse backgrounds and experiences
into unified branches and wards strengthening individuals and families
during times of personal or other types of crises managing the temporal
affairs of the church and instructing new converts and aged veterans alike

in theory in principle in doctrine in all things that pertain unto the
kingdom of god dacd&c 8878 while church membership has changed
since snow s time the challenges facing church leaders in this era of
rapid growth have not changed in many respects and managing the
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church in london in the early 18405 demanded no less insight and inspi-
ration on the part ofitsoaitsof its presiding elder than is required of generalofgeneral and local
authorities today

the three letters reproduced here which snow wrote to various priest-
hood leaders in the london area give us a glimpse into his counsel and
instruction not surprisingly snow referred to his own experiences in lon-
don as well as examples from the scriptures as he instructed the area s lead-
ers in the art of priesthood leadership in the first he used his specific
experiences with one capable yet aspiring leader to sensitively warn all the
brethren against using their church positions to gratify their own ambi-
tions especially if caused by any concerted spirit of self exaltation his
advice provides superb guidance to any presiding authority in the second
letter snow observed that a priesthood calling subjects the office holder to
more abuse than glory in this world and that most of the honor attending
one s calling in the priesthood will not be realized until the hereafter and
in the third snow cautioned the brethren against four serious temptations
that have opperatedopperated successfully he wrote in throwing many from their
official standing in the priesthood taken together the three letters are a
powerful personal testimony to the truths taught in doctrine and cove-
nants 12134 46 his observations and counsel are as applicable for church
members in leadership positions throughout the world today as they were
for the few presiding english elders he was addressing over a century and a
half ago

all three letters published here for the first time were written in
november 1842 while snow was visiting the bedford branch the first is

addressed to william lewzey28lewzey18Lewzey2818 and william major 2921 the presiding elders
of londonoflondon branches while the second and third are addressed to all oftheodtheof the
officers of both the london and woolwich branches warm and personal
the letters shed as much light on the character and abilities of lorenzo snow
as they do on their stated topic and they constitute a significant addition
to the small collection of publishedofpublished personal writings oftheodtheof the fifth president
of the church 3010

these letters are recorded in a personal notebook and the handwriting
has been positively identified as snow s snow apparently hand copied
the letters into the notebook from the originals before sending them to the
church leaders although the possibility exists that he composed the letters
in the notebook and sent copies to the church officers 31 the notebook
measures 16 x lo1010 cm and is in remarkably good condition with both covers
still attached and the paper showing relatively little foxing the first letter
occupies sixteen pages ofthisorthisof this notebook the second occupies the next seven
and a half pages and the third takes the next six pages all pages were
unnumbered and written in cursive script and the ink has apparently
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faded over time A great grandson ofoflorenzolorenzo snow donated the notebook
to the church historian s office in 1965

the letters have been transcribed here with as little editing as possible
snow s capitalization grammar and spelling have been retained although
in words where all of the individual letters could not be determined exactly
modern spelling has been supplied without editorial marks in several
places it is clear that snow was dividing the letters into paragraphs these
have been retained in this transcription in other places the unevenness of
the left margin make it difficult to say where he may have intended a para-
graph break in which cases we have supplied such breaks without edit-
ing marks when the changing content of the letters appears to require it
broken words such as an nother and can not have been joined as

have words that he began writing on one line and finished on the next
strikeoutsStrikeouts have been indicated as words with a line drawn through the cen-
ter although illegible words and single letters that were struck out have
been silently eliminated square brackets have been used to clarify or
explain information in the text while angle brackets have been used to
indicate textual insertions made by snow himself superscripts have been
lowered to the line of text without editing marks snow s punctuation has
been retained although in a few places various marks have been added or
eliminated to make the text more readable similarly quotation marks
have been added where appropriate
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letter i1

bedfordshireBedfordshire 5thath november 1842
elders lewzey & major
dear brethren

the intimate and frgregrefrofregroe acquaintance and friendship which I1 have formed
with you while in your society has so endeared you to me as ever to keep
you allive in my remamberance but setting this assideadside their is annother
circumstance that opperatesperatesop equally forcibly to preserve you your con-
stat remamberence namely the great important and sacred responsibil
lity which has been lain upon you according to the mind and will of
heaven together with the various difficulties perplexities and temptations
that you become subject to in consequence hereof I1 could have had but
little feeling as I1 aught to have had 1I heetnothethofetee learned by actual epperexperienceieiiee for
persons placed in your situations had I1 not learned rt4 by actual experience
by being placed ietiftiehiietiftiehft myself in similar circumstances

the nature of the church is such is such it gathering fish of all kind
that no elder however wise can preside over any branch of it without expeelpe
rienceing more or less unpleasitness but much difficulty is not unfre-
quently brought upon ourselves by not exercising proper wisdom and
prudence it is said that many spirits are in the world I1 have lately discov-
ered one in the person of a good and faithful presiding coffieroffier officer
which I1 wish now to analyze that it may be ereyeapeafeereepee seen known and avoided

the person whom I1 allude to has no external faults is ambitious in
promoteingpromote ing the cause is prompt in sending out to preach and fill appoint-
ments every one under his charge to see that everyone is in his place and
doing his duty and teaches practaclly what he teaches theetheoreticallyrretieetlly

labourslaboure in the work himself more industriously than they all but notwith-
standing all this he is perplexed and disturbed in getting forward one
murmurs annothernotherannetheran complains and a kind of secret opposition arises
from every quarter I1 see no fault of the brother consequently I1 gently
rebuke admonish and exhort the saints to cease complainingscomplain ings and
uphold our brother and support him in his standing they acknowledgknowledgacknowledgeac
their wrong and resolve to amend but again break out into a similar state
of insurectioninsurrectioninsu rection I1 ask them to point out our brothers faults but they ac-
knowledge they cannot and consequently become wrong themselves and
bring on their minds darkness

one thing after annother taking place something at last strikes me
that perhaps the brother may possibly possess some secret internal work-
ing spirit that he is not aware of that does not manifest itself openly but
thro some opperationoppe ration that is felt but cannot well be described brings
upon him these perplexities I1 accordingly prayed that the lord would give
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me a spirit of discernment in the case my prayer was answered I1 found the
brother possessed of a kind ofofhalfhidenhalf hiden concealed spirit of self exaltation
which was directing him in many of his movements he would send out a
brother to fill an appointment but had a suppressed wish to have the honor
of it himself if the appointment was not attended to he would chasten the
delinquent not because the work of the lord was in any degree frustrated
or that the brother lost a blessing but because himself was so despised in
being disobeyed ahonvhonwheiiwhoewheewheil in a case where a number were babtizedbaptized by a

brother his heart rejoiced not so much because the persons were brought
into the covenant but because it was done under his superintendency
secretly wishing no person under his charge to obtain much honor unless
his own name were brought into conn connection

A spirit of eeviemmid envy could be discerned lurking underneath of an
expressed apbrobationapprobation of a brothers success who did not chance to be par-
ticular in following at all histrisiwashib times his counsel in every particular this
spirit was concealed its fruits were not openly manifestmanifistmani fist but would be if not
checked it was an inherent working evil that would eventually destroy his
usefulness I1 it brought upon him unnecessary trouble in conducting
the affairs of his charge it likewise originated a source of continued un
pleasentnesspleasantnesspleasentness in his own mind anxious to promote the cause of god but
alway in such away that his own hand might be plainly seen in all things
ambitious to give good instruction but careful to put his whole name in
full length at the bottom of them

now in this case there was no alparapparapparentett excuse for disobedience on the
part oftheodtheof the complanents because he had done them no apparent wrong or
outward injury therefore they aught to have submitted patiently with all
long suffering without murmuring as children to their parent who may
sometimes command them unwisely and in a wrong spirit untill they had
actually seen some sensible wrong they had no business to complain they
brought upon their own minds as much darkness in manifesting their feel-

ings and rebelling against his counsel as they would provided he had not
possessed this spirit As for the brother he had done nothing by which he
could be disapproved they could be reproved openly he could not be
apparently in the eyes of the people they were wrong he right but in the
eyes of the spirit they might almost be said to be right and he posativelypositivelyposatively in
the wrong

many persons in the priesthood who sincerely believe themselves
entirely devoid of this spirit of exaltation would on close examination of
their motives which inspire them in their conduct discover to their surprizesurprisesurprize
that this spirit was urging them forward to perform many of their move-
ments it may be seen in their overanxiety to make manifest their good
works to such persons as they esteamestearnasteam and respect and when they hapencapen to
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fail in doing so there follows a great depression ofspiritof spirit so as almost to dis-
pose them to exclaim with the man in holy writ all is vanity and vexa-
tion 3132113232 instead of rejoiceingrejoice ing in a pure conciousnessconsciousness of having done their
duty in accomplishing a good work this spirit in a presideingPresideing elder is

often felt a long time before its fruits become apparent and forms and end-
less source of vexation and perplexity their whole eye not being single to
the glory of god a pefpart very little portion of it they devote to seeing after
themselves or to their own selfish purposes and just in proportion as they
seek their selfish aims they become tangled and frustrated in all their
movements and their thoughts become tinctured with unpleasantness
and their views how to manage the affairs of their charge no longer appear
clear and distinct

to become as god would wish us we must accustom our minds to
rejoice in seeing others prospered as ourselves rejoice in seeing the cause of
zion exalted bybywhatseoeverwhatseoever hands twetheewe providence may order and have our
bosoms closed against the entrance of envy when a weaker instrument than
ourselves is cairdcalid to greater honor be content in magnifying a lesser office

till calldcalidcalad to a higher be satisfiedsatisfyed be satisfied in doing small things and not
claim the honor of doing great ones and never feel too lofty to be to be
sometimes cut down squared scored and hewed to be fitted into the place
we are to occupy in the spiritual building no elder is yet so perfect but will
sometimes become rusty and must needs be scoweredshoweredscowered up and pollishedpolli shed
and it will be well to bear in mind that we cannot always select our pollisherpoylisherpollisher
no more than we can choose the manner in which we would be pollishedpolli shed
the nature of the priesthood is such however that the person higher in
standing than ourselves generally acts as our pollisherpoylisherpollisher when needdneeda

but what makes it more grievous sometimes is their will or may occur
a case where it will be seen that the person who pollishespollishes needs more pol
lishing than the person undergoing this opperationopperation but in such instances
we have only to submit without complaining as we deserved what we re-
ceive their is no escape

the wisest men and best counsellorscounsellors are sometimes found guilty of
unwise practices and he may justly be calldcalidcalad a fool that expects to run the
celestial path without deviations at any time but he that holds himself
always in readiness to be put right when show shown wrong is never
wrong but always right such an elder will always prosper will continue to
rise in the estimation of the people of god advancing from one post of
honor to annother untill he shall become a morning star upon the throne
of celestial power unfortunatelyunfortinately however it is the case with some that
they allow a spirit of pride to bear rule over them at times when their devi-
ation are made manifest which cause them to feel a resistance toward the
spirit that would show them their weakness
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they neglect that great saying of the lord to the children of men let
men come unto me and I1 will show them their weakness 13331133333333 such persons
never can become great in the kingdom of god never can arisearise very high
in the estimation of those of the celestial glory resisting the spirit of cor-
rection they resist the spirit of perfection resisting the line the plumet
and the ax they never can become squared pollishedpollished and fitted to occupy a

lofty standing in the great temple of the almighty
the business of or office of a presiding elder is not to seek how he may

best gloryfygloryfgloryn himself or get a great name name among his brethren or to
make manifest some splendedsplendid or extraordinary abillities in himself but on
the other hand despiseingdespise ing these selfish views to act over his church isig as a
father over his family accounting them all as his children and seek to make
them hapy he must study the interests of his family looking after the wel-
fare oftheodtheof the feeblest members as well as the strongest he must not be moved
to anger when any of his sturdy sons may hapencapen to act boisterously or
threaten confusion but must then act in a composed mind endeavour to
bring the rebellious into order without falling out of order himself strive
to save the refracttoryrefract tory son by fatherly authority exercised with wisdom love
and humillity yet if he cannot be brought to order remove him from the
family that he destroy not the innocent and harmelessharm eless

let the children have their own way in many things as far as preserving
good order in the family will possibly allow be sure always to give them
their own way in matters of no consequence they will then bobe meremoremope dis-

posed see you do not rule for the sake ofruleingofruleing and will be better disposed
to hearken more freely to your counsels in such matters as intimately con-
cern their own good also you will be able thereby to enforce your counsels
of importance with a good conscience not being troubled with apprehen-
sions that they entertain thoughts that you wish to enforce obedience simply
to enjoy the pleasure ofbeingof being obeyed

the fact is if a presideingPresideing elder will only seek to become as he may be
and aught to be riding ridding himself of thesethosehehe selfish principles and
always act for the good of his people and be humble and not seek to do
too much in a little time or be too greatgleat untilllmoimm grown he will never be at a
loss how to magnify his office properly nor will ever lack the power of god
to bring about his wise purposes

may the lord bless you is my constant prayer
affectionately

L snow

to elders winwm lewzey and wm major
presiding elders of london branches
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culminatingCulmmating advice given by lorenzolorenzo snow to elders Lleylewzeyey and major in 1842
letter elder snow closes the letter with affection and flourishes
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letter 2

bedfordshireBedfordshire 18 november 1842

to the officers of the church at london and wolwichw61wichdolwichWolwoiwichwlch
dear brethren

there are many circumstances which serve to continue in lively exer-
cise within my bosom deep feelings of interest in yelyew behalf of your wel-
fare and prosperity it has been thro me principally that the holy spirit has
selected you unto the several offices in the priesthood which in which you
now stand you have received your respective offices mostly under my
immediate administration when I1 first formed an acquaintance with you
I1 found you standing idle in the market place and enjoyed the pleasure of
witnessing your first sitting out to obtain your penny by laboring the
eleventh hour in our masters vineyard 34341I1 have been witness to your com
menceingmenchingmenceing your labors in your greatest weakness and with fear and trem-
bling makes your first attempts to exercise yourselves in your holy calling
many ofyouofyou I1 have seen arise from your state of ofweaknessweakness fears and trem
blingsbeings and thro a laudable ambition and godly zeal become active strong
and wise in the administration of the word of truth by the power of your
priesthood I1 have often assembled with you in your counsel meettingsmeettings and
shared your wisdom in consultations of the most proper measures to pro-
mulgate light and truth to the best advantage thro your city and a long
period have I1 been privaledgedpriva ledged with the pleasure ofyourof your society and been
cheered and elivenedvenedenlivenedeli by your conservation conversation therefore tho
moons shall cease to wax and wane and suns shall cease to roll yet you can
never cease to occupy a conspicuous place upon the tablet of my memory
continually I1 offer up to our heavenly father my heartfelt desires for you
your care eid preservation and success in our master s cause that you may

ever be strengthened so you faint not nor become weary in proggressingproggressing
forward upon the celestial path

I1 wish to lay before you at this time some considerations in relation to
the nature of your calling and sphere of duties which tho I1 may often
have spoken to you concerning I1 hope will not be es teamed any the less

interesting or worthy of your most serious attention in respect to the
honor aftaaftd dignity and values of your calling I1 need say but little as you
know perfectly that the least standing you may occupy in the priesthood is

more desireabledesireable than the highest post of honor in the kingdoms of the
world tho your office may now make you a hiss and by word among
the people but ifmagnifyed will at some future period exhaltexhale you upon a

throne in our father s kingdom more exceedingly grand and magniffi
clent than any on which sit the greatest manarchmanaich ofthisorthisof this word world tho
your office for awhile makes you but a servant yet hereafter it shall exhaltexhale
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you a heavenly king if it now makes you but a hiss and by word hereafter
it will make you an object of awe and reverence

in the world jesus christ held the highest office in the priesthood but
when on earth it gave him no glory but made him an object among many
of contempt and derision it made him a servant of the people who saw
none of his glory or but little of the power of his office he administered to
them in his46 weakness altho their belonged to his office all the powers and
dominions on earth and in heaven but he did not seek to be clothed upon
while on earth with that glory which he had with the father before the world
was when he went into the heavens however he then received hethefhe authiorit
authority to exercise the powers of his office with awful sway it is re-

corded in the book of mormon that after his resurrection he exercised his
kingly power in a terrible manner upon the wicked cities of the nephitesNephites
spreading terror and devastation throughout their whole country 35 how
very different is he now looked upon in comparison in comparison to what
he was when dewling dwelling in weakness among men at his presence
nations fear monarchs tremble and mountains flow down

brethren though it doth not now appear what we shall be but we know
when he shall apearabear we shall be like him36 as we possess the same priest-
hood that we shall sit down upon his throne like as he sets upon his
father s throne we now manifest ourselves to the world in our weak-
ness and thereby become a stumbling unto the wicked and are mocked and
derided but hereafter will we present ourselves as their kings and rulers
and they shall pay us respect and reverence

elijah when on earth was but a servant to the people oftentimes being
compelldcompelcompellold to flee for his life and make his abode in dens and caves there
seemed nothing in his appearance to call forth respect from the world but
now he has power greater than a king to save the world by whom he was
despised by his own personal administration the hearts of the children he
shall turn to the parents and the parents to the children to save the earth
from destruction 3731 the wonderful visions shown seen by john on the isle
of patmos were shown him by one of his brethren of the priesthood who
once dwelt on earth in weakness but afterward was exhaltedhaltedex 38 moroni
when on earth was but little thought of and exercised the power of his
office in a very limited degree but now comes down from heaven strikes
men with astonishment at his glory and points out the rich treasure that
is destined to sweep into everlasting oblivion the false doctrines of all chris
endom and fill the whole earth with heaven born truths 39 jhonjohnthejhon john the
babtist tho holding an office in the priesthood had not power to escape a

violent death but on arriveingarr iveing among the sanctifyedSanctifysanctifieded held the keys of the
aaronic priesthood so the world with all their power and wisdom could
not wrest them from him nor obtain them till he felt disposed to restore
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them personally 40 peter james and john in their ingnoranceingnorance and weak-
ness were but little heeded by the people they were imprisioned whipedwhiled
and stoned and the two former were killed still they maintained ther
standing in the priesthood and held power to close the heavens and leave

generation upon generations powerless completely powerless wandering
in spiritual darkness nor would the almighty deign to speak to the nations
till there their servants in the priesthood should beelefeele inclined to revisit
the world and restore their authority

from these examples we see how it is with the priesthood the office is

recevedreceived here but the glory power and dominion must be expected here-
after all things shall be subdued and brought under our subjection but
not all at once time is required to complete fully the purposes of heaven in
our favour our kingdom provided we are faithful is secured to us but
before we can enter much into possession of its glory honors &cac we may
expect generally to enter the assembly of the glorifyedglorifyglorifieded to receive our coro-
nation but while on earth it would be wise not to set our hearts upon
receiving much honor respect or favor from the world nor much peace
but prepare our ears for salutation efof of deceiver false prophet igno
ramos phanatect fanatic &c8ccac and brace up our courage to be stoned
imprisioned whipped and bruised

having attained to the priesthood and knowing its inestimable worth
the greatest object of consideration is to how to conduct ourselves so as to
maintain its possession that we fail not after the manner of some tee who
loose their birthright these considerations I1 will make the subject of my
next communication

may the lord god of our fathers bless you abundentlyabundantly
affectionatlyaffectionatelyAffection atly

LLSS

letter 3

november 24 1842

to the officer at L london W woolwich
dear brethren

the path of the priesthood is ever beset with temptations more
numerous and more dangerous than that ofofprivitepriviteprevite members satan isis has
always been found here more busy than on any other course christ expeelpe
riened them in their most fascinating attitude the prophets likewise
were often severely tempted to disgrace their priesthood esaw being tempted
sold his birthright and forever lost its blessings
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my brethren whom I1 now address I1 wish to caution against certain
evils near home and which he they will be tempted with more or less and
be overthrown some of them unless they are upon their guard these evils

that I1 am about mentioning have opperatedopperated successfully in throwing many
from their official standing with whom I1 have been personally acquainted
I1 can arrange I1 think principally under the following heads ist gttltinfttcultivatoing
att spirit of dislike ist allowing ourselves to cultivate a spirit of uneasinessuneasiness
and disaffectdisaffectiodisaffectionio disaffection because that holding an office no way hap-
pens to open whereby to magnify it in such a manner as we can become
distinguished and our ambition flattered ad2di indulging feeling of hatred
and animosity for some injury either real or supossedsupossed that we may have
received from someone standing in the priesthood 33rdardrd indulging feelings
of dissatisfaction when a brother is promoted to a more honorable post
than ourselves lastly dislikengdislikingDislikeng disregarding and resisting those appointed
over us we will now take a general view of the character of these evils be
giningbining with the first mentioned

an individual need not expect to render himself conspicuous in his
office the moment on receiving it some time may elapse before circum-
stances will allow his entering to any extent upon the discharge ofitsoaitsof its duties
perhaps he had not been sufficiently instructed or had sufficient experi-
ence to be sent out to officiate in the priesthood it is foolish to allow
oneself to be discouraged and overcome because not calldcalidcalad to officiate
immediately to so great an extent as might be wished for the priesthood
may be assured that they are by no means calldcalidcalad to a kingdom of idleness
but all will ultimately be furnished with quite as much business as they will
know how to perform

the next evil that of indulging feelings of animosity has been the
direct occasion of overthrowing many even the the apostles did not wholly
escape its pollutionspollut ions consequently were severely chastenedchasteneychastened for it see
cov 41 if this sin would not be passed over in the case of the apostles we
may rest assured that it will be noticed if found in ourselves and receive its
due punishment it sometimes happens that a wrong is done an individual
who thereupon stores up feelings of animosity and tiffiviseltiffiunwiselyviseleiselelsel looksforwardlooks forward
with fondness to fhethe a time when the offending party shall meet with severe
punishment but it so happens that this party repents of his aggressions
receives pardon at the hands oftheodtheof the lord whereby he escapes those troubles
into which it was so fondly wished he should be plunged now the party
that committed the offince stands blameless whereas the one on whom the
injury was inflicted staedstand indulging feelings ofofhatredhatred stand on the broad
road ofofapostacyapostacyapostasyapo stacy he has gotten an evil eye toward one whom the lord has
forgiven watching for iniquity his mind is completely fieldfilld with gross
darkness reflecting on a few cases like this will clearly show us the awful
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danger of allowing our hearts to give place to feelings of animosity if we

would receive an inheritance in the kingdom of our father we must be-
come as little children which indulge not hard feelings one against annothernotherannetheran
tho they sometimes fall out fadaftaaftdftd no officer need expect the spirit and
power of his office who remains guilty of this transgression but will even-
tually appostatize may the lord help us then to avoid this evil

in regard to the next evil that of envying such as may hapencapen to be
esteamed honored or raised to a higher office than ourselves I1 would
observe that there are more that feel this passion than what some may
imagine satan was the first who inculcated it and so doing proved his
destruction and so it will prove also to every individual who fosters it it is

not a little strang strange that persons should indulge a passion wherein
they must be perfectly aware nothing can be gained but eveythingeverythingeveything every-
thing lost this consideration should opperateperateop in us a decided antipathy
against its approach and should it at some ungardeduncardedungarded moment introduce
itself to ou our minds to make it an unwelcome visitor and expelleppell it at
once we need not fear tho one be exhalted a little before ourselves it will
soon become our lot to stand in equally as much glory even as much as our
hearts can possibly desire and tho one run faster than ourselves he cannot
be glorifyglorifyedglorifieded till we arrive and no doubt that when he may stop toe a little to
breath he will take this into consideration and then turn his attention and
put forth his exertions towards assisting us whose approaches are more
slow and tardy 42

andrew hedges is assistant professor of church history and doctrine at BYU

jay burrup is an archivist at the historical department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints

1 james B alienallenailen ronald K esplin and david J whittaker men with a mission
1837 1841 the quorum of the twelve apostles in the british isles salt lake city deseret
book 1992992 31 53

2 alienallenailen esplin and whittaker men with a mission 301301oolooi001 2 especially note 37

3 M hamlin cannon migration of english mormonscormons to america american
historical review 52 april 1947 441

4 in 1850 the LDS population in the british isles was 30747 while utahs popula-
tion stood at 1138011380 in 1870 utahs population stood at 86786 of these 20772 or
23.932393 percent had been born in the british isles see V ben bloxham james R moss
and larry C porter eds truth will prevail the rise of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints in the british isles 1837 1987 solihullSolihull england the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1987 442 philip arthur michael taylor epectationsexpectations west-
ward the mormonscormons and the emigration of their british converts in the nineteenth cen-
tury edinburgh oliver and boyd 1965 244 and allan kent powell population
utah history encyclopedia ed allan kent powell salt lake city university of utah
press 1994 431
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5 orson pratt to george A smith october 171718401840 george A smith collection
archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

6 frederick S buchanan the ebb and flow oftheodtheof the church in scotland in blox-
ham moss and porter truthwill prevail 268 7070

7 wilford woodruff wilford woodruff s journal 1833 1898 typescript ed scott G

kenney 9 vols midvale utah signature books 1983 8515o685150685 1506 september 21840
15801580 december 201840

8 woodruff journal 245 february 141418411841 lorenzo snow to parley P pratt
august 211841 lorenzo snow notebook 1841 42 microfilm ofholographofholograph LDS church
archives bedford had forty two members ipswichipswitch twelve and woolwich six see
woodruff journal 245 february 14 1841 in a letter to wilford woodruff dated
october 272718411841 as wellweilweli11 as in an unaddressed note dated december 211841 snow gives

membership oftheodtheof the london branch as forty seven snow notebook the discrepancy is

probably because another person was baptized immediately following the organization
of the london conference see woodruff journal 246 february 141841

9 woodruff journal 246 47 february 141418411841

io10 snow was born april 31814 in mantua portage county ohio and baptized
by john F boynton in june 1836 in kirtland ohio see eliza R snow smith biography
and family record oflorenzoof lorenzo snow salt lake city deseret news 1884 iIL 7 other
biographies of snow include preston nibley the presidents of the church salt lake
city deseret book 19411721941 172 221 thomas C romney the life oflorenzoof lorenzo snow salt
lake city sugarhouse 1955 francis M gibbons lorenzo snow spiritual giant
prophet ofofgodgod salt lake city deseret book 1982ign heidi S swinton lorenzo snow
in the presidents ortheof the church ed leonard J arrington salt lake city deseret book
19861451986 145 76 and maureen ursenbach beecher eliza and her sisters salt lake city
aspen books 1991 41 54

ii11 snow s first mission was to ohio while his second took him to missouri illinois
and kentucky see snow biography and family record 15 19 3030 38 snow arrived in
england on october 222218401840 after spending some few days in liverpool and about
ten more in manchester he moved to birmingham where he stayed until he left for
london on february 111118411841 see lorenzo snow to E mcconougleymcconoughey nd snow note-
book and lorenzo snow to charlotte granger february 251841 snow notebook

12 in a letter to george A smith dated december lo101018401840 snow wrote elder
young writes in a letter which I1 just received from elder woodruff we do not know but
we shall be glad for elder snow to come to london ifhe can be spared there lorenzo
snow to george A smith december lo101018401840 george A smith collection considering
that snow heard of youngs plans for him third hand by early december young must
have first voiced them shortly after his arrival on october 22

13 lorenzo snow to george A smith february 171841 george A smith collection
14 lorenzo snow to brigham young may 1841 snow notebook
15 snow biography and family record 52 53 lorenzo snow to parley P pratt

august 211841 snow notebook
16 lorenzo snow to wilford woodruff october 271841 snow notebook
17 snow to pratt august 21 1841 snow to woodruff october 27 1841 snow

notebook
18 lorenzo snow unaddressed letter december 212118411841 snow notebook
19 general conference times and seasons 4 january 16 1843 76 77 snow

reported this number at the general conference of the british mission in manchester
which was held on this date
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20 relatively little has been written on snows missionary work inin london as his-
torians of the english missionmission have tended to focus their attention on the efforts of
brigham young and other apostles for accounts of snows missionmission see the biogra-
phies mentioned above note 1010 richard L evans A century of mormomsmmormonism inin
great britain salt lake city deseret news 1937 and alienallenailen esplin and whittaker
men with a mission 226 264264302302 308

21 lorenzo snow to heber C kimball october 221841 snow notebook
22 snow to kimball october 221841 snow notebook
23 snow unaddressed letter december m2118411841 snow notebook
24 lorenzo snow journal and letterbookLetterbook 1836 45 ndn d 43 44 LDS church

archives lorenzo snow to heber C kimball ndn d snow notebook lorenzo snow to
parley P pratt december 6 1841 snow notebook parley P pratt to lorenzo snow
december 9 18418411 snow notebook lorenzo snow unaddressed letter ndn d snow note
book joseph brotherton to elder griffiths december 141841 snow notebook

25 snow to kimball october 221841 snow notebook
26 snow to kimball october 2222184184 snow notebook
27 lorenzo snow to george A smith january 201842 snow notebook
28 relatively little isis known about william leleeylewzeyey his name first appears for cer-

tain inin the records of the london conference as elder lewzey on june 1515.18421518421842 when he
wass appointed to hold a street meeting inin london by september 71842 the london
branch was holding its regular officers council meeting inin his home at 15 goldsmith
row hackney london when the london branch split into the east and west london
branches following lorenzo snows return to america leleeylewzeyey wass called to preside
over the east london branch which was the larger of the two he continued inin this
calling until january 291844 at least when it was voted that he receivereceive a recommendrecommendarecommendsa
tion to go to zion we have no record of his whereabouts until february 9918461846 when
david candland recorded having dinner with him inin st louis leleeylewzeyey was still living
inin st louis inin 18501850 at which time the census lists him as sixty years old no record of
his emigration to utah has been found see manuscript history of the london con-
ference LDS church archives documents ofdavid candland typescript february 9

1846 apnpn p ndn d and bureau oftheodtheof the census population schedules oftheodtheof the seventh cen-
sus of the united states 1850 st louis mo wards 4 5 prepared by the national
archives and records service washington DCD C 1963

29 william warner major was born january 271804 inin bristol england he mar-
ried sarah coles inin 1832 and joined the church inin 1842 on september 41843 after serv-
ing a missionmission to reading and berkshire he wass called to preside over the officers
council meetings being held inin the home of william leweylewzey major left england for
america inin the winter of 1844 arriving inin nauvoo that summer he was made a mem-
ber of the high council inin winter quarters and came to utah with brigham young inin
1848 in 1853 he left for england on a missionmission where he died october 218541854 after an
extended illness see history of the life of william warner major typescript LDS
churcharchiveschurch archives death ofelderwilliarnof eldereider william warner major millennial star16 novem
ber 41854 700700 andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compi
lation of ofbiographicalbiographical sketches ofprominentof prominent men and women inin the church ofjesusof jesus
christ oflatterof latter day saints 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson memorial association
and deseret news 19011901 36 36743 674

30 snow biography and family record contains lengthy extracts from snow s

journal and several letters including two he wrote while on his missionmission inin england
snows journal ofhisochisof his trek across iowa isis published inin maureen ursenbach beecher the
iowa journal of lorenzo snow BYU studies 24 no 3319841984 2673261 73 lorenzo s record
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of his trip to palestine with george A smith in 1873 has been published as correspon-
dence ofpalestineof palestine tourists salt lake city deseret news steam printing establishment
1977 aside from these few items none ofhisochisof his personal writings has been published

31 two other letters in the notebook are specifically identified as copies of the
originals while none of the letters transcribed here are so identified hence the possi-
bility that they were originally composed in the notebook

32 ecclesiastes 114 217
33 snow is paraphrasing ether 1227 and if men come unto me I1 will show unto

them their weakness
34 matthew 201i 16

35 see 3 nephi 8 this destruction actually took place immediately following the
saviors death before his resurrection

36 compare i1 john 32
37 see malachi 45 6 3 nephi 255 6 doctrine and covenants 2 and joseph

smith history 138 39
38 revelation 19101910iglo
39 joseph smith history 130 34

40 joseph smith history 168 72

41 doctrine and covenants 648
42 snow either did not discuss the fourth category of evils that ofofdislikengdislikedislikingdislikengng dis-

regarding and resisting those appointed over us in his original letter to the officers of
the church in the london area or he failed to copy that portion of the letter into his
notebook at any rate the letter in his notebook ends without a discussion of the
fourth evil



after the fall

then it was as it is now
the sun slipping over the earths equator
large animals wanting to sleep

looking back eve must have seen
flowers fanning like oriental ladies
honeycombshoneycombehoneycombs frothy water running over rocks
fish in their bright lures

they bickered on the way out
god said nothing not then
he stood in the cast shadow of twin cherubim

this afternoon the sun was impossibly bright
are we no better I1 thought
each of us blaming the other
as though we had never heard the story

I1 saw around me fruited trees
the rust hips of blighted roses
grasses going to seed and weeds everywhere
whitening like ash

a landscape not so terrible
god would have said then
that to learn your face
is to earn innocence again

and eve walking west would have passed
a patch of flooded crabgrass
ecstatic birds glimpsing themselves
in the dark water

gina clark

this poem won third place in the BYU studies 1998 poetry contest
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bowels of mercy

john durham peters

although perhaps too earthyforcarthyearthy for squeamish readers the idea oftheodtheof the bowels of
mercymercy is ffoundoundaund frequently in the scriptures reflecting ancient views about
human emotions and offering powerful insights about divine compassion

I1 will praise thee for I1 am fearfully and wonderfully made Ps 13914

the scriptures often come to us like messages in a bottle blown from
distant times and places they bring with them modes of expression that
can sometimes be mysterious for latter day readers one of these manner-
isms is the frequent use of concrete bodily language in describing spiritual
conditions we read variously of flinty hearts and stiff necks bent knees
and girded loins blind eyes and ears waxed dull and perhaps strangest
of all bowels of mercy in the hebrew bible the greek septuagint the
greek new testament the king james bible and the LDS scriptures bow-
els play a central role as a term for deep human feeling specific moral
virtues and the love of god such bowel imagery is ubiquitous appearing
not only in obscure passages but also in many of the most important dis-
cussionscussions of charity gods grace and especially in the book ofmormon of
the atonement that the bowels of all things should be singled out for
special spiritual purposes arouses perplexity if not aversion in most of us
yet if properly understood the notion that the viscera can be the vehicle of
virtue is poetically and morally powerful the metaphor of the bowels
reveals something about the workings not only of religious language but
also of mercy

modes of expression

god has expressly chosen to speak with human beings after the man-
ner of our language scriptural language consists of bridges between divine
command and human experience As expressions of his will to prophets
over the ages the scriptures are historically shaped texts designed to stir
human understanding and feeling dacd&c 124 5010 12 rather than trans-
parent packets of information As such they are also a storehouse of
diverse and sometimes antiquated imagery modes of expression that are
inclusive of bodily parts both active functions and passive sufferings
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celebrate the corporeality of all mortal creatures together with the divine
embodiment oftheodtheof the creator himself rather than treat them as a stumbling
block we should appreciate these modes of expression for the religiously
and aesthetically instructive offerings that they are

scriptural talk of bowels descends from ancient patterns of thought
that place the emotions in particular internal organs 1 rage lust hunger
joy compassion and so on were once considered not as abstract moods or
psychological states but as passions associated with specific anatomical
parts for the hebrews the leb or heart was the vital center of human life

the place where we think as well as feel for the greeks the phrenesperenes had
a similar role but whether we should associate them with the lungs
diaphragm or heart is still debated other organs could be assigned emo-
tional roles such as joy to the liver due to its large size or discomfort to the
kidneys in such feelings the true character of a person was thought to be
localized consider jerferjeremiahemiah 2012 0 lord of hosts that triest the righ-
teous and seest the reins and the heart the point that the lords gaze can
pierce humans to the center of their being is clear enough but we rarely
note that the reins here are the kidneys reins being an obsolete term com-
pare renal french rein

to have a pure heart is a habitual turn of phrase today but to speak
of pure kidneys sounds quite odd yet there is of course no compelling
anatomical reason why the heart should be the main english term for our
emotional center any more than any other inner organ the heart is vital to
our existence can be felt under certain excited conditions and sits at the
core of our body but it is not in strict fact an intellectual or emotional cen-
ter or originator we are used to thinking oftheodtheof the heart as the seat oftheodtheof the soul
not the liver or bowels and yet the physical heart is ultimately only a meta-
phor as well

nevertheless modern everyday language still often reproduces ancient
habits of thought the case of the heart shows that organ talk not only pre-
vailed prior to modern medicine but is still very much a part of modern
english speechwaysspeechways we speak of breathtakingbreath taking music heartbreakingheart breaking sto-
ries gut wrenching suffering stomach knotting tension fire in the belly
or a burning in the bosom I1 might spill my guts to get something offinsoffinyoff my
chest or as the era offof osephjosephoffoseph smith would have it unbosom my feelings
A plucky athlete we say has heart as a courageous soldier has guts an irasiras-
cible person has spleen and a coward is a lily livered person 2

similarly guts can also designate the essential parts of something the
guts of a car as well as the entrails proper the bowels mark a personI1

s

humanity as in moby dicks references to men that have no bowels to feel
fear or no bowels for a laugh 1 I3 in tom sawyer tom picks a fight with a

boy with a citified air about him that ate into toms vitals 0141147144 with this
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phrase mark twain deliciouslydeliriously paints toms irritation with a term remi-
niscent of the taunt to eat your heart out in english then the innards
especially the bowels are the felt site of some of our most intense passions

the ancient terms that the king jamess translators rendered into eng-
lish as bowels had a long history in hebrew and greek in the hebrew
bible three words rechem derebqereb and mehmelahmetah are translated as bowels in
the king james version KJV the most important of these the plural term
memmeimmcmmelm has a wide semantic range in biblical hebrew and can signify the
innards generally not only the intestines the reproductive organs and
the vital center of emotional life 5 referring to song of solomon 54 bibli-
cal scholar marvin pope summarizes this usage the hebrew memmeimmelm desig-
nates primarily the inward parts of the body the intestines bowels guts
and is used oftheodtheof the source ofprocreativeprocreativeof powers male and female oftheodtheof the seat
of the emotions pity compassion distress and here of erotic emotion 7161166

the hebrew derebqereb can represent the inward parts 7 while rechembechem more
often translated as compassion is closely related to the word rachamhacham
womb and thus connotes a deep love grounded in some natural human

relationship especially that of parent and child 8

in classical greek one term splangchna a plural term that is cognate
to spleen could mean both the intestines and the edible inner parts of a
sacrificed animal such as the heart lungs liver and kidneys as well as
the location of general character traits in human beings although not
specifically the seat of mercy 9 in septuagint and new testament greek
splangchna took on a more hebraic color to include tender feelings and
mercy 10 in the epistles of paul for instance splangchna is used to de-
scribe not only the vital organs but also the entire human personality the
body and spirit together paul described his deep love for the far away
philippians for god is my record how greatly I1 long after you all in the
bowels of jesus christ philip 18 similarly in philemon paul wrote
on behalf of a beloved slave onesimus whom paul called mine own
bowels philemphalemPhilem 112 meaning someone tied up in his inmost affec-
tions or as we might say a bosom buddy in latin viscera could mean
best friend just as in somewhat old fashioned modern greek tzieri

mou means both my dear and my liver
in both shakespeare and the KJV whose sixteenth and early seven

teenthsteenth century usages were already shaped by the hebraisms of earlier
english bible translations bowels was a familiar term for the emotions and
the inner parts up through eighteenth century english bowel could refer
to any internal organ even the brain only relatively recently has it ac-
quired the restricted sense of the intestines an oxford english dictionary
definition for bowels captures much of the KJV sense of that word con-
sidered as the seat of the tender and sympathetic emotions hence pity
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compassion feeling heartheart511yllxii511 A humorous example of the failure to rec-
ognize the archaic sense of bowels is seen in how a 1639 text was classified

the london sermon called bowels opened or A discovery of the neerebeere
and deere love union and communion betwixt christ and the church
was placed in the yale medical library apparently some hasty cataloguer
thought its topic was the relief of constipation12constipation12

english has been enriched in many ways by its borrowings from
hebrew and greek among other languages rather than merely mirroring
the original language translation also enriches the target language 13 we
often speak of what is lost in translation forgetting that much can be
gained as well for good and ill A KJV passage illustrates how translation
can enrich but whosochoso hath this world s good and seeth his brother have
need and shuttethshutteth up his bowels of compassion from him how dwellethdwelleth
the love of god in him i john 317 the greek simply reads if he close
his bowels away from him the king james translation adds of compas-
sion to bowels the noun compassion appears nowhere in new testa-
ment greek though we think of compassion as the heart guts of new
testament teachings 14

nineteen of the twenty occurrences of the word compassion in the
KJV new testament derive from verbs and thirteen of these come from
splangchnizomai a verb form based on splangchna which means to have
compassion or more literally something like to be boweled greek in-
nards become english love and sympathy an inheritance that shapes LDS

scriptural language as well indeed the KJV supplies the basic idiom for
much of LDS writ 15 including its usage of bowels how one word could
mean the offal of a sacrificed animal the tender emotions discussed in the
bible and the compassion enjoined in LDS scripture is a puzzle to which
we shall return below

the power of gutsy imagery

scriptural bowel language then descends from deep rooted traditions
of conceiving internal organs and not only the intestines as the distinc-
tive locations of human feeling understanding this history removes some
of the strangeness of such language yet it is an error I1 believe to tame the
metaphor too quickly as do the revised standard version and other mod-
ern bible translations that usually replace this jarring language with soft
euphemisms 16 much rather there is something significantly uncanny and
vaguely unsettling in the scriptural juxtaposition of the lowest and the
highest things guts and compassion bowels and mercy the bowels are at
once both gruesome and tender both aesthetic and theological lessons are
to be learned here
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some of the most moving scriptural teachings about love and solidar-
ity are couched in imagery that is frankly grotesque at the waters of mor-
mon alma tells the new converts that they should look forward with one
eye having one faith and one baptism having their hearts knit together in
unity mosiah 1821 imagining almaaima s words concretely gives us a cyclops
of many people with interwoven cardiac tissues but the literal meanings
at which we rarely pause point to a much deeper sense 17 small means

bring about great meanings similarly ammon exults that gods bowels
of mercy are over all the earth alma 2637 surely the point is not a blas-
phemous revision of the rain falling on the just and the unjust alike but the
universality of gods love for his children As a child I1 was similarly struck
by the apparent grisliness of the sacrament prayers where we pray to re-
member the body and the blood of christ rather than just his love or
works in general perhaps we need the vivid detail to anchor the larger sig-
nificancenificance more powerfully

twisting an old saying the best way to a persons spirit may be via the
stomach sensing another theological lesson here sometimes we may need
to be hit in the guts even the resurrected jesus groaned within himself
his bowels were filled with compassion for the multitude at bountiful when
he was struck by the painful contrast between the holy innocence of the
nephite children and the wickedness of the people of the house of israel

3 ne 1714
the perception of the sublime sometimes rests on sublimation the

loveliest moments in music often stem from dissonance just as the sweetest
perfumes often have civet as their basic ingredient A musky scent at the
foundation of things may be a condition of the worlds glory and beauty
there is no excellent beauty said francis bacon that hath not some

strangeness in the proportion 18

the bowels are strangely an inner reflection of our outer selves in a
sense they are a second skin the gastrointestinal tract is an outside that is

inside a hole that runs all the way through our midst we earthlingsearthlings are
doubles to ourselves our skin and bowels are one continuous surface
both in fact originate in the same embryonic germ layer our bodies are the
original mobius strip two sides one surface As the other of our skin
the bowels are the poor relation we would like to keep in the closet

thus curiously enough the power oftheodtheof the bowels as a metaphor in con-
temporary english lies quite possibly in the disgust they evoke whether
they are understood as guts generally or intestines specifically disgust is

intimately bound to gusto disgust is a condition of aesthetic perception
indeed it is also a kind of aesthetic perception

few aspects ofourolourofour embodiment are less attractive than the lower gastro-
intestinal bowels there is something repulsive about their product and
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function their sounds scents and motions being beyond polite bounds
even the body leaves them of all vital organs the least protected from in-
jury surgeons who might be expected to be immune to the metaphorical
connotations of body parts have commented to me about the messy and
slithery quality of the bowels the bowels business is to cast off and they
get cast off symbolically as well

more than any other organ however the bowels most ally us to the soil
we have one might say a long compost pit within our bowels add to the
earth and remind us daily that we inhabit tabernacles ofclay job 419 jesus
himselfmadehimself made the elimination process the subject ofhisochisofhis teachings in arguing
that it is not what goes into the body but what comes out of it that defiles
matt 1518 mark 715 excrement in itselfdoes not desecrate but the words

and thoughts that emanate from the heart jesus was not afraid of dealing
frankly but discretely with human embodiment in its fullness his doctrine
crossed over traditional laws of cleanliness and hygiene when the good
samaritan s bowels are moved for example he is looking at what the priest
and levite perhaps with ritual horror might have taken to be a corpse
luke 1033

19 to have compassion is to care for things tainted with disease
and death as all mortals in some ways are As humans a term related to
humus ground or earth we are earthlingsearthlings acquainted with soil

the bowels are subjects about which we are often embarrassed to talk
and yet the scriptures put the bowels unavoidably in our face our resis-
tance to reflection about bowels is itself instructive the bowels sit at the
center of the human body and yet nothing is so furtive as the act of doing
our business but it is an experience common to man one to which we

can all relate and one we all had to master at an early age the bowels may
repulse us but few distresses are as acute as when they malfunction bow-
els are the part of embodied life which we rarely articulate but which is

most intimately our own when they are discussed they are usually the
stuff of bawdy humor snickering puerility or scatological writing not
scriptural truth the bowels may be the most personal and hidden of all

organs the sheer relief of the bowels being moved the release of inner
containment may serve as a secret metaphor of what it is to go beyond
ourselves to let our insides go to stop holding back perhaps in some ways
compassion as the greek suggests has a similar motion 20

culturally mormonscormons tend to be queasy about explicitness in bodily
depiction even if our theology teaches the necessity of humane and divine
embodiment anything too concrete on the fullness of the godhead bod-
ily col 29 often makes us perhaps rightly nervous navels let alone
genitals are already perplexing enough though our theology allows for the
possibility of their eternal continuation 21 the issue is more one of repre-
sentationsentation and taste than doctrine much of modern thought and literature
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has engaged in what we might see as archaeology of humus an exploration
of the extremities of bodily bliss and degradation such exploration can be
both bracing and harsh profane and profound As considerations of what it
means to be mortals creatures with bowels modern thought merits the
attention of those who have a stomach for such exploration yet the mod-
ernist fascination for the proximity of the organs of eros and of excretion22excretion22

has little resonance in LDSLIDS culture despite the novels stories and essays of
levi S peterson for example which are exquisitely sensitive to the theologi-
cal and earthy meaning of our nether regions 23 peterson stands in the lin-
eage of the christian grotesque that stretches from the gospels and pauls
letters through dostoyevsky and flannery oconnor and celebrates compas-
sion for the maculate stuffofwhichstuff of which humans are made compared to gods
perfection he argues perhaps every living ounce of the human body the
heart and brain as well as the emunctories is no better than night soil 24

peterson makes the comparison too stark however since gods son
also made his tabernacle of such stuff human flesh is not just the opposite
of gods glory but a powerful sign of his grace and even of our kinship
with him an embodied being the lord god omnipotent came down
from heaven to dwell in a tabernacle of clay mosiah 35 and why that
by bearing the infirmities ofhisochisofhis people his bowels maybe filled with mercy
according to the flesh alma 712 in LDS theology the bowels are not
opposed to god s perfection they are its very vehicle 25

atonement and the bowels ofmercyofmercy

in LDS scripture the bowels are not foregroundedgroundedfore they are left to do
their work crucial as always but behind the scenes away from ordinary
view in seeing the expanse of the eternities enoch had a vision of the
entire human family and looked upon their wickedness and their misery
and wept and stretched forth his arms and his heart swelled wide as eter-
nity and his bowels yearned and all eternity shook moses 741 enochs
yearning is not abstract or contemplative but deeply visceral the motions
ofhisochisofhis inner organs are in tune as it were with the shaking of eternity like-
wise abinadi says to the court of king noah

and thus god breakethbreaketh the bands of death having gained the victory over
death giving the son power to make intercession for the children of men
having ascended into heaven having the bowels of mercy being filled with
compassion towards the children of men standing betwixt them and justice
having broken the bands ofdeathof death taken upon himselftheirhimself their iniquity and their
transgressions having redeemed them and satisfied the demands ofjusticeof justice
mosiah 15858 9

it would be hard to find anywhere in scripture a more compact description
of christs work of intercession central to which is the acquiring of the
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bowels of mercy for both enoch and abinadi the vision of gods eternal
workings is mysteriously connected with the inner organs great and small
noble and ignoble divine and human are tied together

why should something so earthly as bowels be used to describe christs
mercy and work there are several possible reasons

the divine experience of human suffering several LDS commenta-
tors have honed in on what elder neal A maxwell terms the stunning
book of mormon insight that jesus suffered in order that he might know
how to succor his people 26 in a striking articulation of this aspect of the
atonement lorin K hansen argues it is not jesus suffering per se that
redeems men and women suffering has an effect on him and it is that ef-
fect or change that makes possible human redemption the power of re-
demptiondemption comes through his expanded knowledge and sensitivity which
he then expresses through his role as mediator 27 in contrast to traditional
explanations of christs suffering as a ransom to the devil a payment to an
exacting god or an avenging of gods wronged honor hansen develops
what theologians call the moral theory of the atonement that is christ
died to awake a moral transformation of our beings the atonement not
only reconciled humanity to god but god to humanity

the atonement is in this view less a settling of cosmic accounts than
part of gods education so to speak an experience he needed to conceive
empathy with the human family an immersion in pain not unlike what all

in their second estate must experience a condescension in other words 28

hansen cites hebrews 58 and doctrine and covenants 9311 14 that christ
had no fullness at first but learned through suffering elder maxwell simi-
larly explains that the infinite intensiveness of christs suffering was nec-
essary for him to become a fully comprehending atoner 29

alma 712 also makes this very point and he will take upon him
death that he may loose the bands of death which bind his people and he
will take upon him their infirmities that his bowels may be filled with
mercy according to the flesh that he may know according to the flesh how
to succor his people according to their infirmities alma backpedalsbackpedals a bit
in the next verse as if ifhavinghaving realized he might have implied gaps in divine
knowledge now the spirit knoweth all things nevertheless the son of
god sufferethsuffereth according to the flesh that he might take upon him the sins
of his people that he might blot out their transgressions according to
the power of his deliverance alma 713 bowels cannot apparently be
filled with mercy without a mortal sojourn according to the flesh a

requisite that implies the novelty of mortal life within gods experience
and fits more comfortably in a process theology than traditional notions

of static omniscience
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obviously there is a huge difference between abstract theoretical
knowledge and knowledge developed and tested in the crucible of experi-
ence to take a homely example the picture on the box and a completed
jigsaw puzzle are all but identical images but the completed puzzle is
almost infinitely richer to those who assembled it they know its details
textures colors and patterns with both affection and frustration while the
cover picture is not invested with their care or acquaintance to a nonpar-
ticipant communicating the difference between the two images would be
nearly impossible in this way the spirit might in advance know pre-
cisely what the picture of mortal life looks like but still have to learn the
labor of matching pieces by color and shape

embodiment holds all kinds of secrets unknowable to the spectator
A spirit who has never lived in embodied mortality may know all things
except what it is like not to know all things in mortality a spirit can be-
come acquainted with the night privation and ignorance it can encounter
lack absence desire and negativity in their fullness or rather their par-
tialitytiality it can learn about waiting surprise the uncertainty of all action
everything in short that derives from living in time the bowels stand as

part for this whole
connectingcoimectmgwithwith mortality much of the bowel language in LDS scrip-

ture occurs in passages concerned with what i1 nephi 1126 calls the con-
descension of god the descent of the divine into the human or the
inspiration of the human with divine characteristics 3300 the bowels are a

unique sign of divine condescension into mortal claydayclaociaoaay in 1841 ludwig feuer-
bach wrote that the hidden secret of christianity is that humans project
their mortal desires onto the heavens thus creating the gods in contrast the
essence of christianity is that god comes down to become acquainted with
mortal matter 31 the metaphor of the bowels offers a deep vision of conde-
scensionscension by which I1 do not mean haughtiness but the descent of the divine
into the human so that the human may ascend into the divine

perhaps the locus classicusclass icus of such a notion in LDS literature is joseph
smith s second letter from liberty jail thy mind 0 man ifthouif thou wilt lead
a soul unto salvation must stretch as high as the utmost heavens and
search into and contemplate the darkest abyss and the broad expanse of
eternity thou must commune with godgod3232 it is in the same letter that we
read let thy bowels also be full of charity towards all men and to the
household of faithfaitlfalthgaithfaial dacd&c 12145 compare 886 this is a manifesto for a
kind ofknowledgeofknowledge art and life that is not afraid oftheodtheof the heights or the depths
a kind of inquiry that is as broad as gods mercy and as deep as the lowest
reaches of mortality taking condescension in this way has rich implica-
tions for our relation with god each other and our vision of our place in
the cosmos
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the bowels then are the sign of our humanity and of gods succor for
it they are central to the language oftheodtheof the atonement since they mark god s

condescension but the metaphor of the bowels as doctrine and cove-
nants 12145 suggests implies a horizontal dimension of mercy between fel-

low mortals when joseph in egypt first saw his long lost younger brother
benjamin he made haste for his bowels did yearn upon his brother and
he sought where to weep and he entered into his chamber and wept there
gen 4330 when king solomon took a sword to divide the disputed

baby before the quarreling mothers the real mother s bowels yearned
upon her son and she said 0 my lord give the other woman the living
child and in no wise slay it i kgsggs 326 in both cases the hebrew word
translated as bowels is rachamim meaning something like tender mercies
or maternal nurture a word also rendered in the plural as mercies com

passions or pity and in the singular as matrix or womb in the KJV 33 both
benjamin soon to be framed as a thiefinthievinthief in joseph s test ofofwhetherwhether or not his
eleven brothers have learned to care for each other in his absence and the
disputed baby are in mortal danger on the brink of death acts of substitu-
tion in each case deflect the sword of justice judah steps forward to take
benjamin s punishment just as the true mother lets her rival take her place
as mother thus the bowels in the king james idiom often signify a res-
torationto of a prior relationship a rescuing from exile even a willingness to
trade places with another in peril

A matter of life and death why the bowels should be the mark of
mercy is perhaps illuminated by the ancient practice of animal sacrifice a

point alluded to above walter burkert a scholar of ancient greek religion
offers an arresting interpretation of the origins of greek tragedy he argues
that the participants in the sacrifice feel guilt and horror at the slaughter of
a living animal for their own nourishment A drama of expiation develops
this is the birth of tragedy that shifts the blame for the animals death

from the killers to the animal itself the splangchna are the first parts of the
victim to be eaten

the slightly uncanny vitals the internal organs which come to light only
now and may seem to contain the life which sometimes cause disgust and
sometimes are regarded as rather a delicacy must be disposed of first of all
no wonder that susplangchneuein to share the flesh or internal organs of a

victim at a sacrifice is the firmest foundation of fellowship the shudder of
horror at the animal s murder dies away in a feeling of physicalofphysical wellbeingwell being 34

the splangchna of the eaters may be moved with contradictory feeling as

they become literally filled with the splangchna of the animal with horror
and awe the sufferings of the victim go directly from its bowels to those of
the celebrants might the participants in the sacrifice recognize the tender-
ness of their own vitals as they consume those of the victim Is pity for the
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sacrificial victim a metaphor for solidarity with our fellows to hurt with
them where they hurt burkert in any case offers one way to connect the
innards and the quality of mercy a consuming empathy for the victim

scriptural bowels often appear where someones life hangs in the bal-
ance the vitals of a sufferer are at stake and the observer s or the con-
queror s bowels stir in identification in the greek new testament text
bowels respond to a crowd perishing from hunger matt 936 a debtor
about to be sold into slavery with his wife and children matt 1827 two
blind men pleading for sight matt 2034 a widow grieving for her son
luke 713 a wayfarer wounded and left for dead luke 1033 and a son re-

turning as if from the dead luke 1520 in the same way a dog shows its
belly to its enemy to admit defeat now openly exposed the most vulnera-
ble spot invites the victor to relent our bowels so open to injury in battle
and so easily upset by what goes in them are our most tender spot to beg
for mercy is to ask the victor quite literally not to hate or hit our guts

sharing the pain ofothers to have mercy from latin misericordia
a heart ofpityof pity is to feel in one s own bowels the plight oftheodtheof the other to share
sorrows in a heart not one s own to have bowels for another is to recognize
a shared humanity a common subjection to suffering and death bowels
are the site ofofsubstitutionalsubstitutional suffering in modern greek one oftheodtheof the tender
est things you can say is splachnosplachno mou meaning my dear one its impli-
cation is that your soul is my soul that you are my inner parts

in the bowels we learn to feel for others nothing is so difficult to share
as pain our nerve endings terminate in our unique pain centers although
people can share words and comfort with each other the sorrow is each
person s alone to feel the pain of others is physically impossible but
morally imperative how can humans break out of the shell of private sor-
row amulekamules flatly declared that no mortals can shed their own blood to
pay for another s sins alma 3411 explaining that only an infinite substi-
tution by an infinite being could reach across the gaps between individuals
therefore there can be nothing short of an infinite atonement which will

suffice for the sins of the world alma 3412 the problem of mortal life
for amulekamules is that all are hardened and thus destined to perish alma 349
hardening suggests many things to harden in pride in sin in will

but all of these suggest the hardening of the self hardening might be
precisely the quality of individuality that makes every person solely
responsible for his or her own sins and immune to the sufferings of others
if we persist in our hardness according to amulekamules our pain is destined to
be absolutely incommunicable if not then we have the opportunity to en-
counter a being christ who can bridge the gap between the zero and the
one christ died then in part to save us from ourselves one purpose of
the atonement is to soften us to make us able to feel viscerally each other s
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sorrows with the bowels of mercy the sharing of viscera the walls be-
tween people seem to melt

the epitome of other bearing pain is pregnancy and childbirth bow-
els in the KJV idiom as we have seen are not only delicacies consumed at
a sacrifice but the reproductive organs the bowels suggest both the taking
and the giving of life having bowels moved with compassion suggests
pregnancy an inward part being filled and moved for anothersothersan life in
labor the mother risks her life for the sake of the child s putting her own
bowels in jeopardy here again bowels suggest a surface both inside

and outside self and other the bowels of christ might be poetically un-
derstoodderstood as a womb the means by which we gain second birth his suffer-
ings in the garden and on the cross are like labor pains see john 1621
scriptural bowel imagery then encompasses male and female just as the
bowels of christ are filled for all 3 ne 177 to his sons and daughters he
has earned the right to say splachna mou

LDS theologians often note the impossibility of comprehending what
jesus christ went through in the atonement 35 while this protestation
could be read as indicating a lack of a uniquely LDS account of the atoning
process I1 believe it evinces a deeper respect for the impenetrability of
christ s suffering no human sorrow pain sickness or infirmity is strange
to christ36Christ 36 he has gone through them all bunions backaches birth
pains believers in him need never feel that they suffer alone but since the
greatest human sorrow may be the loneliness of suffering and the isolation
we feel in our worst moments christ s lone sorrows had to be incompre-
hensiblehensible to us before ours could become comprehensible to him he had to
learn the walled in quality of pain firsthand to succor us inin our own suffer-
ing loneliness our inability to fathom his sorrow is part of its saving prop-
erty if we could easily peer into his pain we would be in the position of
bridging the infinite gap between the pain felt by the self and by the other
something amulekamules suggests finite beings cannot do gospel accounts of
jesus disciples sleeping during his lonely agony in gethsemane mark 14

34 4040 and the withdrawal oftheodtheof the presence of god the father during christ s

suffering on the cross mark 1534 are poetically necessary to underscore
his loneliness believers are invited to consider if there is any hurt like his
and to recognize that they can do nothing to lift his pain christ spills his guts
so to speak on our behalf a god in solitary sorrow and we are inwardly
moved in response

by suffering infinitely christ brought about the bowels of mercy in
many respects consider the climactic verse of amulekamulekssmulek s great discourse
this being the intent of this last sacrifice to bring about the bowels of

mercy which overpowerethoverpowereth justice and bringethbringeth about means unto men
and women that they may have faith unto repentance alma 3415
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lowell bennion and eugene england have rightly focused attention on the
marvelously suggestive notion of providing means for faith unto repen-
tancetance13737137 but perhaps the even more important phrase in this passage is
11 the bowels of mercy whose bowels these are is wonderfully unclear
these bowels of mercy are brought about on many levels for god the
father surveying the sinful human family for god the son pleading for
them and for penitent people who recognizing the mercy they have
received are able to break through the self enclosure of pain and succor
others we are thus all as sophocles had antigone say of her dead brother
homosplangchnoi oftheodtheof the same bowels there is no shame in paying respect
to those of the same bowels 3138113838 perhaps these atoning bowels of mercy
belong to the universe itself in that they stave off the sword of justice As

we see that gods son has bowels full of a sorrow that exceeds anything
humans could ever know the bowels ofmercyofmercy are brought about in us the
hardness of each individuals inner core is pierced and open to compassion
As an infinite sufferer christ left himself vulnerable as a receiver ofmercyof mercy
our mercy pity or misericordia so that we might receive his mercy and
gods mercy in turn

conclusion

the bowels in short are the inward parts of the atonement the place
at which the inside and the outside the boundaries between selfand other
become blurry the bowels are the site of a transaction between selves the
site of a great substitution the pains of the other become ones own we
enter zion the community ofgenuineofgenuine love where as alma says our hearts
might be knit together this is both the social and religious meaning of
bowels ofmercyof mercy in the metaphor we discover not only something that is

vaguely grotesque or suggestively poetic but also a deep unity that is both
aesthetic and theological gods power to encompass with love all things
the heights and the depths corruption and incorruption
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haeremai A maori welcome
it took days to get there
two to make reservations
then 27 hours from anchorage to new zealand
and they were waiting

when we arrived at the morae the ritual began
three women waved green leafy branches
crying haeremai haeremai haeremai

we slipped off our shoes
and everyone in that carved building stood
as we walked
up to the front
where our daughter and her family waited
I1 mouthed her name mandy
gave her a smile
she nodded brown eyes lost in shadows

I1 knelt by our grandson
did the expected
traced the chilled forehead
the swiss maori nose
whispered ohanuiarohanuiAr gibby haere ra t
saw him again catching his balance on a rickety ladder
then reaching with an improvised broom
of ti tree branches
to sweep away a host of spiders

norma S bowkett

welcome come forward to you and your ancestors
t I11 love you gibby farewell

this poem won an honorable mention in the 1998 BYU studies poetry contest
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classic maya religion beliefs and
practices of an ancient american people
stephen D houston

though difficult to decipher maya religion permeated a complex ancient world
with an overriding sense of the sacral nature of all things and reveals much
about how those people lived and why they vanished

in the last five years dramatic advances in deciphering ancient maya
writing have unveiled the classic maya as above all a people of faith the
maya gloried in their closeness to the supernatural they worshiped many
gods built temples to house images of supernatural beings developed
complex theologies of spirit and matter and envisioned a world permeated
by living essences now many of these beliefs and practices lie open to our
gaze decipherment of maya hieroglyphic writing allows us to begin to
understand the classic maya concept of the nature of human existence
their system of morality and their religious practice and how such prac-
tices meldedmeldee with political or dynastic concerns

not all of the mayan beliefs are easily understood completely docu-
mented or from our viewpoint morally defensible however they do
testify to a peoples quest for the divine in a small but crucial corner ofpre
columbian civilization

the classic maya an ancient american people flourished from about
AD 250 to 850 the study of their beliefs and practices represents a natural
point of interest for those of us who participate in lives that are intensely
and vividly involved in matters of faith and practice agency and world
view we anchor our lives in the proposition that the secular and the spiri-
tual are not so very distant from each other we believe that faith and moral
conscience should not be restricted to moments of collective worship or
other formal observances rather they should enrich all activities regard-
less ofnatureornatureof nature or setting the quest for the divine the anticipation ofitsoaitsof its life
giving light these lie at the heart ofwhatof what it is to be human

this intimate communion of spiritual and secular lives is not an un-
usual state such a religious life was the common condition of humanity
before the modern period 1 our new understanding of the writings of the
premodern maya of central america and mexico reveals them as people
who lived this religious life and their history is instructive for many
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reasons it illustrates how scholars reconstruct something so fleeting and
insubstantial as ancient belief it serves as a reproach to those who would
compartmentalize or trivialize the influence of sacred propositions and it
stands as a moving testament to the human spirit and its need for answers
to difficult questions why are we here what is expected of us why is the
world as it is

we have just begun to unravel the answers to these questions as the
maya understood them by sheer luck I1 was a graduate student at yale

the ground zero of decipherment in the late 1970s and early 198osipsosipsas when
maya hieroglyphic writing began to unveil its secrets fig i plate i1 the
ride these last few years has been an intellectual roller coaster breath-
taking frustrating taxing in ways I1 could scarcely have imagined at times
I1 have felt capable and bright at others despondently inadequate before the
challenge of decipherment yet the breakthroughs are so new that much of
what I1 have to tell you could not have been said even five years ago 2

the maya ancient and modern

the maya are a group ofnativeofnative american peoples numbering into the
millions living today throughout southern mexico and northern central
america most citizens of guatemala belize and the mexican states of
chiapas campechecampicheCampeche quintana roo and tabasco probably have some maya
blood if all those who are genetically related are counted the maya exist
in even larger numbers some estimates place their tally as high as five
million 3 at the end of this century the maya continue to speak close to
thirty languages some with only a few remaining elderly speakers who
await the extinction of their language with utter certainty 4 see map we
know of many more dialects that died out long ago these languages
descend from an ancient tongue known as common mayan which was
probably spoken many centuries if not millennia before the time of
christ john robertson professor of linguisticsoffinguistics at BYU and I1 have collab-
orated closely in attempting to understand the relation of modern maya
speech to ancient writing 5

maya culture remains robust if forever shifting as it did in the past
culturally there are no unchanging people anywhere at any time the

unchanging society is a myth we occasionally hear with respect to non-
western or preindustrial societies6societies6 for the maya some of the changes
arise from the legacy of terrible violence both colonial and modern that
has scourgedscourgerscourged them especially during the last twenty years the wounds
from such conflicts from the destruction of families ofyoungowyoungofyoung and old will
heal completely only with the death of memory 7

the classic maya were the ancestors of some modern maya the clas-
sic maya civilization flourished in the so called lowlands of the yucatan



fig i1 roll out of late classic vessel photograph justin kerr file no ki28k1728
michael D coe and justin kerr the art of the maya scribe new york harry

abrams 199711997 plate 288

fig 2 the usumacintaUsumacinta river near the maya ruins of piedras negrasdegras guatemala
photograph by stephen houston
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peninsula which is in fact an area of highly diverse geography and climate
fig 2 tourists visiting the luxurious resorts ofofcancuncancincanc6n and cozumelCozumel or

the island paradises off the coast of belize sun themselves just miles from
buried cities some of which have never been visited by archaeological
expeditions the maids cleaning rooms and serving drinks speak yucatec
maya their ancestors beyond recall built those ruined cities

scholars of the classic period are often accused of overstatement and
emotional excess when they discuss this people I1 confess to this weakness
and will freely indulge it maya cities are immense staggering confectionsconvectionsconfect ions
of buildings atop buildings fig 3 also they were metaphorically speak-
ing great machines for religious living where tropical birds flit today
populations in the tens of thousands occupied palaces small hovels mid-
dling buildings in high temples the classic maya worshiped gods and
burned incense to ancestors plates 2 4 they raided grew crops aplenty
held court formed large scale alliances and raised families whose outlines
and organization yet remain unclear they lived earthy real lives but lived
them within a sacred worldviewworldview brigham young university and its
research institute the new world archaeological foundation have been
international leaders in understanding these ancient and modern lives 8

the problem ofaccessingofaccessing ancient thought

the powerful appeal of the ancient maya is not only in their practical
achievements however they were also deep thinkers capable of express-
ing ideas on large stone monuments known as stelae as well as on panels
altars portable objects sculpted facades ballcourtbellcourtballcourt markers anything that
could display a hieroglyph or an image for many the appeal of the classic
maya lies precisely in the possibility of engaging ancient minds it is our
task and joy to learn how to read the messages they left

this task is not however a trivial challenge in the first place there
exists the overriding difficulty of deciphering a hieroglyphic text we can
read a good deal of these inscriptions written during some centuries espe-
cially around AD 700700 800800 about fortyyearsforty years ago specialists discovered that
the glyphsglyphis recorded the history of kings queens and nobles 9 names such
as pakal the great plate 5 or jaguar paw have expanded the history of pre
columbian america and peppered it with celebrated personages the
recent decipherment of grammatical clues has led john robertson and me
in collaboration with david stuart at harvard to propose that maya writ-
ing contains a kind of archaic prestige or liturgical language 10 A suitable
analogy might be medieval latin spoken by priests scholars and nobility
which was not closely linked to the language of peasants in the fields

yet a decipherment ofhieroglyphicofhieroglyphic writing takes us only so far remem-
ber that we are in a profound sense eavesdropping on ancient conversations



emphatically we are
not the intended audi-
ence this means that even the most transparent
hieroglyphic text readable in every one of its ele-

ments is fundamentally impenetrable in other
ways we do not have the beliefs or experiences to give broader meaning to
those statements consider some ancient roman or early medieval texts
that are relatively difficult to interpret we might be able to read latin but
so much else is missing of what it was like to have been born and to have
lived in these cultures

archaeologists iconographersiconographers and epigraphersepigraphers the latter two special-
izing in the interpretation of art and writing respectively bridge past and
present worlds in a number of ways some approaches are naive and un
reflective others self conscious and burdened with the intellectual agonies
of epistemology of understanding how we know what we know one
general strategy serves the scholar well hermeneutics or the discovery of
meaning through interpretation hermeneutics is not itself free of variety
or eclecticism nor does it guarantee certainty of result it can be romantic
involving a near mystical empathy with past thought or it can derive from
the hermeneutic circle of hansgeorghans georg gadamergademerGadamer for whom meaning de-
rives from the interplay of ancient or foreign ideas and the concepts held
openly or unconsciously by the interpreter hence the circle and its to
and fro motion 11

both approaches affirm that we can understand the past they reserve
a place and role for evidence and for its patient marshaling in favor of par-
ticular arguments but we are not sponges that merely absorb ancient
imperishable thoughts gadamergademer believes it is a philosophical impossibility
ever to fully restore the past rather ancient realities must be engaged
through our very beings from the vantage point ofwhoofwho we are and ofhowofsowof how
we experience the world



fig 3 view of the acropolis
at piedras negrasdegras gumGuegueernalernal
drawing by heather hurst
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for this reason we will indeed must put a little of ourselves into re-
constructing the grooves and pathways of classic maya thought it is un-
avoidable that the very terms we use such as religion reflect our own
mindsetsmindsets since we can describe foreign realities only with our own lan-
guage for the maya I1 suspect religion as we use the word fails to capture
the centrality of belief and practice in the conduct of classic society for
them religion was not a matter apart from everyday life but rather one that
explained it undergirdedundergirderundergirded it enveloped it and provided an idiom for
appropriate behavior As john monaghan points out we in our time com-
partmentalizepartmentalize ritual as a formalized sacred act but what does one make of
a society in which planting corn or building a house is as much a ritual as

the burial of the deaddead12 terms we take for granted become downright mis-
leading if we follow gadamergademerGadamer precision of interpretation the reduction
of intellectual distance between past and present will come about only
with greater attention to our own premises as eavesdroppers 13

the permeation of society with sacred and supernatural propositions
the interweaving of the divine with the mundane compels us to reflect on
another common view of religion regrettably one that dominates much
archaeological discussion the view that elites royalty nobles the privi-
leged in general usually engineer faith and practice so as to confuse ex-

ploit and terrorize dim witted gullible peasants state religions of this sort
involve elites who invest priesthood in their own sons and relatives per-
haps even appropriating commonly held concepts but adapting them for
political objectives 14 their goal is to make social differences seem natural
and preordainedpreordained

there are two varieties of this view one deeply cynical the other more
subtle the openly cynical argument I1 call it the school of suspicion
equates maya religious practices with propaganda a deliberate attempt to
sway people by manipulating information 15 all elite statements on stelae
and other sculpted monuments can be reduced to madison avenue cam-
paigns or imposturesimpostures that sell not jeans but reasons for inequality and
subordination while royalty rubs its hands over ill gotten bounty

the more subtle view holds that religion attends to elite needs but in
unconscious or incremental ways such a process gradually comes to pass
because of strong forces operating on it 16 nonetheless there still lurks in
either interpretation the same goal of making the rich and powerful better
off than they were before both views the cynical and the subtle have
answers for everything

it is difficult to deny that some beliefs and practices do stem from
royal preoccupations but it is unclear whether religion can be reduced to
an instrument for purely social needs such explanation can in the worst
cases adopt the tone of preciousofprecious little stories that drip with cross cultural
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condescension according to these theories the content and overall concep-
tion oftheodtheof the sacred is unimportant and extraneous to its core social functions

As scholars we are professionally enjoined from lobbingbobbing personal
remarks in the spirit ofthisorthisof this postmodern age which addresses both human
motive and historical situation let me do so anyway A survey of scholars
promoting these negative views of religion would show I1 strongly suspect
a total agnosticism leading them for reasons of private disposition to
discredit revealed religion as the great anthropologist and devout

roman catholic evans pritchard suggested almost fifty years ago 17 reli-
gion has no power for such people and they must explain its appeal to
others in purely pragmatic or instrumental terms

in this instance gadamarradamar might say that these scholars have injected
their own mind set but to a naive and unreflective degree their academic
readership which generally esteems the ideas oftheodtheof the agnostic scholars is not
about to question their underlying premises yet gadamersdamersGa hermeneutic
circle is in their hands unacknowledged but very much present

the agnostic point ofviewofvieyofview strongly attracts some archaeologists whose
subjects are long dead archaeologists cannot easily exhume religious senti-
ment or holy passion ethnographers who work with living peoples and
who see in the maya region daily acts of devotion know far better

religion for the classic maya must be understood then in a way that
explains why it mattered so much to them rather than focus on the sup-
posed consequences of the maya religion the mistake of the school of
suspicion we should focus on the subjective feelings of the faithful did
religion among the classic maya reduce feelings of chaos helplessness
and personal isolation did it in short give meaning to life and guide
relations with other people regardless of status or class we can presume
that it did or religious devotion would not have had its tenacious pur-
chase on the maya

A method of approaching religious devotion more systematically is to
adopt a theological perspective18perspective18 that allows us to look at the classic maya
according to a formalized body of ideas that tell us about human relation-
ships to divinity and the supernatural theology concerns subtle but grand
and comprehensive premises that organize belief there is as we shall see
evidence that many oftheseof these ideas were held by the maya people collectively
but always in local ways that expressed local needs

classic maya religion

there is no evidence in the classic maya belief system of unifying
orthodoxy or coherent creeds the classic maya did not apparently have
ecclesiastical authorities to enforce such matters across the maya lowlands
however there may have been cult or oracle centers in caves that attracted

pilgrims from long distances across political boundaries plate 616 1911 yet
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there is a remarkable commonality of underlying concepts in a deeply
insightful essay anthropologist john monaghan has itemized major
themes that exist to this day among native groups in mexico belize and
guatemala monaghan2monaghan s evidence is largely ethnographic and his themes
exist among other groups as well as the maya but some of the themes ad-
vanced by monaghan and others reveal much of interest as they relate to
the classic maya

monism and its implications chief among the themes is what might
be called monism monism involves the beliefthatbeliefbellef that a single divine principle
suffuses the universe 21 imagine a world where something like a stone or a

hill may be as alive as a human being or where the carved image of a god
may in fact be that god plate 7 the world ofhard substance that we take
for granted in assumed dualistic separation of the spiritual and the mate-
rial between what is alive and animate and what is not seems invalid for
native americans inin this region 22 among the classic maya this concept
expresses itself abundantly images of hills wits sprout eyes carved altars
have mouths and noses fig 4 buildings need to be fed and doorways
speak quite literally as mouths 23

in this belief system whatever essence makes an individual or deity dis-

tinct can extend to depictions of that being a portrait would be more than

fig 4 hieroglyph for wits hill from drawing by david stuart david stuart the
hills are alive sacred mountains in the maya cosmos symbols spring 199711997 fig 5
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just a representation as we understand it the eyes look fine but the nose
well it just isnt right in classic maya art the representation whether of
king or captive is not as the greeks might see it a counterfeit of reality 24

rather it forms part of that reality and shares in the identity of the thing it
pictures for the maya a portrait captures part of the soul essence of the
person being shown so the sculptures in the great plaza of a maya city do
not stand silently As parts of the king they still dance or pose in glorious
splendor awaiting worshipful attendance from vanished subjects plate 9

more strangely to ancient maya mentalities the hieroglyphshieroglyphy truly
speak plate 8 As a sculpture shares in the identity of the king so do the
glyphsglyphis which reverberate with phrases offmaya lips to maya eyes the glyphsglyphis

exist physically to maya ears the glyphsglyphis crackle with the audible power of
royal rhetoric 25 the result is a distinct perception or experience oftheodtheof the world
as a place with multiple manifestations of the divine

gods holiness and local religion this sense of general vitality of
animate energy in hieroglyphic texts that both depict speech and are
speech takes us only so far two concepts prevent us from viewing monis-
tic energy as so much white noise the life spirit extended every which
way without individual identities or specific instantiations first for the
classic maya this vitality never seems to have existed on its own floating
about like so much cosmic smog it had to have a material manifestation in
specific things beings or tangible forces second they clearly conceived of
holiness as a pure distillation of that spirit that did not pertain to everyone
or everything but only to two kinds of beings gods and royalty

individualized gods were known to the classic maya as kuh fig 5

the very term for such beings reflects an archaic label from earlier stages
of their language two kinds of gods existed or to put this more accu-
rately two dimensions of gods there were major gods often expressing
natural forces such as rain or the
sun fig 6 these beings rejoiced
in names like chaabchaak kawiilKawiil
kinich aiasajawaiaw and ik kuh and 0 0represented primordial forces and
creative agencies in themselves
they can be traced to the earliest 0
periods of maya civilization well
before the time of christ fig 7

their actions and properties told
as stories often narrated on scenes
from maya ceramics explain why7 J i i r r r 11 j rfigpig 5 hieroglyph for k uh god from
the world isis as it isis drdrawingdringing by Ddaviddidid stuart



fig 6 the major god kawiilkawnlkawal as spirit companion photograph
justin kerr file no 105164 dorledoriedone reents budet painting thethematathemayamaya
universe royal ceramics of the classic period durham NCN C
duke university press 199411071994 107



fig 7 late preclassic depiction of maya rain god chank hapa stela i1
drawing byayax moreno courtesy newworldnew world archaelogicalarchaeologicalArchae logical foundation
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also we have recently learned of a plurality of other gods usually of a

localized sort they remain in shadow and mystery but do play a role
these local gods lived tangibly among the maya their carvings recall that
images were living things to the maya occupied temples where they
could be entreated and even bullied the local city based deities seem to
have been aspects of major gods lodged in particular places to suit local
needs more to the point these tutelary gods were tended carefully by
rulers who served as intermediaries between their subjects and these almost
tribal deities in a few instances the relationships between ruler and god
seem entirely personal that is the gods pertain only to one ruler and are
enthroned at the same time he is

the parallels between mayan gods and those of some other ancient
religions particularly of ancient greece are striking zeus could for exam-
ple adopt a near infinity ofguisesof guises and cults to certain gods could be intro-
duced and extinguished as a city changed 26 we see a similar pattern in
classic maya cities like palenque mexico where cults dedicated to certain
gods sprang suddenly into existence either as local theological innovations
or as borrowings from elsewhere the paradox here is that in their identi-
ties gods could be multiplied subdivided regrouped they could reside
simultaneously now and in the deep past at this city and yet at another
indeed the unresolvable paradoxes and ambiguities are what partly give
power and mystery to the system as in the question of the trinity for some
christians 2721 more than a hint of secrets unfold just beyond yet irremov-
ably distant from human grasp monism or a general monistic orientation
implies a vast arena that outstrips our capacity to see at one time its im-
mensity and its majesty

the role oftheodtheof the rulers is complex I1 ve portrayed them as intermediaries
and caretakers finding no evidence that they were regarded as gods them-
selves rather rulers were labeled k uhulkuhuibhul godly or holy sacred as priests
might be sacred when they came to the throne they were figuratively
wrapped kahlkuhlkuhikahikahlvahl afaj much like a sacred bundle might be in native north
america or in community rituals of modern maya 28 in hieroglyphic texts
kings are described in almost godly detachment to a very curious extent
they seldom do much of anything but instead supervise oversee and occa-
sionallysionally dance an ancient american form of prayer and stylized ritual
movement like maya gods it is their mere presence that is important
not so much their overt activity

rulers could absorb divinity in only one way through wearing god
masks they impersonated deities an action with some oftheodtheof the same overtones
as the sacred kachina dances of pueblos in arizona and new mexico such
masks devised of thin fabric soaked in clay and painted have been found
recently in a palace at the site ofaguateca guatemala 29 imagine the awesome
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quality of these solemn impersonations rulers would ascend into temples
and palaces to descend as gods that proclaim dance and palpably come to
life in fulfillment oftheodtheof the special bond between the people and their gods it is

well to remember that theater in much of the ancient world especially in
greece had sacred components 30 the performance not only entertained
but also inspired wonder before the presence oftheodtheof the divine since the perfor-
mance literally functioned as an act and mystery of creation

covenants and community we have established then that the clas-
sic maya interacted with gods who were not abstract but tangible beings
however these gods were not exactly supernatural at least not in our sense
of that word to the maya godly nature combined a material presence with
powers beyond human capability if not beyond human control it seems
that the gods of the classic maya were at once revered and confined they
were beings who at some point in maya conceptions of historyofbistory came from
other locations perhaps remote mountain homes where cults now operate
among modern maya 31

after being lured and captured in this fashion the gods were
housed under the care of particular dynasties monaghan discusses one
indigenous community where uncooperative gods whose effigieseffigies stand in
churches were hung upside down or placed in the sun until they decided
11 to play ball 7132113232 he argues persuasively that gods were not above humans
but were directly involved in a single moral community as members of
the same civic society 33

both humans and gods held responsibility for maintaining order and
balance chaos the opposite of order led to illness either social or per-
sonal acts of both gods and humans were not so much concerned with
personal salvation or the attainment of some exquisite level of heaven as

they were with the here and now 334 these arrangements can be understood
in terms of a covenant a binding agreement or pledge undertaken in the
remote past and renewed continually As part of this covenant humans
received most strikingly physical life and physical form in the maya
region and neighboring zones humans were thought to be fashioned by
gods from corn dough after earlier botched experiments with mud and
sticks the willowy beautiful and succulent maize god was the primordial
human fig 8 plate 5 this god s cycle of plantingofplanting growth and consump-
tion as a foodstuff was the story of humans a hopeful narrative of the
human cycle ideally suited to agriculturalists

but herein also lay a sinister consequence who would eat the men of
corn the earth and indirectly the gods consumed bodies laid to rest to
pay their body debt humans had to feed the gods with other foods they
had to nourish them with incense smoke praise blood and for the clas-
sic maya high ranking captives the debt had to be paid eventually and in
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full but it could be deferred through exchanges or sacrificial payments
karl taube has identified the sacrificial payment by the maya word kkexex the
first of whichofwhich is that which allowed the infant to survive and grow to adult-
hood 3515 birth and moments of illness were dangerous and threatening of
established order it took the clever and ritually adept priest shaman or
midwife to intervene and postpone the devastating payment required ofallcfallof allailali
human beings

postponement could be accomplished through maya medicine as
practiced in the royal sweat baths that we are now excavating at the classic
city of piedras negrasdegras guatemala the sweat baths were considered to rec-
tify dangerous imbalances in the human body taube makes a good case
that other practices of deferral involved some trickery for the gods could
be inattentive and strange to say somewhat unintelligent this kex repre-
sents what anthropologists call reciprocity namely parts given in joint
exchange in a way it placed humans and gods within a web of mutual
explicitly developed expectations the gods had mighty powers but so too
in quiet sly ways did humans

I1 believe the tribute economy of the classic maya in which cotton
robes and great bags of chocolateofchocolate beans flowed to kings from their subjects
followed the same notions ofofcovenantalcovenantal sacrifice there are some images
that show captives being given to lords perhaps for eventual dedication to
the gods table plate lo1010 morality was respect for one s obligations ac-
cording to the covenants that interlaced the classic community of humans
and gods this fundamentally is what separated men and beasts the
classic maya lived within a moral ecology that rested on order and the duti-
ful if negotiated recycling of the human body

before leaving this topic let me explode the myth oftheodtheof the unremittingly
violent maya for many years the classic maya were regarded as peaceful
and time worshiping a view replaced more recently by their characteriza-
tion as incessantly brutal much diverted by bloodletting and hideous tor-
tures of war captives 36 there is truth to these accounts and the general
public seems to love this image ofofbenightedbenighted savages yet this violent image
has also become a caricature that fails in two ways to do justice to the an-
cient maya first it provides no context for such sacrifices as acts of kexvex
exchange second it is not at all clear the classic maya needed to do much
actual bloodletting if substitutes ketvetkerver are possible and if the representa-
tion of something is potentially like the original it depicts then real blood
would be superfluous red paint and incense the blood of trees could
do in a pinch as they do in some rituals of modern ethnographic maya 37

the end of the classic maya civilization

it is interesting to speculate whether the maya had crises of belief
it would be odd even inhuman if they did not I1 see the end of classic
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fig 8 the malmmaimmaizemalze god photograph justin kerr file no k1185kn85 dorledonedorie reents budet
painting the maya universe royal ceramics of the classic period durham NC duke
university press 199411994 catalog 4

civilization rather differently from some colleagues to many it is a time of
drought political instability explosive and destructive population growth
and environmental destruction 38 those things probably happened most
readers will have heard oftheodtheof the famed maya collapse when cities crumbled
and populations disappeared never to return but if the sacred and the
profane were so tightly intertwined among the maya if covenantialcovenant ial ex-
change solidified and bound their society surely one cannot ignore this
singular event as a crisis of faith why feed and sustain local gods who do
not keep their promises why support kings who listen to useless deities

the mechanistic practices I1 have described of feedingoffeedingofferding gods in exchange
for assistance and for life itself hinge on notions of quid pro quo the failure
of some gods to keep promises could lead to relations with new more help-
ful gods but what ifallcfallifallailali covenants faltered the modern materialist scholars
focusing only on food and politics have prevented us from comprehending
the absolute moral disaster of the maya collapse there are clues that the
maya ritualistsritualists tried to remedy whatever plagues were affecting their cities
some of the latest sculptures display scenes with deities floating in clouds
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above rulers I1 believe these monuments show rainmakingrainmaking the accompa-
nying inscriptions refer explicitly to watering y ati ih by gods it is tempt-
ing ifspeculativeifspeculative to link such rituals with the droughts or water needs that
may have contributed to the collapse of the civilization 39

conclusion

this short paper has not discussed many aspects of the classic maya
civilization including the immensely complex maya notion of multiple
souls some of which roamed at night or maya beliefs about death and its
aftermath 040O deliberately omitted was any review of shamanismofshamanism an ecstatic
individualized communion with the supernatural this topic is mired in
controversy not least because it is unclear whether any high ranking priest
or divine king could truly be called a shaman as anthropologists under-
stand this feature ofofnonstatenonstateconstatenonstate or prestate religious practice 41

what is clear is that in the study of the classic maya there remains so

much to do and so few people to undertake these exciting encounters with
the past intellectually the study of a people s faith forces us to engage a

foreign theology in ways that modify and transform our own words and
thoughts in essence the search for what humans do and do not share is

both the challenge and the reward of anthropology it enlarges us it makes
our souls our beings bigger than they were and it allows us to under-
stand in respectful ways the religious quest of humanity regardless of
place time or setting

stephen D houston is university professor of anthropology at brigham young
university an earlier version of this paper was given as a forum assembly address at
BYU on january 262619991999 john welch provided encouragement and helpful editorial
advice in its initial stages the paper was also improved by comments from john clark
john hawkins john monaghan and john robertson nancy dayton houston and karl
taubetaub contributed useful advice making this a better essay

ii recent work on evolutionary psychology emphasizes the origins of religion as

part of a profound shift in human cognitive processing from about sixty thousand to
thirty thousand years before the present see steven mithen the prehistory ortheof the mind
the cognitive origins of art religion and science london thames and hudson
19961621996 i6216464 67175 76 at root here is a new suddenly acquired capacity for estab-
lishing and manipulating symbols and for developing an ability to perceive metaphor-
ical links between different domains of thoughtofthought this cognitive fluidity is for mithen
the feature that fundamentally separates modern humans from neanderthals and other
archaic members of the genus homo As a species we are neurologically disposed to
religious experience mithen sees religion itself as three things a belief in nonphysi-
cal beings that can survive death or transcend the human body an affirmation offitualoffiof ritualtualtuai
as a means to effect change and an assertion of reciprocal communication between
humans and supernatural agencies for similar views see pascal boyer the naturalness
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of ofreligiousreligious ideas A cognitive theory of religionofreligion berkeley university of california
press 1997 and pascal boyer cognitive constraints on cultural representations
natural ontologiesOnto logies and religious ideas inin mapping the mind domain specificity inin
cognition and culture ed L A hirschfeld and S A gelman cambridge cambridge
university press 1994 391 411

2 my remarks result from a forum not a devotional I1 am not a member of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints although I1 havehawhag been blessed to teach at
brigham young university and to benefit from its many freedoms for this reason I1

have refrained from addressing current theories relating the book of mormon to
ancient america that enterprise I1 leave to readers individually as a matter of faith and
personal inquiry for LDS viewsviews see especially the works of john L sorenson such as

the book of mormon as a Mesomesoamericanmesoamencanamerican record inin book ofmormonof mormon authorship
revisited the evidence for ancient origins ed noel B reynolds provo utah foun-
dation for ancient research and mormon studies 1997 391 521 fuller arguments
appear inin john L sorenson an ancient american settingforsetting torfor the book ofmormonof mormon salt
lake city deseret book provo utah foundation for ancient research and mormon
studies 985-

3 kay warren tabulates a population of at least 3000000 speakers inm guatemala
alone kay warren indigenous movements and their critics pan maya activism inin
guatemala pnncetonprinceton princetonprmceton university press 1998 8 see also nora england
the role of language standardization inin revitalization inin mayanmay an cultural activism

inin guatemala ed edward fischer and R mckenna brown austin university of
texas press 1996 178 94 other estimates courtesy of john monaghan include
750000 yucatec maya inin campechecampicheCampeche quintana roo and yucatan 120000 speakers of
huastec a mayan outlier inin mexico 840000 maya inin the mexican state of chiapas
and under 50000 inm belize honduras and el salvador seem no longer to have any evievlevi-
dence of maya speech such numbers are likely to be unreliable sincesince tallies of native
speakers inherently serve political purposes cultural activists who are increasingly
vocal inin guatemala and inin foreign academic circles naturally wish for high numbers
these figures lend support to claims for national attention their antagonists the cul-
tural assimilationists either ignore high tallies or argue for lower estimates

4 itsajitsal isis one such language now spoken by less than a hundred older adults inin
peten guatemala charles andrew hofling itza maya texts with a grammatical
overview salt lake city university of utah press 1991 i1 activists put this number as
high as three thousand a highly improbable figure warren indigenous movements and
their critics 16

5 robertsons earlier research on common mayan offers a rigorous and indis-
pensablepen sable foundation for such comparative studies see john S robertson the history
of tenselaspectmoodvoicetenseaspectmoodvoice inin the mayan verbal complex austin university of texas
press 1992

6 for a withering critique ofviewsofviews on ahistoncalahistorical or fossilized non westerners see

sally price primitive art inin civilized places chicago university of chicago press 1989

7 testimonies of this period may be found inin robert carmack ed harvest of
violence the maya indians and the guatemalan crisis norman university of okla-
homa press 9881988 there seems little doubt that the guatemalan army and its support-
ers generated much of this violence although the guerrillas too engaged inin massacres
and brutality recent research by david stoll on the life of nobel laureate rigoberta
menchilmenchumenchal has questioned the myths of the left as well as the right inin their struggle for the
guatemalan soul see david stoll rigoberta menchumenchtidenchu and the story of all poor

Guatemalaguatemalansns boulder colo westviewWestview 1999
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8 A large selection of this research may be consulted in W K howell D ranae
and E copeland papers of the new world archaeological foundation provo utah
new world archaeological foundation brigham young university 1959 95

9 michael D coe breaking themayathematathe maya code london thames and hudson 1992

io10 stephen houston john robertson and david stuart the language of the
classic maya current anthropology forthcoming

ii11 an excellent review of these ideas may be found in robert W preucel the
philosophy of archaeology in processual and processualpostprocessualPost archaeologies multiple
ways ommoffof knowingoffhowinghowing the past ed robert W preucel carbondale center for archaeolog-
ical investigations southern illinois university 1991 17917 299 Gadamers contributions
are discussed in william outhwaite hansgeorghans georg gadamergademerGadamer in the return of grand
theory in the human sciences ed quentin skinner cambridge cambridge university
press 1985 21 39

12 john monaghan theology and history in the study of mesoamericanMesoamerican reli-
gions in handbook ofmiddleof middlemiddie american indians supplement 6 ethnography ed john
monaghan austin university of texas press 62 63

13 in the last twenty years some archaeologists have advocated a new kind of
interpretive archaeology termed cognitive processual archaeology A colin renfrew
towards a cognitive archaeology in the ancient mind elements of cognitive

archaeology ed A colin renfrew and ezra zubrow cambridge cambridge univer-
sity press 1994 3 12 aside from the jargon and disciplinary posturing it is hard to
understand how this approach differs greatly from traditional concerns with concepts
and theologies in mesoamericanMesoamerican studies influential scholars who have published on
cognitive archaeology often acknowledge the power of thought and belief yet they

also remark on the laziness and charlatanism of those who study such matters
without also undertaking tedious and time consuming and strenuous surveys and
excavations kent flannery and joyce marcus cognitive archaeology in contempo-
rary archaeology in theory ed robert preucel and lanian hodder oxford blackwell
1996 361 presumably if I1 understand the logic hard work of the brain must for full
moral effect be accompanied by sweat of the body

14 joyce marcus and kent V flannery zapotec civilization how urban society
evolved in mexicosmedicosMexicos oaxaca valley london thames and hudson 1996141996 14 22

15 joyce marcus mesoamericanMeso american writing systems propaganda myth and history
in four ancient civilizations princeton princeton university press 1992 io10 12 437
elizabeth brumfiel huitzilopochtlis conquest aztec ideology in the archaeological
record cambridge archaeological journal 8 april 1998 3 13

16 louis althusseralthueserAlthusser ideology and ideological state apparatuses in lenin and phi-
losophylosophyandand otheressaysothetother essays trans ben brewster newyorknew york monthly review ig7l1271971 127 86

17 this essay by E E Eevanss pritchard still has the power to delight and instruct
see E E evans pritchard essays in social anthropology new york free press 1962 35

18 monaghan study ofmesoof mesoamericanMeso americanericanericad religions 50

19 andrea J stone images from the underworld naj tunich and the tradition of
maya cave painting austin university of texas press 1995 7127 iai2

20 monaghan study of mesoamericanMesoamerican religions 62 63

21 Jf jorge klor de alva christianity and the aztecsazteca san jose studies 5 1979
6 21 louise M burkhart the slippery earth nahua christian moral dialogue in
sixteenth century mexico tucson university of arizona press 1989 36 37 monism
plays a strong role in the thought of among others benedict spinoza it is quite wrong
to think of spinoza as commenting on pre columbian thought since he knew nothing
about it nevertheless his philosophizing provides an orientation for spinoza there
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was only one comprehensive substance which he called nature or god mind
and spirit indissoluble from body possessed of an infinite number of attributes the
greatest knowledge of god in spinoza s special sense of the creator would come
from union with his essence scientialscientiascientia intuitivaintuitiveintuit iva a union in fact eternally present but
only intermittently understood by meager human perception jonathan bennett
spinozasSpin ozas metaphysics in the cambridge companion to spinoza ed don garrett
cambridge cambridge university press 1996 61 88 one suspects that spinoza s

globalizingglobal izing and universalizing notions reflect his early years as an observant jew
imbued with monotheism see also david loy nonduality A study in comparative
philosophy new haven yale university press 19881361988 136 john monaghan points out to
me that a term more appropriate than monism with its totalizingtotalizing properties might be
monistic since mesoamericansMeso americans frequently subdivided unities into dualistic or multi
plisticplastic parts john monaghan conversation with author december 1998

22 the term animism might be applied to such notions but for the problem of its
use in anthropology animism springs from the work of ofedwardedward tylor 1832 1917 who
saw it simply as a belief in souls and spirits see brian morris anthropological studies of
religion an introductory text cambridge cambridge university press 1987 100loo100 for
tylor monotheism was also a form of animism as indeed were all religions freud
regarded animism less as a common denominator of religious concepts than as a pre-
cursor to religion and science in that order sigmund freud totem and taboo resem-
blances between the psychic lives of savages and neurotics harmondsworth penguin
books 19381441938 144 such evolutionary baggage makes it best to avoid the term altogether

23 david stuart the hills are alive sacred mountains in the maya cosmos
symbols spring 1997 13 17 david stuart the fire enters his house architecture
and ritual in classic maya texts in function and meaning in classic maya architecarchitectArchitec
ture ed stephen D houston washington DC dumbarton oaks 1998 373 425

24 stephen houston and david stuart the ancient maya self personhoodsonhoodparsonhoodPer and
portraiture in the classic period RES anthropology and aesthetics 33 1988 73 101loi

25 stephen houston and karl taube an archaeology of the senses perceptual
psychology in classic maya art writing and architecture cambridge archaeological
journal forthcoming

26 louise B zaidman and pauline S pantel religion in the ancient greek city
trans paul cartledge cambridge cambridge university press 19921771992 177 78 211321212 13

27 gilbert lewis day of shining red an essay on understanding ritual cam
bridge cambridge university press 1988 30 31

28 stephen houston and david stuart ofgodsofgods glyphsglyphis and kings divinity and
rulership among the classic maya antiquity 70 june 1996 289 312 david stuart
kings of stone A consideration of stelae in ancient maya ritual and representarepresentsRepresenta

tion RES anthropology and aesthetics 293029 30 1996 148 71 david stuart accession
rites in oxford encyclopedia ofmesoamericanof mesoamericanMesoamerican cultures ed david carrasco oxford
oxford university press in press

29 takeshi inomata and daniela triadanTriadan estudio de los gruposgrupas domesticosdom6sticosdomesticos en el

sitio clasicoglasico de aguatecaAguateca peten paper presented at the XII simposioSimposio de investiga
clones arqueol6gicasarqueologicas en guatemala guatemala city july 1998

30 W R connor city dionysia and athenian democracy in aspects ofathenianofathenian
democracy ed J rufus fears copenhagen museum tusculanumTusculanum 1990 7 32

31 richard wilson maya resurgence in guatemala qeqchi experiences nor-
man university of oklahoma press 1995995 561551 61

332 john monaghan conversation wihtliht author 1995

33 monaghan study of mesoamericanMeso american religions 65
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34 hugo nutini todos santossantas inin rural tlaxcala A syncretic expressive and sym
bolicbolicanalysisanalysis odtheoftheof the cult ortheof the dead princeton princeton university press 1988 52 53

35 karlkarikarlakariaA taube the birth vase natal imagery inin ancient maya myth and rit-
ual inin the maya vase book A corpus ofrolloutof rollout photographs ofofmayamaya vases ed justin
kerr 5 vols new york kerr associates 1994 46524 652 85

36 linda schele and mary miller the blood ofkingsoskingsof kings dynasty and ritual inin maya
art fort worth kimbell art museum 1986

37 R jon mcgee life ritual and religion among the Lacandon maya belmont
calif wadsworth 1990

38 T patrick culbert the collapse of classic maya civilization inin the collapse
ofancientof ancient states and civilizations ed norman yoffee and george L cowgill tucson
university of arizonaofarizona press 1988 69 loi101loliol

39 david A hodellhodelldeildeli jason H curtis and mark brenner possible role of climate
inin the collapse of classic maya civilization nature 375 june 1995 391 94

40 for deciphermentsdecipher ments of a term for an aspect of the soul see stephen houston
and david stuart the way glyph evidence for co essences among the classic
maya research reports on ancient maya writing 30 washington DCD C center
for maya research 1989 also nikolai grube and werner nahm A census ofxibalba
A complete inventory of way characters on maya ceramics inin the maya vase book A
corpus ofrolloutof rollout photographs ofmayaof mayamayu vases ed justin kerr 5 vols new york kerr
associates 1994 46864 686 715

41 for a Maymayanistmayamstanist perspective see david freidel linda schele and joy parker
maya cosmos three thousand years on the seamansshamansShamans path new york william mor-
row 1993 more subtle historical viewsviews may be found inin nicholas thomas and caro-
line humphrey eds shamanism history and the state ann arbor university of
michigan press 1994
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PLATE 2 reconstruction of the city center of tikal as it would look around ADA D 700 note the
center s immenseimmense sizesize

PLATE 3 the pyra-
mid oftheodtheof the magician
atatuxmalU 1 trees now
cover most of the
original urban area
which was home to
thousands ofofmayamaya
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PLATE 4 temple i at tikal in high temples such as this the classic maya worshiped their gods
and burned incense to their ancestors



PLATE 5 in this image on his tomb cover pakal the great represents a new-
born maizemalze god sprouting from the underworld



PLATE 6 cueva de tigre guatemala photograph by stephen houston
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PLATEP TE 8 portrait of a maya queen



PLATE 9 bas relief sculptures inin a courtyard at palenque in the maya worldviewworldview the soul essence
of each of these individuals has migrated to these portraits the maya did not distinguish as we
do between the animate and the inanimate between people and their representations

PLATE 10 maya nobles and their captives from a neighboring city as painted inin a mural at
bonampakBonampak chiapas around ADA D 800800 the captives likely became slaves or were used inin a sacrifi-
cial kexkewk ex exchange where their bodies substituted for those oftheirof their victors as payment to the gods
copy of A tejeda versionversion of bonampakBonampak mural inin INAH regional museum tuxtla guitierrez
chiapas mexico



rediscovering ancient christianity
C wilfred griggs

this distinguished faculty lecture at BYU argues that diverse strands in early
christianity were excised by emerging orthodox leaders and that only a new
paradigm based in revelation can recapture the original gospel ofjesusof jesus christ

the title ofthisorthisof this article might seem paradoxical or inexplicable to people
other than latter day saints many christians do not recognize a difference
between the ancient and modern forms of their religion they would not
expect to find much in the identity of their faith that differs from ancient
to modern times we who accept the prophetic missionmission of joseph smith
however believe that some aspects of ancient christianity were lost and
had to be restored in a later time when materials purporting to be chris-
tian in authorship or content are recovered from the past one is faced with
the difficulty of determining whether they formed an authentic part of
early christianity or were deviations from it the resulting judgments con-
cerning the value of such discoveries may be quite different to traditional
christians and members of the restored church

before evaluating the impact that recent discoveries have had on mod
ern christianity one must understand how the traditional model of chris
tianity came about for many who have thought that the early church
fathers were the protectors of the faith against outside influences and
external persecutions it may come as a surprise to learn that the earliest
manifestations of christianity were in fact much broader in doctrine and
richer in ordinance activity than was the case in later centuries when the
fathers had trimmed away all that was unacceptable to them only within
the last century and a half has much of the material from the early period
of christian history become available permitting us to see what existed be-
fore the fathers made their censorious decisions 1

the post apostolic period of christianity was comprised of many at-
tempts to define the parameters oftheodtheof the faith primarily focusing on the ques-
tions of who had the authority to speak on behalf of the church and what
writings were to be accepted as normative for the religion nevertheless one
notes that the boundaries prescribing the limits of orthodoxy and heresy
were not so well established by the end of the second century as irenaeus
bishop of lyon writing around 185 would have his readers believe 2

BYU studies 38 no 4 1999 73
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irenaeus makes sharp distinctions between orthodoxy and heresy in his
writings but many who were later designated heretics actually enjoyed fel-

lowship and prestige in so called orthodox circles during their lifetime two
brief examples of the many which could be given will illustrate how rich in
doctrine and practice the christian religion was in the second and third
centuries many characteristics of christianity were then widely accepted by
church members but were later rejected by the church leaders in the continu-
ing process of denningdefining theological orthodoxy and ecclesiastical authority

the valentinian crisis in the second century

valentinus was born in egypt early in the second century and was edu-
cated in alexandria he preached the christian faith throughout the length
oftheodtheof the nile valley by the middle oftheodtheof the century 3 he then journeyed to rome
and enjoyed considerable popularity among church members there4therea and
was very nearly appointed bishop in rome due to his intellectual force
and eloquence tertullian states that because another was appointed in his
place valentinus broke with the church of the true faith 5 epiphaniusepiphanous
agreed that valentinus separated himself from the church but only toward
the end of his life at cyprus where he went from rome to live 6

by all accounts it is obvious that valentinus was not considered hereti-
cal during his life in egypt or his early years in rome even the later church
fathers who attack him express grudging admiration for his intellect his
doctrinal understanding and his forceful personality 7 lack of informationofinformation

makes it impossible to state precisely what made valentinus become so
unpopular among church authorities and authors after he arrived in the
west although hippolytus may provide the key when he states that valen-
tinus cac1claimedaimedalmed to have received his doctrine through revelatory experience 8

A certain marcus a disciple of valentinus is also described by hippolytus
as one imitating his teacher by his claims to have had visions 9 records of
visions or revelations of the kind often associated with valentinus and his
followers have been recovered in recent decades and they purport to give

secret and sacred insights on such subjects as the origin and nature of the
universe premortal existence the creation of the earth and the eternal
destinies of mankind

this literature is part of a large body of writings designated as apoca-
lyptic which means revelatory the unpopularity in the western church of
a growing body of esoteric apocalypses in non catholic christianity dur-
ing the first two centuries may well account for the spawning ofofheresioloheresiolo
gistsfists in the latter half of the second century and later the primary targets
oftheseof these heresy hunters were the so called gnosticsagnostics who claimed to receive
their doctrine through revelation from heaven rather than by reasoning
through the scriptures the word gnostic means one who knows usually
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used to refer to spiritual knowing but gnostic valentinian and so forth
are terms that the heresiologists applied in an uncomplimentary way to
those against whom they wrote one notes in passing that tertullian says
that though he calls the followers of valentinus valentiniansValentinians those so
designated disavow that name 10 they simply considered themselves to be
christians similarly we know ofnooanoofno ancient group that called itselfgnosticitself gnostic

far from being a local sect with limited appeal valentinian adherents
appear to have permeated christianity the marcosiansMarcosians who followed in
the traditions ofValentinianism and were named after marcus were thriv-
ing near the rhone during the time of Irenaeus 11 and other aspects ofvaloffalofval-
entinianentin ian christianity appear to have survived for centuries in gaul one
modern commentator notes that disciples of valentinusofvalentinus began schools in
the west even more so than in the eastern parts of the roman world all of
which indicates the wide acceptance this type of christianity enjoyed among
the lay members if not always with the leaders 12

in addition to the revelatory claims of valentinus and his followers
certain doctrines associated with them were declared anathema in the
developing orthodoxy oftheodtheof the early church fathers professor W H C frend
describes some of the beliefs of gnosticsagnostics of this time in general but quotes
specifically from texts thought to be valentinian

upon initiation the gnostic received an entirely new relation to spiritual
authority each sect had its own baptismal ceremony its passwords its
sacred meal its ceremonies of the bride chamber even its final instruc-
tions to the dying the lord has done everything in a mystery they
said a baptism and an anointing and a eucharist and a redemption and a

bridal chamber gospel ofofphilipphilip 68 the sacraments dispensed by orthodox
clergy were limited in value anointing is superior to baptism they
claimed theirs were rites fit for the spiritual elite these rites moreover
must be kept guarded from the uninitiated As the apocalypse ortheof the great
seth asserted these revelations are not to be disclosed to anyone in the flesh
and are only to be communicated to the brethren who belong to the genera
tion of life 13

irenaeus and epiphaniusepiphanous both comment on the marriage beliefs of the
valentiniansValentinians claiming that some of them prepare a bridal chamber cele

brate a mystery with invocations on those being initiated and declare that
what they are performing is a spiritual marriage based on the pattern of
the marriages in heaven 14 clement also states that for valentiniansValentinians the
sacred marriages among the gods are a pattern for earthly marriages 15

tertullian says that valentinus not only espoused monogamous marriage
but also considered that those who were unmarried would not achieve as

great a salvation as those who were 16

the feature of valentinian christianity that most invoked the wrath
of the fathers of the emerging catholic church was the claim that their
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doctrines were embodied within a tradition of secret rituals given only to
those deemed worthy of them tertullian observes that although the valen
tinianswinians were a very numerous society among the heretics not every ad-
herent received all the revelations or rituals not even to their own disciples
do they commit a secret before they have made sure of them 17 A study of
any system based on secret and esoteric teachings is subject to the caveat
that what was divulged to the early church fathers by apostates or excomescom
municantsmunicants from valentinianism was liable to be distorted one has to be
cautious in placing confidence in the observations of the critics and ene-
mies of the so called valentinian heresy

the death of the apostles by the end of the first century resulted in the
passing of the church so the valentiniansValentin ians should not be understood as
the continuation of the ancient church 18 nevertheless it is worth exam-
ining all those who claimed to perpetuate the teachings and practices oftheodtheof the
apostles the expanding body of evidence concerning early christianity
makes it increasingly unnecessary to depend solely upon the opinions of
those who later defined orthodoxy concerning the nature of the apostolic
and early post apostolic church

origen teacher scholar and 300 years later heretic

the second example to illustrate the breadth and scope of christian
beliefs as late as the third century is provided by one often considered to be
the foremost christian scholar and theologian in the early church origen
was born about 185 at alexandria egypt and from his youth exhibited a
zeal that often outstripped his judgment 19 during the persecution of the
christians by the emperor septimiusseptimousSeptimius severus in 202202 if eusebius can be
trusted in the matter origen avoided fulfilling his desire to follow his
father leonides into martyrdom only because his mother kept him inside
by hiding his clothes 20 despite his youth origen s precociousness proba-
bly coupled with the lack of other qualified teachers following clement s

departure during the persecution caused him to succeed as head of the
christian catechetical school 221 afterwardat age seventeen not long
the usually allegorical origen took matthew 1912 literally in the statement
that some men had made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom and he
emasculated himself demetrius the bishop ofofalexandriaalexandria was shocked by
the act but approved of the young maifsmaefsman s zeal and urged him to continue
in the task of instructing students in the faith 22

origen was both a popular teacher and a prolific author with eusebius
estimating the number of his literary productions at six thousand 23 he
was invited to lecture in many locations including greece arabia and
palestine and his popularity abroad caused the envious demetrius to
repudiate him for teaching without being ordained to the priesthood
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demetrius at that time was trying to consolidate his power by gaminggaining con-
trol over the christian school as well as over the other bishops in egypt
and when the palestinian bishops ordained origen to the presbyterate dur-
ing a visit of origen to caesarea demetrius complained that the ordina-
tion was inappropriate 24 because the alexandrian bishop up to that time
served without being consecrated 25 an ordained and nearly consecrated
origen the palestinian bishops were on the verge of ordaining him a
bishop26bishop26 who was more popular in egypt than demetrius and who en-
joyed a growing international reputation besides could have been a signifi-
cant threat to demetrius his episcopally unconsecrated presbyter bishop
in alexandria 2721 christians heretics and non christians attended origen s

lectures and the non christians mentioned him in their writings dedi-
cated books to him and even submitted literary works to him to seek his
evaluation and approval 28

evaluating origensbrigensOrigens teachings or beliefs is more difficult than one
might expect despite the great number ofhisochisof his published works since many
of his writings have perished during the controversies surrounding his
name in the following centuries he gave a rather negative assessment re-
garding the earthly church organization in his day believing that it had
become corrupted through prosperity and he stated that only a few of
those who professed godliness would attain to the election of god and
blessedness 29 origen maintained that there are two congregations present
for worship one of men and another of the angels 30 the church is com-
pared to parts of the temple the earthly church corresponding to the holy
place and the heavenly church to the holy of holies 31 the priesthood was
spiritualizedspiritualizerspiritualized for in the heavenly church every true christian is a priest 32

origen accused men of conspiring to be bishops deacons and priests sim-
ply out of ambitious desire to hold offices 33 origen further argued that
anyone can celebrate solemn liturgical functions before the people but not
many lead holy lives and know much about christian doctrine 34 thus he
argued only a pattern or form of the true church had been left to the
priests 35 the true church of god had been taken to heaven origen also
claimed that only traces of prophets and miracles remained in the chris-
tian church 36 and he asserted that the spiritual gospel was then to be found
in the heavenly church not the earthly one 37 it is small wonder that he had
so much difficulty in getting along with such an increasingly autocratic
bishop as demetrius

while commentators do not agree on whether origen was more at
home with platonism gnosticism or christian orthodoxy some believe
that recently found texts make him appear to be more in harmony with the
valentinian version of christianity than was previously thought 38 origen
wrote of mysteries that he did not even entrust to paper including the
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secrets of the eternal gospel doctrines of angels and demons and the his-
tory of the soul after death 39 these subjects happen to be foci of recently
found texts that claim to contain or refer to secret doctrines or mysteries
and that have often been considered valentinian in content

origen left alexandria permanently in 231 32 and traveled to caesarea
making his home there by 240 he continued to work on his scriptural com-
mentariesmentaries especially on the gospel of john a favorite text of early writers
when commenting on the mysteries oftheodtheof the gospel 40 he was imprisoned and
tortured during the decian persecution but survived for some years dying
in about 255 in broken health 41 many of his doctrines such as the pre
earthly existence of souls and the expectation of a future restoration of
truth were fought over in the so called origenist controversies during the
next three centuries and it is a tribute to the popularity of the christian
doctrines which he knew and taught that he was not anathematizedanathematizer or
excommunicated until 543 nearly three hundred years after he died 42

eusebius of caesarea and the shaping of church history

As the early church fathers endeavored to define the faith theologi-
cally in the centuries following such controversial figures as valentinus and
origen internal disputes and power struggles resulted in the loss of many
writings doctrines and traditions of rituals or ordinances fragments of
some of these older traditions are still preserved in patristic literature
however and they are as tantalizing as they are frustrating for they remind
the reader what a wealth of materialsofmaterials once existed only a brief sampling of
these numerous traditions found in a well known fourth century author
will be given to illustrate this point

the oldest extant history of early christianity was written by eusebius
bishop of caesarea from 314 to his death in ca 340 A survivor of severe per
secutions against christianity by roman authorities a defender of origen
and his doctrines and a biographer of the emperor constantine eusebius
was a painstaking researcher who for all of his perceived weaknesses and
errors presented a remarkable picture of the growth of the faith in many
localities he occasionally quotes earlier writings that reflect such matters as

apostasy in the post apostolic church a tradition of secret and sacred mys-
teries transmitted only sparingly in the church and he also writes on the
current status of apostolic writings in a famous passage relating to the clos-

ing oftheodtheof the canon quoting hegesippusyhegesippus a second century historian eusebius
gives a concise description of christianity at the end of the first century

in describing the situation at that time hegesippus goes on to say that until
then the church had remained a virgin pure and uncorrupted since those
who were trying to corrupt the wholesome standard oftheodtheof the saving message if
such there were lurked somewhere under cover of darkness but when the
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sacred band of the apostles had in various ways reached the end of their life
and the generation of those privileged to listen with their own ears to the
divine wisdom had passed on then godless error began to take shape
through the deceit of false teachers who now that none of the apostles was
left threw off the mask and attempted to counter the preaching of the truth
by preaching the knowledge falsely so called 43

elsewhere he quotes clement of alexandria concerning the mysteries

james the righteous john and peter were entrusted by the lord after his res-
urrectionur with the higher knowledge they imparted it to the other apostles
and the other apostles to the seventy one of whomofwhom was barnabas 44

although the final selection of writings to be included in the new
testament would not appear until 367 eusebius describes many of the
writings in his day as being in one of three categories recognized books
disputed books and spurious books 445 while the list reflects eusebiussEusebiuss
adherence to the developing ecclesiastical and theological orthodoxy of
catholicism one notes with interest that the revelation offohnof john is included
in both the recognized and spurious categories apocalyptic had indeed
fallen on hard times

even in later patristic sources surprising traces of ancient christianity
are often found photius patriarch of constantinople in the ninth century
preserves some beliefs of clement ofalexandria in the second century that
were utterly rejected in the orthodoxy of christianity established during
the fourth and fifth centuries summarizing the now lost hypotyposeis
outlines of clement photius has this to say

the hypotyposeis give clear discussions concerning some of the passages
of the old and new testaments in which he really makes an explanation and
interpretation in a summary fashion in some ofhisochisofhis discussions he appears to
speak correctly but in others he is carried away entirely into impietiesimpieties and
legendary stories for he thinks that matter is eternal and that forms or
ideas are brought forth from some scriptural words and he reduces the son
to a created being he further relates strange accounts regarding the transmi-
gration of souls and concerning many worlds existing before adam and as
to eve coming from adam not as the ecclesiastical doctrine wishes it to be
taught he gives a disgraceful and unholy account 46

it would be more fun to read clement and see what he really says in these
passages than to get such a vitriolic summary by an unsympathetic critic of
some potentially interesting ideas

the rediscovery of the past

and so christianity was defined in the centuries following the passing
of the apostles with the early church fathers arbitrating what theology
would be accepted as orthodox and choosing texts to match proscriptionsprescriptionsProscriptions
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were imposed against doctrines and texts that had been rejected in many of
the numerous councils held from the fourth century onwards with the
result that many writings and artifacts relating to early christianity were
destroyed or buried seemingly lost forever one particularly notes the loss

of apocalypticism doctrines such as those relating to the eternalityexternalityeternality of the
soul and innumerable worlds comprised of eternal matter and a tradition
of sacred mysteries or ordinances especially those relating to heavenly
marriage and a successful passage through the afterlife the rather limited
or defective paradigm of christianity to use language made popular by
thomas kuhn in the structure of ofscientificscientific revolutions had thus been de-
terminedtermined by the fathers and until the nineteenth century there was little
nontraditional literary evidence known with which an alternate model
could be established

the number of ancient christian documents discovered during the
past two centuries would require more than this article merely to list let
alone discuss and consider in any detail the range of subjects in these
writings is so diverse that it is impossible to speak of them as coming from
a single source or having the same value the very briefest selection of
examples will have to stand for a large and expanding body of literature
among those writings that deserve little serious consideration as authentic
apostolic writings are the so called infancy gospels attempts to describe
the youth of jesus often succeed in portraying him more as a divine delin-
quent than as one who increased in wisdom and stature and in favor with
god and man luke 252 in the infancy story attributed to thomas for
example the child jesus cursed another boy with sudden death because the
boy accidentally ran into him 47 on another occasion jesus helped his car-
penter father joseph by miraculously stretching a board which was origi-
nally too short for its intended use 48148411

other texts may not be so easily dismissed however in 1875 a work
entitled the didache or the teachings of the twelve apostles was discov-
ered in constantinople and is a late first or early second century manual
of church instruction beginning with the distinction between the two ways
the way of life and the way of death the didache presents a concise sum-
mary of how a christian should live followed by a summary of thoughts
and deeds to be avoided readers are warned to avoid those who mer
chandizechandezechandize christ rather than worship and serve him 49 the order of
worship on the lord s day sunday and a short concluding apocalyptic
section concerning the last days are also part ofthisorthisof this apostolic proclamation
to the gentiles 50

fragments of a previously unknown gospel were found in 1933 and
published in 1935935 by two british scholars 51 enough of the text remains to
show that it has elements in common with each of the four new testament
gospels but is obviously not dependent on any of them
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i1 and jesus said unto the lawyers punish every wrongdoer and
transgressor and not me 2 and turning to the rulers of the people he
spake this saying ye search the scriptures in which ye think that ye have life
these are they which bear witness of me 3 think not that I1 came to accuse
you to my father there is one that accusethaccuseth you even moses on whom ye
have set your hope 4 and when they said we know well that god spake
unto moses but as for thee we know not whence thou art jesus answered
and said unto them now is your unbelief accused

i 5.5 they gave counsel to the multitude to carry the stones
togetbogettogetherher and stone him 6 and the rulers sought to lay their hands on him
that they might take him and hand him over to the multitude and they
could not take him because the hour of his betrayal was not yet come 7 but
he himself even the lord going out through the midst of them departed
from them 8 and behold there cometh unto him a leper and saith master
jesus journeying with lepers and eating with them in the inn I1 myself also
became a leper if therefore thou wilt I1 am made clean 9 the lord then
said unto him I1 will be thou made clean and straightway the leprosy
departed from him io10 and the lord said unto him go and shew thy
self unto the priests 52

other sayings of jesus53jesus51 written on papyrus were also found near
oxyrhynchosOxyrhynchoxyrhynchusos in 1897 and those sayings are closely related to the coptic
gospel of ofthomasthomas found near nag hammadihammada in ca 1945 it was not known
until the gospel of thomas was discovered that the oxyrhynchosOxyrhynchoxyrhynchusos say-
ings are to be placed within the ppost0st resurrection ministry of jesus in
fact a large body of literature that claims to report the forty day min-
istry after the resurrection of christ has been found within the last two
hundred years 54 the post-resurrectionpostresurrection ministry rarely commented on
by ecclesiastical authorities was obviously a popular topic in the early
literature of christianity 55

there are also numerous accounts of apostolic missions and activities
that must still be studied and evaluated to determine their historical accu-
racy embedded in one of these the acts of thomas is an early writing
entitled the hymn of the pearl which has been described as one of the
earliest christian writings 56 the hymn recounts the eternal journey of a
child of heavenly parents who comes to the earth from his premortal exis-
tence leaving behind a glorious garment and robe that he will again be
given if he succeeds in saving his pearl or his soul the hymn also tells of a
heavenly council at which all agree to the plan of salvation and of heavenly
messengers who awaken the child from the sleep of sin and forgetfulness in
his mortal state after he rescues his soul from the evil serpent the child
makes his way back to the gate of his father s kingdom where he is greeted
with an embrace and is welcomed into the realm of the gods to be one of
them through the eternities

any complete and accurate assessment of early christianity must take
this large and growing collection of recently discovered written materials
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into consideration even with only the sources transmitted through the
fathers and available to modern readers however at least one notable
attempt was made to produce an alternate model of christian history in
1934 walter bauer published a work entitled rechtgldubigkeit und ket
zerelzetel im d1testendltestendltesten christentumChristentum and it became a controversial work in
europe for decades before it was translated into english in 1971 As the
english title orthodoxy and heresy in earliest christianity suggests
bauer attempts a reassessment of how christians defined themselves in
the first two centuries he argues not only that what was designated by the
early church fathers to be heretical had often existed as early as what
they defined as orthodoxy but also that the so called heresiesheresies may have
even constituted the earliest orthodoxy in christianity by restricting his
consideration of sources almost entirely to canonical and patristic writ-
ings bauer also limits the discussion of such issues as authority and doc-
trine to those defined and transmitted by the church fathers the two
major weaknesses of bauer s work are his oversimplification of earliest
christianity into the two well defined and opposing camps of ortho-
doxy and heresy as defined much later and his omission of the nontradi-
tional and recently discovered documents that were available to him by
the first quarter of the twentieth century

most modern scholars have not tried to construct a new paradigm of
christianity as bauer did though a more recent scholar suggests the possi-
bility to do so now exists W H C frend reminds his readers that the
beginnings of an alternative approach to the study of christianity less

beholden to orthodox interpretations may be traced back to the renais-
sance 71171117715757 he later adds there was a limit however to what historians
could learn about the early church so long as they were confined to existing
literary sources it was the discovery of quantities of material remains and
their study that has made an historical and sociological approach to the
study possible 58 in a similar way one of the foremost modern commen-
tators on the new testament professor werner georg Kiimmel writes that
everything before the nineteenth century can only be referred to as the
prehistory of new testament or christian historical scholarship 59 for
diimmelkiimmel and others the beginning of the scientific study of the new testa-
ment and thus the establishment of the modern paradigm of christian
history can be dated to 1835 the publication date of david friedrich
strausss leben jesu 60

but the so called scientific paradigm of christianity that was estab-
lished in the nineteenth century and continues to the present time is still
based upon and limited to the materials that were preserved and transmit-
ted within the theological religion of the church fathers the use of this
paradigm continues despite the discovery of numerous materials relating
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to early christianity both documentary and archaeological which began to
occur toward the middle oftheodtheof the nineteenth century and has also continued
to the present time the documentary evidence some of which was dis-
cussed above is impressive both in its quantity and diversity among the
best known writings are isolated sayings ofjesusof jesus gospels and gospel frag-
ments with synoptic johannine and previously unknown characteristics
apostolic acts and apocalypses and new sources of some of the early
christian leaders in the post apostolic era since there has been no
attempt to place these writings into the structure of orthodox christian-
ity and since they cannot be completely ignored one may wonder what
scholars do with them the following examples will show various efforts
to answer this question

the jesus seminar a slight variation on an authoritarian theme

A large group of well known scholars from many universities calling
themselves the jesus seminar published the five gospels in 1993 a declared
attempt to determine what jesus actually said the editor states that fore-
most among the reasons for a fresh translation is the discovery of the
gospel of thomas the scholars responsible for the scholars version de-
terminedtermined that thomas had to be included in any primary collection of
gospels 116161 the gospel of thomas is one of fifty three writings discovered
in ca 1945 in upper egypt as mentioned above many of those writings
purport to be christian and some ofthemefthemof them contain sayings ofjesusof jesus with his
disciples the collection known as the nag hammadihammada library is labeled
gnostic primarily because of the arcane and often strange doctrines in
many of the tractatestractates most of the writings are also apocalyptic further
rendering them suspect and unacceptable to so called orthodox christian-
ity this library is part of a larger number of similar writings that have
come to light during the past two centuries

apart from including the gospel of thomas in a new evaluation of
jesus in earliest christianity there is no apparent awareness or acknowl-
edgment by the two hundred or more scholars in the group that numerous
other gospels or sayings of jesus sources had been discovered or were wor-
thy oftheirof their consideration even the inclusion oftheodtheof the gospel of thomasofthomas does
not represent much of a paradigm revolution for only three of the 114 say-
ings ofjesusof jesus in that work are said by the jesus seminar to have been spoken
by him nevertheless the editor claims that the five gospels represents a
dramatic exit from windowless studies and the beginning of a new venture
for gospel scholarship leading scholars fellows of the jesus seminar
have decided to update and then make the legacy of two hundred years of
research and debate a matter of public record 116262 the reader is thus
promised a new paradigm or at least a paradigm shift in early christian
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history if this paradigm change is not based on new information or recent
discoveries of texts and materials relating to earliest christianity apart from
one writing namely the gospel of thomas one might well ask what justi-
fies its claim to be so new the editor gives a clear answer

the scholars version is free of ecclesiastical and religious control unlike
other major translations into english including the king james version and
its descendants protestant the douay rheims version and its progeny
catholic and the new international version evangelical since SV is not

bound by the dictates of church councils its contents and organization vary
from traditional bibles the five gospels contains the gospel of thomas in
addition to the four canonical gospels because scholars believe the gospel of
mark was written first they have placed it first among the five the scholars
version is authorized by scholars 63

the declared basis for the paradigm of the jesus seminar is thus emancipa-
tion from the theological and ecclesiastical control of christian churches
but contrary to kuhn s declaration that rejection of an old paradigm must
be accompanied by replacement with a new one 64 the scholars really do not
provide readers with a new model of christianity the work of the jesus
seminar shows that there is no new model proposed beyond criticism and
rejection of the old the result of their work is the rejection of 82 percent of
the words of jesus in the gospels as actually being spoken by him 65 the cri-
teria used to arrive at such a decision are all theological and literary rather
than historical or archaeological despite the claim of the editor that
the jesus seminar has disengaged the jesus of historyofhistory from the christ oftheodtheof the
churchschurche faith 71661166736666 by working almost exclusively with the theological and lit-
erary heritage passed on through the centuries there is little likelihood of
producing anything other than a slight modification of the old christian
structure if this work represents the best effort of modern scholars one is

especially grateful that the words of the hymn are we thank thee 0 god
for a prophet and not we thank thee 0 god for theologians

trying to bring revelation and the mysteries
back into early christianity through apocalypticism

others have noticed and commented on the modern tendency to
attack the existing model of christianityofchristianity without offering a replacement in
an address delivered to divinity students at cambridge university in 1959
C S lewis commented on the tendency ofbiblicalofbiblical scholars to whittle away
at the texts in the paradigm of early christianity he concluded his address
with the concern that such a process might well result in the rejection of
christian history and its accompanying faith 67 it was not a replacement
of the old model with a new one that lewis was attacking but simply an
increasing skepticism regarding the old
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A clarion call to take the new discoveries into the consideration of
ancient christian history was made in 19701970 by professor klaus koch of the
university of hamburg working within what he calls a relatively small
area 6818 that ofapocalypticofapocalyptic revelation literature koch argues that no para-
digm of christian history can be satisfactory or complete without such
consideration he comments on the type of scholarship that would later
produce such works as the five gospels saying that the historical and criti-
cal investigation of the biblical writings is viewed at the present time with
growing dissatisfaction at the end of the nineteenth century theologi-
cal liberalism felt historical exegesis to be glorious liberation from hide-
bound dogmatism 6961 koch argues that theology must rest on reliable
historical foundations 70 even if establishing those foundations results in a
radical change in the model of christian history

professor koch states in two sentences what was reviewed more
lengthily above that the church fathers

already viewed the apocalyptic books with considerable reserve and hence
excluded the apocalypses of peter and paul from the canon as wellweliweil11 as chris-
tian apocalypses which were attributed to old testament figures

many early christian apocalypses have as a result disappeared forever
or have only recently been rediscovered 71

in view of the discoveries of many apocalyptic texts during the past two
centuries one naturally wonders why so little attention has been paid to
them koch observes that the great chorus of new testament scholars
view apocalyptic of every kind with mistrust and discomfort even when it
appears in christian guise within the canon in the book of revelation 72

with such an indictment it is easy to see how unlikely it is that biblical or
christian scholars would produce a neneww paradigm of christian history
regardless of the new information or sources made available to them
koch further states that even though some people such as ulrich wilck-
ens and gerhard ebeling defend the role of apocalyptic in early chris-
tianityti most continue to relegate apocalypticism to a marginal role in the
mainstream church 73

in the larger category of so called apocryphal new testament writings
discovered during the last 150 years or so wilhelm schneemelcherSchnee melcher shows
that the same attitude prevails as with the subcategory of apocalyptic writ
ings discussed by klaus koch after reviewing the process of denningdefining the
theology and limiting the scriptural canon of christianity as outlined
above schneemelcherSchneemelcher focuses on the writings which were not included in
the canon he notes the very diverse nature of the contents of these docu
ments74 and explains how the term apocrypha was given a pejorative con
notation by the church fathers as they applied it to virtually all writings
that they rejected 75 the term originally meant hidden or secret and was
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earlier applied to writings considered too sacred for general circulation
the fathers cast doubt on both the authority and sacredness of these writ-
ings however as well as upon the mystery tradition such documents rep-
resented giving the sense of untrustworthiness and doubtful authenticity
to the term which persists to the present time the problem of what to do
with the so called apocryphal writings was settled historically by the church
fathers who rejected them in their denningdefining of christianity but the discov-
ery of such great numbers of these writings in recent decades has raised the
issue again for modern scholars it is difficult to imagine any other disci-
pline having such an influx of new materials and sources without having to
modify or change fundamental paradigms as has been the case with early
christian history in fairness to christian scholars however it seems evi-
dent from their writings that they have no obvious alternative to propose
to the model received through the centuries

the restoration ofall things

in his celebrated work on scientific revolutions thomas kuhn states
that paradigm shifts most often come about through men and women who
are either very young or who are not trained in the field in which the
changes occur 76 being trained in the ministry of christianity would not
likely lead to a change in the historical model of the religion modern
scholarly authority is no better for changing the model than was patristic
authority in defining it centuries ago it would take a prophet or an apostle
to produce a model of christianity that could add to the scriptural canon
produce apocalyptic writings teach doctrines not clearly transmitted
through the fathers and introduce a pattern of sacred teachings and ordi-
nances necessary to ensure a successful journey back to god in the next life

at the same time that biblical scholars began to develop and apply a
scientific structure and analysis to the received model of christianity a young
and untrained boy became the instrument through whom god gave the
key elements of such an alternate paradigm of christianity through
the numerous revelations that he received joseph smith gained a firsthand
knowledge oftheodtheof the fundamental role of apocalypticofapocalyptic in christianity through
the additional scriptural writings that came to the prophet he learned
that the scriptural canon was again opened As joseph was given heavenly
authority and its associated ordinance activity he knew that there was
much to be received and learned beyond baptism as one prepares to return
to god As the temple and all that it represents was revealed to joseph
smith he understood the relationship of this realm to the divine cosmos
and also the real meaning and value of the mysteries of god mentioned in
the bible the concept of restoration adds a dimension to the christian
paradigm that implies a defect in the received or traditional model caused
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by a loss from the ancient one joseph was taught that apostasy caused the
loss and created the need for a later restoration

in all of the elements of the correct paradigm given to joseph smith
there is room for further study and understanding of its details in the new
testament dispensation not all revelations from the past were given to
joseph smith not all prophetic or christian records were restored through
him and not all details relating to the manner or time of the apostasy were
spelled out by the prophet within the markers and signposts of such mat-
ters as given to joseph smith one can examine the huge and growing mass
of materials claiming to represent ancient christianity that began to re-
appear out oftheodtheofthe past during the last two hundred years certainly one should
try to understand these materials in the context of the revealed model of
christianity given to the prophet ongoing study of these writings and
artifacts within this alternate paradigm should especially be taken seriously
at BYU and our concerted efforts should lead to many opportunities to see
new discoveries of old sources in a proper context that is not to say that
the paradigm of ancient christianity is now fully understood for it surely
is not nor that all new discoveries are remnants or elements of the ancient
apostolic church for they are not it is to say that great challenges and
opportunities are available to all students of ancient christianity and there
is a great responsibility to meet and study these discoveries within the
prophetic guidelines revealed since 1820

the BYU egypt excavation project and early christianity

it is a privilege to be associated with many colleagues who are respond-
ing to these opportunities and I1 wish to acknowledge in particular the
work done by many in the BYU egypt excavation project for twenty years
BYU has had the opportunity to sponsor a major excavation project in the
egyptian fayumfadum focusing on a large three hundred acres necropolis dat-
ing from the third century BC through the fifth century AD the project is

made possible by the assistance of members of the egyptian antiquities
organization these include our inspectors the area directors and mem-
bers of the supreme council of egyptian antiquities to them we extend
our deepest and heartfelt gratitude for permitting and facilitating BYU to
undertake this project As archeologistsarchaeologists geologists chemists textile
experts pathologists radiologists dentists molecular biologists and stu-
dents have participated in the recovery and analysis of ancient artifacts we
have encountered numerous evidences of early christianity in that
region 77 many ofthoseorthoseof those evidences such as symbols and designs in multiple
layers of clothing found on each burial relate well to complex ritual and
symbolic meanings in clothing found in early christian sources as well as

to the model of christianity revealed to joseph smith other artifacts such
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as trephinedtrephiner skulls and similar evidences of violent death dating to the
third and fourth centuries substantiate the persecutions of christians dur-
ing that time which were recorded in contemporary historical sources
the work of all of the team members demonstrates how many different
people in a university are necessary for and capable of making a project
meaningful and successful the BYU egyptian excavation project is signi
ficanoficant and interesting but it is only a small part of the great work which
must be done to understand better and fill out more completely the para-
digm of ancient christianity revealed to the prophet joseph smith

C wilfred griggs is university professor of ancient studies at brigham young
university an earlier version of this article was presented as the distinguished faculty
lecture at brigham young university in 1995

1 A general overview of many difficulties encountered in reconstructing early
christian history is hugh W nibley the way of the church improvement era 58

1955 the articles were republished as a long essay in mormonism and early christian-
ity salt lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1987 4209 322

2 W H C frend the rise of christianityofchristianity philadelphia fortress press 19841951984 195

3 epiphaniusepiphanous Panarion medicine chest 31.2312312 7 the medicine chest image sug
gestsbests a source for antidotes against the poison of heresiesheresies the work is often cited as
haeresesHaereses heresiesHeresies references to classical works may be found in patrologiae graecaeGraecae
ed J P migne 161 vols paris J P migne 1857 19001900 and patrologiae laminaelatinaeLatinae ed
J P migne 221 volsVOIS paris J P migne 1841 1903

4 irenaeus adversesadversusAdversus haereseshaereses against the heresiesHeresies 3.43434 also quoted in eusebius
of caesaria historiaehistorial ecclesiasticaeEcclesiastecclesiasticalicae ecclesiastical history 411.14111

5 tertullian adversusadversesAdversus valentinianosValentinianos against the valentiniansValentinians 4
6 epiphaniusepiphanous Panarion 31.7317317

7 irenaeus adversesadversusAdversus haereseshaereses iloiiolio1101.10110mo 11 epiphaniusepiphanous Panarion 331 jerome com
mentariorum in naum liber commentary on the book ofnahumof Nahum 1.11111iliill

8 hippolytus refutatiorefutation omnium haeresiumhaeresium refutation ofallcfallof allaliail heresiesHeresies 6.37637637

9 hippolytus refutationrefutatio omnium haeresiumhaere sium 6.37637637

lo1010 tertullian adversesadversusAdversus valentinian0svalentinianosValentinianos 4
11 irenaeus adversusadversesAdversus haereseshaereses 113.41134 7
12 oxford dictionary of the christian church ed F L cross 2dad ed london

oxford university press 1974 1423

13 frend rise of ofchristianitychristianity 200
14 irenaeus adversesadversusAdversus haereseshaereses 121.312131213 epiphaniusepiphanous Panarion 34.203420
15 clement of alexandria stromateisStromateis miscellanies 3.29329029
16 tertullian adversusadversesAdversus valentinian0svalentinianosValentinianoslanos 30
17 tertullian adversesadversusAdversus valentinianosValentinianos i1
18 on the subject of whether the christian church continued to possess the

authority and doctrines of jesus and the apostles after the apostolic age see hugh W
nibley the passing of the primitive church forty variations on an unpopular
theme in mormonism and early christianity 168 208208 first published in church his-
tory 300o june 1961 13131 54 the question under consideration in the article at hand is

which of the competing christian groups carried on doctrines and practices in at least
the form if not the authority of the faith established by jesus and the apostles
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ation ofeusebiusof eusebius ofcaesareaof Caesarea historiaehistonaehistorianHistonae ecclesiasticaeecclesiasticalEcclesiasticae 68.4684684

25 jerome epistle 146.21462
26 rufinus translation ofeusebiusof eusebius 684
27 manfred hornschuh das leben des origenes und die enstehungEnstehung der alexan

drindrinischendnmschendamschenischen schule zeitschnftzeitschriftfiir fur kirchengeschichte 71 1960 1 2525193193 214214

28 eusebiusesebiuseseliusEsebiusblus histonaehistoriaehistorianHistonae ecclesiasticaeEcclesiastecclesiasticalicae 6196.19gigigig619 i
29 origenongen in jeremiadjeremiamJeremiam homiliacomilia homily on jeremiah 4.34343

30 ongenorigen in laucamlucam homiliacomilia homily on luke 23

31 ongenorigen in leviticumleviticusLeviticum comiliahomilia homily on leviticus 9.99999gg

32 ongenorigen in leviticumleviticusLeviticum comiliahomiliaHomilia 4.646464 6 6.56565 91.89189189 i 8 13513 5 in in numerosnumerof homiliacomilia homily
on numbers 2.121 priests of the earthly church are said to be inin professionsprofessioneprofess ione religiousreligiomsreligionisreilreliteilgionis

33 ongenorigen in evangelium matthaeusmatthaeumMattha eum commentariicommentaniCommentariiarllarilani commentaries on the gospel
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leviticusleviticumLeviticum homiliacomiliaHo milia 13213.213213 2

38 see also gilles quispel origenongen and the valentinianValentiman gnosis vigiliaeVigiliae chrischrls
tianaedianaetianae2828 1974- 29 42

39 origenongen commentanicommentariiCommentariiarllarilani inin epistolam ad romanosromanes 2.42424

40 see C wilfred griggs A prolegomenon to the study of john an article on
early commentators on the gospel of john inin the festschriftFestschrift for richard L anderson
forthcoming

41 eusebius historiaehistonaehistorianHistonae Ecclesiastecclesiasticaeecclesiasticalicae 6395639.56396.39639 5 7.17171

42 see also A harnack history of ofdogmadogma new york dover 1961 4346 for a list
oftheodtheof the doctrines that were formally rejected at the council held at constantinople inin 543

43 eusebius the history odtheoftheof the church from christ to constantine translated with
an introduction by G A williamson new york penguin 1981101 3323333323.323

44 williamson eusebius history of the church 2.121 quoting clement hypotypoHypo typo
seisselsseissels outlines 8

45 eusebius histonaehistoriaehistorianHistonae ecclesiasticaeEcclesiastecclesiasticalicae 3253.253 25

46 photius bibliotheca codex log109

47 infancy gospel ofthomasof thomas 42441 2

48 infancy gospel ofooffoffhomasof thomashomas 13113.113 1 2

49 didache dedekadodeka apostolon teachings ortheof the twelve apostles 1212

5050 didache 14 16

5151 H idris bell and T C skeat eds fragments oranof an unknown gospel and other
early christian papyri london trustees of the british museum 1935

52 bell and skeat fragments ojanof an unknown gospel for an illustration of one of
these fragments see BYU studies 362 1996 97 74
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53 see stephen E robinson the noncanonical sayings of jesus BYU studies

362 1996 97 75 91

54 the best article on this subject for our readers is hugh W nibley evangelium
quadraqinta dierumdieruf the forty day mission of christ the forgotten heritage in
mormonism and early christianity 10 44 the article was first published in vigiliaeVigiliae
christanaechristanceChristanae 20 1966 1 24

55 for one such reference in eusebius see historiaehistorial Ecclesiastecclesiasticaeecclesiasticalicae 3.25325 for a

latter day saint view of writings about jesus forty day ministry see john gee jesus
christ forty day ministry and other post resurrection appearances of jesus christ
in encyclopedia ofmormonismof mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york macmillan
1992 2734 36

56 for more on the hymn oftheodtheof the pearl see john W welch and james V garrison
the hymn of the pearl an ancient counterpart to 0 my father BYU studies 361
1996 9712797 127 38

57 W H C frend and I1 have other sheep john lorl10161016 in the making of
orthodoxy essays in honour of henry chadwick ed rowan williams cambridge
cambridge university press 1989 26

58 frend and I1 have other sheep 27

59 W G Kikummelimmel the new testament the history oftheodtheof the investigation oritsof its prob
lems new york abingdon 1972 90

6060 kummelmimmel the new testament 13 121 see also robert funk ed the five
gospels the search for the authentic words ofjesusof jesus new york macmillan 1993 3

61 funk five gospels xiii
62 funk five gospels i1
63 funk five gospels xviii
64 thomas kuhn the structure of ofscientificscientific revolutions 2dad ed chicago univer-

sity of chicago press 1970 910992 110iloiio10

65 funk five gospels 5

66 funk five gospels 7
67 C S lewis fern seed and elephants and other essays on christianity ed wal-

ter hooper london collins 19751191975 119ilg 25

68 koch the rediscovery of ofapocalypticapocalyptic london SCM 1972 11

69 koch rediscovery 9

70 koch rediscovery 12

71 koch rediscovery ig19

72 koch rediscovery 63

73 koch rediscovery 73 93

74 wilhelm schmelcherschSchnee melchermeicher ed new testament apocrypha trans R mcl wil-
son rev ed cambridge james clarke 19911151991iggi 115

75 schneemelcherSchneemelcher new testament apocrypha 111 14

76 kuhn structure of ofscientificscientific revolutions go90
77 see also C wilfred griggs and others evidences of a christian population in
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tobacco related cancers in utah com-
pared to the united states quantifying
the benefits of the word of wisdom
ray M merrill gordon B lindsay and joseph L lyon

and again tobacco is notfornorfornot porforhor the body neitneltneitherneitherforherforporfor the belly and is not
goodforgoodfordgood for man but is an herbherbforporfor bruises and all sick cattle to be used
with judgment and skill dacd8ccd&c 898

in recent decades tobacco smoking has been linked to chronic diseases
such as heart disease stroke and cancer 1 the first studies to suggest a pos-
sible link between tobacco smoking and lung cancer appeared in the 1950s 2

epidemiologicepiderniologic studies have since provided further evidence of the causal
association between tobacco smoking and at least eight cancer sites 3 in ad-
dition to lung cancer 4 increased mortality risk due to tobacco smoking
occurs for cancers of the larynx 5 oral cavity including pharynx 6 esopha-
gus 7 bladder 8 kidney 9 and pancreaspancreas1010 in both men and women and cervi-
cal cancercancer1111 in women note that the primaryturnorsprimary tumors oftheodtheof the kidney are renal
cell and renal pelvis cancers accounting for 82 percent and 18 percent of
the tumors respectively 12 although cigarette smoking is causally linked to
these tumors the association with renal pelvis cancers is much stronger 13

in the past hundred years in the united states annual per capita ciga-
rette consumption went from near zero at the turn of the century to peak
at about 4300 per year in 1964 the year oftheodtheof the first surgeon generals report
and subsequent media coverage of the potentially harmful effects of to-
bacco 14 social influences followed to produce declines in the demand for
tobacco for example the nonsmokersnonsmokers rights movement increased federal
excise tax and health warning labels 15 As a result the percentage of cur-
rent tobacco smokers 18 years of age and older decreased between ig196565 and
1995 from 51 to 26 percent for white men 6060 to 29 percent for black men 34
to 24 percent for white women and 32 to 23 percent for black women 16

tobacco smoking in utah has remained the lowest in the country
utah is currently the only state to achieve the national health objective for
the year 2000 of tobaccooftobacco smoking prevalence among adults of15of 15 percent or
lower 17 table i1 presents the percentage of cigarette smoking prevalence
among utah and united states adult populations 18 years of age and older
for select years 1965 97 18 this observation may be attributed to the wide-
spread influence of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints LDS

BYU studies38studies 38 no 4 1999 91
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in utah which since 1833 has strongly discouraged the use of tobaccooftobacco among
its members dacd&c 89 A previous case control study in utah showed that
for the period 1967 75 significantly fewer LDS men and women smoked
cigarettes than non LDS men and women 19 the percentage of utah s pop-
ulation affiliated with the LDS religion has remained near 70 percent since
the 1950s specifically 68 percent in 1950 68 percent in 1960 71 percent in
1970 69 percent in 1980 and 70 percent in 1990990 20

TABLE i1 percentage of tobacco smoking prevalence among utah and US

adult populations 18 years of age and older selected years 1965 1997

united united
year utah states year utah states

1965 NA 42.4424424 1988 14.7147147 28.1281
1966 NA 42.6426426 1989 16.4164164 NA
1970 NA 37.4374374 1990 16.7167167 25.5255255

1974 NA 37.1371 1991 14.3143143 25.6256256

1978 NA 34.1341 1992 15.6156156 26.5265265

1979 NA 33.5335335 1993 14.4144144 25.0250250

1980 NA 33.2332332 1994 15.7157157 25.5255255

1983 NA 32.1321 1995 13.2132132 24.7247247

1985 15.6156156 30.1301 1996 15.9159159 NA
1986 18.2182182 NA 1997 13.8138138 NA
1987 15.0150150 28.8288288

data sources national health interview surveys united states 1965 94 hyattsville md
national center for health statistics centers for disease control and prevention cigarette
smoking among adults united states 1994 morbidity and mortality weekly report 45 1996
588 9090 national center for chronic disease prevention and health promotion behavioral sur-
veillanceveil lance branch behavior risk factor surveillance system 1996 97 survey data CDROMCD ROM per-
sonal correspondence with the bureau of health promotion and risk reduction utah
department of health february 1999

the purpose ofthisorthisof this paper is to evaluate the influence tobacco smoking
has had on cancer incidence in utah and the united states utah provides
an ideal comparison with the rest oftheodtheof the united states because ofitsoaitsof its histori-
cally low rates of tobacco use we explore the tobacco related cancer bur-
den in utah and show what it would have been had utah experienced
similar tobacco rates as the united states because the lower tobacco use in
utah is largely attributed to the influence of the LDS faith in a sense this
article quantifies the benefit of the churchechurchschurces health code known as the
word of wisdomofwisdom

methods

cancer data are obtained from the surveillance epidemiology and end
results SEER program of the national cancer institute which provides
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the primary source of national estimates of cancer the SEER program
includes tumor registries from five states connecticut iowa new mexico
utah and hawaii four metropolitan areas atlanta georgia detroit
michigan seattle washington and san francisco california and repre-
sents about io10 percent of the united states population 221 because the utah
tumor registry is included in the SEER program our analysis will compare
utah with SEER utah removed hereafter referred to as seeruSEER u

cancer incidence data were available from 1973 through 1995 mortal-
ity data which were also considered were obtained from death certificates
among people in each state and the district of columbia as recorded by
the national centers for health statistics available mortality data cover the
years 1971 to 1995 incidence and mortality rates were computed by combin-
ing these data with united states bureau oftheodtheof the census population estimates
the rates are age adjusted to the 1970 united states standard population
trends in cancer are conventionally assessed using age adjusted rates be-
cause these rates remove the confounding effects of a changing age struc-
ture of the population over time 22

cancer sites previously shown as related to tobacco and considered in
this analysis include lung and bronchus larynx oral cavity and pharynx
esophagus urinary bladder kidney and renal pelvis pancreas and cervix
we consider only whites because they represent over 94 percent of the pop-
ulation in utah in contrast 81 percent oftheodtheof the remaining population in the
SEER program are classified as white all carcinoma in situ are excluded
such that the analysis is solely based on invasive staged cancers

incidence rates

trends in age adjusted tobacco and nontobacconontobacco related cancer inci-
dence rates for white men and women are presented in figures i and 2

large differences exist in the incidence rates between utah and SEERseeru u for
tobacco related cancer sites for both men and women the trends in rates
for the tobacco related sites remain flatter and much lower in utah than in
seeruSEER u in contrast the trends and magnitude in nontobacconon tobacco related sites
are similar for men for women the trends are similar between utah and
seeruSEER u but the magnitude is lower in utah for nontobacconontobacco related sites

for the years 1991 through 1995 we also present the age specific
tobacco and nontobacconontobacco related cancer incidence rates for white men and
women in utah and SEERseeru u figs 3 and 4 there is a pronounced differ-
ence in incidence rates between utah and seeruSEER u for the tobacco related
cancers particularly in men ages 7070 and older and in women ages 65 to 84
for men the incidence rates are similar between utah and seeruSEER u for non
tobacco related sites except at ages 8080 84 where they are lower in utah for
women the incidence rates tend to be lower particularly at later ages in



FIG i tobacco and nontobacco related cancer incidence in
white men by year of diagnosis comparing utah and SEER
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FIG 2 tobacco and nontobacco related cancer incidence in
white women by year of diagnosis comparing utah and SEERseeru u
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FIG 3 tobacco and nontobacco related age specific cancer
incidence in utah and seeruSEER u 1991 1995 for white men
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FIG 4 tobacco and nontobacco related age specific cancer
incidence in utah and seeruSEER u 1991 1995 for white women
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utah versus SEER for nontobacco related sites the incidence rates for men
approach twice those of women by age 50 for the tobacco related cancers
and by age 65 for the nontobacconontobacco related cancers

the percent of tobacco related cancer cases among all cancer cases for
whites by gender and age are presented for utah and seeruSEERu 1991 95 in
table 2 the percent of all cancer cases represented by a tobacco related can-
cer remain lower for men and women in utah compared to SEERseeru u in each
age group the percent of all cancer cases represented by a tobacco related
cancer is greatest in the age group 50 59 for men and 6060 69 for women

TABLE 2 percent of tobacco related cancer cases to all cancer cases for
whites by gender and age utah compared to SEER 1991 1995

men women

age groupgroups utah SEER utah SEER

0 39 8.68686 10.4104104 13.0130130 14.5145145

40 49 27.8278278 31.1311 13.8138138 14.7147147

50 59 28.4284284 38.4384384 15.3153153 22.8228228

60 69 24.0240240 35.1351 18.1181181 28.2282282

70 79 21.3213213 32.2322 17.6176176 27.8278
80 23.7237237 31.3313 17.8178178 22.9229229

all ages combicombinedd 22.7227227 32.3323323 16.4164164 24.0240240

burden

the burden of disease implies the number of cases or deaths in a
defined population at a given point in time and has important implications
to health and related services as well as to society in general 23 figure 5 pre-
sents the number of tobacco related cancers diagnosed in utah from 1991 to

1995 for white males and females the bars labeled as males and females
represent the estimated number of tobacco related cancers diagnosed in
utah during 1991 to 1995 for white males and females assuming utah expe-
rienced the same tobacco related cancer incidence rates as in seeruSEER u the
burden of tobacco related cancers is noticeably higher in males than
females however for both males and females the number of tobacco
related cancer cases is between one third and one half of what it would
have been had tobacco use and subsequent tobacco related cancer rates in
utah been similar to that in seeruSEER u

table 3 presents the number of tobacco related cancers in utah for

1991 95 for white males and females by cancer site in addition the num-
ber of tobacco related cancers is shown by cancer site under the assump-
tion that utah experienced the same tobacco related cancer rates as
seeruSEER u overall 4294 fewer cases in males and 3047 fewer cases in females
resulted among whites in utah compared to SEERseeru u because oftheodtheof the relatively



FIG 5 tobacco related invasive cancer in utah for
white males and females by calendar year of diagnosis
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low use of tobaccooftobacco further a large number ofdeathsof deaths will be avoided among
these tobacco related cancers

TABLE 3 number of invasive tobacco related cancer cases for whites in utah

utah utah
gender actual theoretical Ffewerfrr cancers

cancer site i1 002 W2 i1

male

oral cavity and pharynx 43432 726 294
esophagus 120 280280 160igo
pancreas 249 471 222
larynx 129 339 210

lung and bronchus 1323323 3689 2366
urinary bladder 782 1524524 742
kidney and renal pelvis 313 613 300
all tobacco related sites 3339 7642 4294

female

oral cavity and pharynx 18918q 353 164
esophagus 28 107 79
pancreas 258 507 249
larynx 34 83 49
lung and bronchus 699 2645 1946
cervix 337 411 74
urinary bladder 233 533 300
kidney and renal pelvis 19797 383 186

all tobacco related sites 19751975 5022 3047

based on 199951991199 95 SEER data
tassumingtAssuming utah experienced the same tobacco related cancer incidence rates as SEERseeru u

mortality

thus far we have compared tobacco and nontobacconontobacco related cancer
incidence rates for whites between utah and seeruSEERu we assumed the can
cer incidence data from seeruSEER u were representative of the united states
because data were not available to compare SEER cancer incidence data
with that oftheodtheof the united states we cannot directly evaluate this assumption
however a comparison was made of tobaccooftobacco and nontobacconontobacco related can-
cer mortality rates between SEER and the united states data not shown
which found the rates to be very similar

the lower tobacco related cancer incidence in utah was directly evi
dent in the mortality rates A ranking of the age adjusted mortality rates
of all the states and the district of columbia for each of the considered
tobacco related cancer sites by time 1971 75 to 1991 95 and gender
showed consistently low rates in utah utahs average ranking across time
periods with i1 being low and 51 being high was between i and 5 for each
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tobacco related cancer site and gender combination cervical cancer had
the poorest average because of a drop in the mortality ranking in the most
recent time period utah ranked 2 i1 3 3 and 16 respectively because
this ranking is the only one of all the cancer mortality rankings to drop
below 3 in men and 6 in women for the time period 1991 95 changes in
risk factors other than tobacco smoking are likely responsible for example
sexual behaviors

discussion

the increase in tobacco smoking in the united states between the early
and mid ppartart of this century is likely due to the publics lack ofknowledge of
the link between tobacco and many chronic diseases such as cancer A simi-
lar increase did not occur in utah where the population is predominately
affiliated with the LDS religion 24 a religion that strongly discourages tobacco
use among its members see dac 89 the generally declining use oftobacof tobac-
co in the last four decades in the united states indicates that a large portion
oftheodtheof the population is responding to preventive efforts yet much oftheodtheof the popu-
lation continues to consume tobacco in part because of nicotine addiction
in part because ofpeerofpeer pressure and in part because oflackhoflackof lack of informationofinformation 25

if the declining use of tobacco continues in the united states tobacco
related cancer incidence and mortality rates should eventually approach
those observed in utah the latency or incubation period for some types of
tobacco related cancers maymaybebe decades long for example lung cancer
the contemporary tobacco related cancer incidence rate in utah is largely
the result of smoking during the 1950s through the 19os1970s the earliest sys-
tematicternatic measurement of behavioral risk factors was conducted in utah in
19801980 it showed an adult smoking prevalence of18of 18 percent 26 becauseldsbecause LDS
church membership has remained near 70 percent since the 1950s 27 smok-
ing prevalence in the decades prior to 19801980 were probably not significantly
higher than 18 percent

the difference between utah and seeruSEER u for the tobacco related can-
cers indicates the large amount of cancer burden avoided in utah as well as

the potential reduction in the united states cancer burden if national
tobacco smoking trends continue to decline to levels experienced in utah
because nontobnontobaccoacco related cancer incidence and mortality rates were
similar between utah and SEERseeru u in men we have greater confidence that
the eight cancers considered are in fact strongly influenced by tobacco
and that the remaining cancers are not different trends in nontobacco
related cancers between utah and SEERseeru u in women are largely due to can-
cers of the breast colon and rectum 28

for any given tobacco related cancer differences in other risk factors
between utah and seeruSEERsebr u may contribute to the large differences in observed
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cancer incidence and mortality the results indicate that recent changes
since the mid 198osipsosipsas in risk factors other than tobacco may explain why

utah women are now experiencing higher levels of cancers of the cervix
further study of the reasons for these recent developments is needed

several related studies have evaluated the health benefits experienced
by practicing LDS church members in utah 2921 many of these studies at-
tempt to control for the potential confounding effect of region by compar-
ing active and nonactive members of the church with the belief that
church activity is a surrogate for abstaining from tobacco and other poten-
tial risk factors of disease the overwhelming evidence from these studies
supports our findings that lower levels of tobacco use can substantially
reduce the burden of tobacco related cancers as well as other diseases

the data did not allow us to control for other risk factors for certain
diseases such as alcohol in the case ofcancerofcancer oftheodtheof the esophagus tobacco smok-
ing and alcohol may have a synergistic effect on promoting tumors such as

tumors of the oral cavity and pharynx some of the observed differences in
the tobacco related cancers between utah and seeruSEER u may also be due to
alcohol as the LDS church also discourages alcohol use among its mem-
bers in 19801980 the prevalence of alcohol was 37 percent in utah compared to
67 percent in the united states however per capita alcohol consumption
in this country has remained fairly constant for whites in the last decade 30

and the relative impact of alcohol compared to tobacco on cancer is small 31

conclusion

in the LDS religion adherence to the word of wisdom was based on
faith for over a century before scientific evidence began to support its pre-
cepts in the area of tobacco it was not until the 1950s that epidemiologicepiderniologic
studies provided sufficient evidence to implicate tobacco as a risk factor for
several chronic diseases although tobacco smoking prevalence has since
declined in the united states it remains significantly above the historically
low levels experienced in utah consequently substantial differences in the
burden of tobacco related cancers exist and will continue to exist for sev-
eral years to come

ray M merrill is an assistant professor of health science college of health and
human performance at brigham young university he is also an adjunct assistant
professor of epidemiology division of epidemiology department of family and pre-
ventive medicine at the university of utah college of medicine gordon B lindsay is a
professor of health science college of health and human performance at brigham
young university joseph L lyon is a professor of epidemiology division of epidemi-
ology department of family and preventive medicine at the university of utah coll-
ege of medicineofmedicine
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the shell in silk

my father whitening
leachedbeached of rage and spear ofjusticeof justice
now leans to my mother
in his terribly
exquisitely earned wisdom
even he does not see why he
sheathessheathedsheathes his sword
circles to her light

like an alabaster moth
young and delicately flawed
she floats by his side
straining his sorrow
curving her wings to hear him say
she is beautiful

in their house above the black cliffs

he rubs her beautiful legs
bougainvillea nitersfilters the light the room
in an aubergineberginealbergineau wash
outside the screens above the wet grasses
spirit and rain are sheeting the mango trees

she is everything he could never desire
or hope for
a gift in an unopened silk envelope
left on the pillow
a secret carved in the grain
of the perfectly turned koa bowl
gleaming in the rose and yellow light
oftheodtheof the quiet room

nancy baird
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islands of peace of the blessedblessed5555

janet garrard willis

ironlyifonlyif only it were all so simple ironlyifonlyif only there were evil people somewhere
insidiously committing evil deeds and it were necessary only to sepa-
rate them from the rest ofusorusof us and destroy them but the line dividing
good and evil cuts through the heart oleveryofeveryof every human being and who
is willing to destroy a piece ofhisochisof his own heart

A solzhenitsyn

I1 have a penchant for saving people or I1 suppose I1 should say for try-
ing christ never asked am I1 my brother s keeper so I1 figure I1 have no
business asking either no business that is unless I1 want to be cast out
marked for life wandering lost in a land without promise

the first person I1 remember trying to save wore squeaky oxfords and
at first seemed like my savior having just entered the sixth grade I1 needed
saving puberty came at me armed with an arsenal of acne sleeplessness
and the awareness that hand me down clothes werent going to earn me
favor in the world of middle school my female classmates wore makeup
and plugged quarters into the school bathroom vending machines the
boys talked about their sexual forays while I1 searched for a dictionary they
snapped my bra and told me I1 had nice eyes worse each hour we had to
shuffle from class to class never anywhere long enough to feel comfortable

mr browden and his squeaky shoes provided the closest resemblance
to comfort I1 could find he ran the library so each day after gulping down
my sandwich and half pint carton of milk I1 took my books to the room at
the center of the school settled onto a tabletop and read mr browden
hovered nearby with a rubber stamp pad ready to answer questions and
smile at my stack of reading

mom raised my sisters and me more on libraries than on flannel board
every summer after swimming lessons we wrung out our chlorinated swim-
suits and wrapped them in our towels like wet jelly rolls strapped the sturdy
soles of saltwater sandals to our feet and ran a half block north to penin-
sula library the children s section sprawled across the entire second floor
and we spent hours badgering the librarians before checking out our load and
trudging up the hill back home

some names in this essay have been changed
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by the time I1 passed the level three swimming lessons id memorized
jellybeansforjellybeansJelly beans porforhor breakfast two years later by the time I1 passed the last swim-
ming test jumping into the deep end of the pool fully clothed and disrobdisroe
ing without panic or death id found and finished the nancy drew aisle
I1 lay on my bed s gingham dust cover and dreamt about how adolescence
would turn me into the willowy strawberry blond with piercingly intelli-
gent yet beautiful green eyes who solved cases saved lives and sank into
the adoring though somewhat undescribed arms of my boyfriend ned

so it seemed natural to spend recess in the library when I1 graduated to
middle school I1 knew libraries dewey decimal seemed a far less frighten-
ing fellow than john goss who said he wanted to kiss me and stole my books
on the bus but except for me nobody seemed to like mr browden the
teachers avoided him whispering about his mysterious transfer out of
the mathematics department some of the eighth grade girls in my REPE
class the ones who brazenly marched between the lockers whispered that
he looked down their blouses while they read the boys made loud jokes
that mr browden was queer although I1 had no clue what that implied

saving mr browden should have been easy it was so clear he felt
lonely he loved his books and he wanted students to transcend their esprit
bags and aerosol cans long enough to commune with literature but he
lacked social skills and he felt afraid to reach out to those who mocked
him mr browden needed someone to love him

I1 was twelve years old id read the bible and I1 knew love changes
people mr browden just needed to be needed like paul or jonah or the
harlot in jericho

I1 wore a skirt of stiffbluestiff blue cotton that my mother s eighteen inch waist fit

in college white top with a colored sailboat black mary janes and bobbed
hair curled under and flipped hand me down training bra from my sister
chris pink bow at the center math book because nothing insults people
more than pity hadnt he been a math teacher once I1 would show my affec-

tion and need just by asking him to help me with my prealgebrapre algebra perfect
mr browden knew his math especially calculations kneel down next

to student put your hand on her shoulder turn page in textbook wait four
minutes ask a question with watery blue eyes form an acute angle with
your arm and the students opposite shoulder draw a perpendicular dis-

section with your other arm and stiff blue cotton close the angles
I1 don t do math now although I1 still try to figure out the formulas for

salvation when after a year of my silence mr browden left the school
for jail I1 pitied him him and his daughter who was less silent than 1I to
my young mind it seemed like our failure he was lost and having been
found out taken further from being found
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leslie norris writes I11I have not found them islands of peace of the
blessed but he and I1 would search for them would keep them floating
with our breaths 1 water surrounds islands of course and I1 learned
swimming well during those summer sessions as a child I1 could undress in
the deep end of the pool sputter across to dry tile and kick along the racing
lane with a styrofoam kickboardkickboard held rigidly before me the teachers threw
shiny black rings of rubber into the deep end and I1 fought the pressure in
my lungs and ears to reach and retrieve them we dove through hula hoops
and did flips off the board I1 learned dolphin diving and swam a mile long
lake with salamanders gliding sleek headed beside me in the water

at seventeen I1 became a volunteer lifeguard the mechanics of life
guarding are simpler than math you have strong arms and good lungs a
long hooked metal pole oars and a boat and you know how to deal with
the drownersdrowners who rather than being pulled to shore drag their potential
saviors underneath the cool curtain oflakesof lakes and pools you get a certificate
to prove you can do it

no one teaches you however that storms negate training I1 resented
that standing on a dock that jounced violently beneath my feet as I1 shouted
to a canoe of girls at church camp for the first time first day of my volun
teer position and I1 shouted across the waves for them to hold on forget the
oars theyvethey ve long since lost but continue to cry for and pray for the wind to
stop the kids had been in the lake only a half hour when the breeze lost its
temper everyone scrambled out of the water but these three girls too pan-
icked to move I1 knelt on the slat boards of the dock to steady long willowy
legs and I1 held on I1 kept shouting

the lake had no islands for the canoe to drift towards voices reached
me from across the lake and I1 could tell the girls were sobbing they had
nothing to bail with but their empty hands and the boat was filling with
water they couldncouldiacoulon t swim well enough to come back without the boat and
slipping into the water for a moment slammed me against the dock
knocked my breath away and filled my mouth with slime and splinter
another girl found a telephone and phoned fifteen miles down the road for
the priesthood which I1 lack two men arrived dressed in white shirts ties
and piety they strode out onto my dock with thick soled JC penney
shoes like peter after a visit to the mall and blessed the water the waves
died down the men brought the girls in I1 ran barefoot down the muddy
trail toward my cabin cursing the boards of the dock and the water and my
unsteady legs and a metal hook that could reach only twelve feet

college came a year later taking me away from the rain forests and
ocean of western washington I1 came to utah to the desert bisected by the
usually lolling colorado that both nourishes and tears the junipersjuniperusjunipers from
rock during spring flooding but I1 lived in provo camped on high ground
where it rarely rains
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todd was from colorado he had blue eyes and a voice that left me
drowning on our fourth date he backed me against a brick wall slid his
hands down my body held me and said he wanted to give me a good experi-
ence I1 sat on the couch swathed in a thick blanket for hours after that crying

id gone out with him after meeting him at a party he d played the
guitar and sung with teeth white as milk but when lara took the guitar
away his hands lay folded and small against outdated jeans when he
phoned two days later id wondered if hed had to hold the guitar to get
brave enough to call me he took me to a pizza joint near my house and as

we shuffled through the snow on the way home he told me about his bro-
ken family and how he had nowhere to go for christmas

for the fifth date todd and I1 went to the supermarket term paper due
in the morning no food in the house and a towheaded boy smiling shyly
as I1 dragged him through the feminine hygiene isle I1 hadnt wanted to see

him again but he kept calling kept lilting his voice upwards at the end of
each sentence and turning each conversation into a question he had said
he wanted peace on earth with me as a part ofhis personal saving grace at
smiths we ran into people from his apartment complex and he quickly
and loudly introduced me frantically grabbing my hand and wrapping his
arm around my highwaistedhighwaisted jeans like a frightened child reaching for a life

vest he sang on the way to the car both he and john lennon advising me
that all you need is love but I1 knew I1 could not save him

im a mormon I1 have been since I1 turned eight years old the mormon
estimate ofan age of accountability my parents devoted two monday nights
to explaining baptism to me remission of sins taking the name of jesus
christ confirmation of the holy ghost accountability for further actions
the sunday before my baptism ma brushed my hair hard pulling two tight
ponytailsponytails like red banners at the sides of my head I1 went into bishop
welflywolflywolflys s office alone sat in his brown chair with my feet dangling and an-
swered his questions eight years old is not as young as most people think
I1 knew what I1 was doing and I1 was scared I1 knew I1 couldncoulden t blame my sis-

ter when I1 smeared butter all over the kitchen tile and drew pictures in it
knew I1 couldntt turn the corners down in my library books knew I1 would
be jesus child with his name to prove it the bishop told me not to worry
to come back if I1 ever wanted to for any reason I1 stood trembling and he
hugged me close smoothing the ponytailsponytails his hands felt like momma s

they hadnhaan t mixed the hot and cold water well my heavy polyester
dress billowed up toward my knees and I1 pushed it down into the water
and walked toward my father I1 could see my best friend vicki dangling
her feet over the edge of the baptismal font her mother yanking her back
I1 looked across to my father who rose like an island from the water I1 smiled
and slid bare feet across the yellow tile he held me for a moment asked
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are you all right I1 nodded he raised one hand to the holy square pro-
claimed his authority and in the name of god drew me into the water the
tile slipped my feet flew up I1 felt my hair float above me my breath gone
from the force of the cold then like lazarus from the tomb and christ from
the grave I1 rose out of the water into my father s arms ma dried me with a
towel and I1 walked to the chapel to wait for the other children to finish
dressing so that we could sing pray and return home

when john the baptist baptized jesus the holy ghost descended out
of heaven like a dove does the entry into water always mean at least for
those of us who accept the vision rebirth and the resting of wings above
us christ needed no redemption yet the wings still hovered does that
mean he needed their guard for that which would be done to him god
knew nails would pierce christ s flesh he knew also I1 suppose what would
happen to me he didnt stop either action but he sent the dove to jesus
and to me through a circle of warm hands pressed to my temple his hand
through the hands of others I1 have not figured out the mechanics of salva-
tion I1 do not know whether the devil put some evil design into mr brow-
den s mind or whether he was just lonely and ill either way it was not the
devil who touched me christ consecrated my baptismal font and gave
power for its grace but it was still my father who lifted me from the waters

I1 m twenty three now old enough to know that redemption entails the
responsibility of repentance the responsibility of acknowledging the human
acts that serve as liaison between us and the intangible and I1 wonder what
role forgiveness plays in that process so carefully laid out in steps before
me in the sunday school manual perhaps forgiveness writes contempo-
rary new york playwright tony kushner is the place where love and jus-
tice finally meet 3121120122 in the water of storm or flood and whatever metaphor
we apply to what we do and what others do to us perhaps forgiveness
stands as an island the unification of me with my loving father after he
thrust me under justice s cold surface he didndian t damn me or save me I1 for-
give that I1 have neither damned nor saved mr browden or todd or the
unknown man who bloodied and threatened me less than a year ago

todd had a roommate scott a philosophical boy with long black
perpetually mussed hair that fell across his wide eyes when he laughed we
studied in BYUs honors reading room late on fridays me perched on the
windowsill and him beneath me in a chair he would lean back in the chair
tug on his homemade beads and silently laugh at his reading I1 watched
from above him my coat wrapped tight to keep out the chill seeping in from
the window I1 tugged my own beads like a rosary cried for him and one
night when he held and gently kissed me I1 ceased trying to save him

we went on an honors program retreat together to arches national
park in southern utah the BYU vans shuttled us down at one point
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releasing our luggage into a merry parade ofbouncingofbouncing duffels on the high-
way an atavistic fire warmed our separate figures and at night we climbed
underneath an arch and scraped our hands raw

the next morning it rained rain in western washington is nothing
like rain in southern utah in washington everything is held down but the
heavy desert rains stir up layers of fine red dust into mud fill the gullies
roar and threaten junipersjuniperusjunipers and jansportransportJanSport we d come to help out the forest
service and when the rain started two rangers gathered us and explained
that the water would wash away hundreds of tiny trees replanted in a for-
merly plowed field to save the trees we needed to pile earth around their
bases pat the cones solid and line them with rocks about thirty of us
started to work our bandannasbandannas and clothes growing sodden as well as
soggy I1 slipped in the mud and bathed in red my hands slid over the piles
of earth and patted patted coaxed talked to the trees and prayed root
blessings after building thirty or so little tree fortresses I1 just wanted to lie
in the muck and sleep or crawl into the vans and desert the desert in favor
of a shower and hot chocolate I1 wondered if the dirt islands could stand up
to the rain or would just crumble the moment we left my friends must
have felt the same we filtered away then flooded in a run toward the visi-
tors center I1 sprinted my shoes splashing more red onto amy and jeff and
kimmy as I1 raced to escape the downpour

I1 could not find scott in the center in the van or by the drinking foun-
tain so I1 walked back to the field where I1 found him a blue nylon hood
pulled over his hair his glasses streaming rain no one else remained
among the sad mounds of earth that stood up from the collecting water
pool most of the islands hadnhaan t been made properly wed been cold and
wet and altruistic ideals frequently fail in the face of a downpour scott
shuffled his boots in slow circles walked around a mound never looking
up from one island to the next he walked building up the islands and
fingering the trees gently up and down he shuffled and I1 watched him
I1 stood silent on the borders wondering if he could keep the islands from
crumbling away wondering if his care or anyone s could keep the
seemingly arbitrary storm from erasing our handiwork and I1 wondered
how all powerful god really is holding me above but not entirely out oftheodtheof the
waters of justice and consequence of my own and others actions when
enoch and god looked at the residue of the people god cried over their
wickedness the scriptures don t tell me whether he could have stopped
their actions but his tears tell me that to hold me to raise enoch or
lazarus gods power doesndoean t keep him from pain to lift me he too must
stand in the water

so 1I think about scott holding me my bishop holding me my father s

arms raised to the square and the wings hovering to meet the baptized
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jesus and I1 think we are all each others islands we are not yet wholly
redeemed but we throw out the life rings even when we cannot swim our-
selves lift our children from the water of the womb and of the font touch-
ing and trying to keep each other dry we forgive joining love and justice
on the ground where both savior and saved cling against the rain

I1 walked out to the center oftheodtheof the field scott looked at me and smiled as
I1 began to work we didndian t curse the downpour or judge it as an omen just
round and round pat build caress move on our feet solid and rising
our hands gentle and our heads bowed in love beneath the sky

janet garrard willis is a masters candidate in english literature at saint louis uni-
versityversity this essay won an honorable mention in the 1997 BYU studies essay contest

1 from leslie norriss poem island of peace

2 perestroikaPerestroika act 5 scene 3



when children sang

when children sang that night in poza rica
the crickets hushed bristling roosters forgot
how to answer their rivals down the street
called salvador two thieves repented at the
crosswalk giving up all their plans to rob
the jeweler pilgrims abandoned their march
they snuffed out candles stopped to listen each
child became my child her white dress a robe
his red tie a blossom of sangria
1 I am a child of god one sang each note
a prophets staff parting the sea around us
and when the other childrens voices found us
far from home no matter how dark the night
we felt at home that night in poza rica

donnell hunter

this poem won second place in the BYU studies 1998 poetry contest
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hoping to establish a presence
parley P pratts 1851 mission to chile
A delbert palmer and mark L grover

the sacrament meeting in santiago chile was similar to most meet-
ings held in july 1998 in LDS chapels throughout the world with one
notable exception not only the chapel was filled but also the cultural
hall and people were standing around the edges of the seats the ward
obviously needed to be divided however five wards equal in size were
already meeting in that same building the church simply could not build
chapels fast enough to house its rapidly growing membership in chile one
of the fastest growing LDS populations in the world in fact in 1999 one in
every thirty two chileansChileans is a member of the church I11

the tremendous growth oftheodtheof the church in this long narrow country on
the pacific coast of south america would have undoubtedly pleased parley P
pratt an apostle and the first president of the pacific mission of which
chile was a part on november 8818511851 elder pratt his wife phoebe and
rufus C alienallenailen disembarkedembarkeddis from a ship in valparaiso chile the first
mormon missionaries to set foot in south america however their
sojourn in chile was short lived discouraged and without a single con-
vert they left four months later and returned to the united states one
hundred years would pass before the church would again attempt an active
missionary program in chile

there were few LDS missionaries of the nineteenth century who com-
bined the doctrinal knowledge proselyting ability and charisma ofofparleyparley P
pratt comparing the methods he was able to employ to proselyte and to
convert hundreds during his missions in the united states and great
britain with the proselyting means available to him in chile elder pratt
concluded that the time for the gospel to be introduced to chile and the
rest of south america had simply not yet arrived

elder pratts conclusion was probably correct the constitutional pro-
tection afforded the catholic church in nineteenth century chile deter-
mined the fate of this first LDS mission in south america elder pratt s

time in chile became less a proselyting mission than a language training
and fact gathering assignment his description of the restrictions placed
on proselyting in south american countries where the catholic church
was given legal protection convinced the leadership of the church to sus-
pend missionary efforts in this region of the world until 1923 when
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another apostle melvin J ballard was sent to open the south american
mission in buenos aires argentina parley pratts experience in chile sug-
gests how political restrictions on religious practice influenced the evoluevalu
tion and spread of the church 2

preparation for the mission

from the time of the organization of the church in 1830 its leaders
have accepted a heavenly mandate to take the gospel to the entire world
without exception early apostles traveled throughout the earth to fulfill

that calling they found that certain regions had political systems and con-
stitutions which protected state churches by forbidding assembly and prose
lytinglating by other religions As a result oftheseof these restrictions LDS church leaders
focused missionary efforts in the united states great britain and other
european countries where religious freedom was guaranteed the political
prohibition against religious freedom in the catholic countries of europe
and south america caused the church to wait until the twentieth century
to expand into these regions some as late as 197431974

3

interest in sending missionaries to latin america was manifest in 1841

when joseph ball was called to go to south america 4 no known record of
ball s completion of this mission exists in 1849 president brigham young
talked to parley P pratt the second ranking member of the quorum of the
twelve about a mission to the pacific islands and coastal areas of south
america and suggested that elder pratt go to chile 5 though he did not
leave immediately elder pratt began preparing for the mission he worked
during the winter of1849of 1849 and 1850 to establish his families as best he could
and he began to study the spanish language during this time he also led a

scouting expedition into southern utah and acted as a member of the ter-
ritorialritorial legislature 6

elder pratt was set apart by brigham young on february 23 1851 to
open the door and proclaim the gospel in the pacific islands in lower

california and in south america 7 parley pratt intended to fill his mission
assignment in a spanish speaking south american country other mis
sionariessionaries were sent to the islands elder pratt two ofhisochisof his wives phoebe and
elizabeth 8 and rufus chester alienallenailen left for california on march 161618511851 in
the company ofelders charles C rich amasa lyman and a group ofemi-
grants in 150 wagons during the long tedious journey elder pratt wrote
that he was engaged in studying the spanish language with all diligence
he evidently expected to learn the language in a few short months 9

after arriving in los angeles on june 161851 elder pratt and his group
continued on to san francisco their embarkation point for south america
upon arrival rufus alienallenailen worked in the gold mines to earn money loo100100

per month for the voyage while elder pratt labored with the saints in that
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area he was able to baptize several converts during his time in san fran-
cisco and he raised approximately 1400 for the trip mostly from dona-
tions by members and friends he also borrowed 550500500 from a recent
convert money which he sent to salt lake city presumably to help care for
his family 10

when he first received his call elder pratts intent was to go to chile
however in california he made it clear that they had not yet decided on all
the details oftheodtheof the mission at the end ofofaugustaugust he wrote to brigham young

if the presidency wishes to make any communication on that church emi-
gration to southern california or any other subject letters addressed to me
at san francisco cal will be forwarded to me in chili or elsewhere
I1 expect to leave this country for south america soon unless I1 should be able
to go to new york via the isthmus to get some books printed which does
not now seem to open very favorably I111I1

he was excited about the adventure on which he was embarking I11I glory
in my calling I1 would not exchange it for any other circumstance or call-

ing on this earth he told brigham young at this time 12 five months later
after his experience in chile his opinion may have changed

choosing a country to start the work in latin america

the reasons elder pratt chose to go to chile are probably related to
several factors alternative countries in latin america presented serious
problems mexico was geographically the closest spanish speaking nation
the united states however had just three years before won a war against
mexico with the latter losing over one third of its territory As americans
the missionaries would not have been very welcome at that time the
mormon battalion s participation in the war was also known in mexico
wounds would have to heal before an american missionary would have
success in mexico

central america was the next alternative however after napoleonnapoleoiNapolenapoleonioi s

invasion of spain in 18081808 spain s control of central america weakened
and the region fragmented into many political divisions As a result the
political situation in central america was precarious elder pratt had met
many americans from the eastern united states who had come to califor-
nia through the isthmus of panama the accounts of these trips were
replete with descriptions of hardships in central america 13

the other two south american nations on the pacific coast were
colombia and peru colombia had no adequate port facilities on the
pacific leaving peru as the final alternative to chile peru offered a logical
choice in part because of its large indian population after returning from
chile elder pratt stated that he would have had better success had he gone
to peru peru is tranquil the government of peru is much influenced
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by england and the united states its constitution guarantees liberty of the
press of speech and ofworshipworship1414

however peru was not selected for missionary work one reason may
have been related to an important motivation for many of parley pratt s

missionary activities a desire to preach the gospel to the descendants of
the book of mormon people his first mission was to the indians in the
western united states he believed as did a number of early church leaders
that the book of mormon group under the direction ofoflehilehilehl had landed on
the coast of chile15Chile 15 thus going to chile would put him at the very heart
oftheodtheof the book of mormonofmormon population lamond tullis has suggested

since first becoming a mormon pratt had focused his attention on the indi
ans he had already walked 3000 miles on the churchschurche first mission to
them a few thousand miles more were of little consequence if that would
help to hasten the day when evil and error should be no more it did not
disconcert him that in south america after a massive nineteenth century
european immigration not everyone was a native american lehi had
landed there he said and that was enough red men of the forest peru-
vians mexicans guatemalansGuatemalans descendants of every tribe and tongue of this
mysterious race he had written in the churchschurche millennial stazstarstanstat your his-
tory your gospel your destiny is revealed it will soon be made known to
you and to all nations to every kindred tongue and people 16

elder pratts contacts with chileansChileans in california may have also in-
fluencedfluen ced him the california gold rush affected many nations of the
americas particularly chile which was the first foreign country to learn of
the gold discovery A large number of chileansChileans immediately went to cali-
fornia 17 during the year 1849 a total of 303 vessels left valparaisovalparafso chile
for california not only did chile provide miners but during the gold
rush chile was californiaCalifornidss main supply source for foodstuffs 18

the chilean influence was very noticeable in california many loca-
tions bear names such as chilean bat chilean gulch and chilean camp
elder pratt may have come in contact with chileansChileans and found opportu-
nity to practice his rudimentary spanish he mentioned that a number of
foreigners were among those he baptized in california but did not specify
any particular group 19

the missionaries

parley P pratts companions on this mission were his wife phoebe and
rufus chester alienallenailen phoebe soper the eighth wife of parley P pratt was
born on july 818238 1823 in hempstead harbor new york she married parley
on february 8818461846 at the age of twenty three and eventually bore three
children of which only one lived to adulthood phoebe was twenty eight
when she accompanied her husband to chile and was pregnant with
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11W11
her second child parley con-
templatedtemplated leaving her behind in
california because of the preg-
nancy but eventually decided to
take her 020O

4 phoebe had suffered with poor
health for some time in a letter
written prior to leaving salt
lake city phoebe notes As

my health is not good I1 am
nemNEWeem advised to go whether I1 shall at

presentresent go further than there
california or not I1 cannot

A 6
tell but my health is a great
consideration to me I1 hope
it will be beneficial to me 21

while in california the pratts
made the decision that phoebe
in the last months of preg-
nancy should go on to chile

parley P pratt ca 1853 first president of facing a two month journey inthe pacific mission which included chile
elder pratt and his companions arrived inin a sailing vessel to a strange land
chile inin november 1851185 but remained there elder pratt records from on
only five months board ship about how difficult

the journey was for her phebe
eats but little vommets continually and is getting verry poor in flesh 22

phoebe must have entered on this mission with a certain amount of trepi-
dation and a great deal of faith as she faced poor health and the impending
birth of a child in a strange land with no female companions and little
knowledge of spanish

rufus C alienallenailen also accompanied parley P pratt as a missionary sev-
eral missionaries traveled with the pratts to california but only alienallenailen
continued on to chile allenalienailen was born in delaware river new york on
october 22 1827 and was baptized into the church in caldwell county
missouri in 1837 during the exodus west he joined the mormon battalion
and upon his discharge settled in the salt lake valley he accompanied
elder pratt on his 1850 scouting expedition to southern utah and then
joined him on the mission to chile after returning from chile he helped
organize settlements in southern utah served a mission to native ameri-
cans there and for much of the last three decades of his life labored as a

temple worker in st george where he died in 1915 his three wives bore
four children 23
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the voyage and first home in valparaiso

on september 51851 the pratts and rufusrumsarums alienallenailen embarked for chile
on the sailing vessel henry kelsey the only passengers on the small cargo
ship 24 the passage including food cost sixty dollars each the voyage was
not pleasant the ship had no passenger accommodations so they readily
felt the heat and cold they were seasick much of the trip which limited
their study and reading they also suffered from the bad food served them
on the ship after a month at sea parley wrote

we have a miser for a captain who thinks more of a sixpence than he
does of our lives or even of his 0own he will not suffer the steward to cook
potatoes bread pies puddings or any other wholesome food but keeps us
on hard mouldybouldy bread full ofbugsof bugs and worms and on salt beef and pork
the pork being rotten he has flour potatoes and good pork but will not
allow it to be used you will readily perceive that we are truly in unpleas-
ant circumstances 25

with phoebe in her ninth month of pregnancy and very ill they landed in
valparaiso on november 8 glad to set foot on solid ground 26

after arriving in chile they stayed at the french hotel for a few days
and appreciated the change in environment from the ship elder pratt
specifically mentioned the great variety of good eating at the hotel in
contrast to their experience on the ship 27 the sunday after their arrival
they attended a catholic mass which was unlike any meeting they had ever
seen when they inquired if this was the usual church service they were
informed that this kind of worship prevailed throughout spanish
america and that it is called by the dignified name of christianity and
that it is very ancient 112828

the next week they rented a house on victoria street and purchased
furniture elder pratt was pleased with the house in particular because it
offered peace and quiet and a garden with a variety ofbeautifulofbeautiful flowers and
fruit trees the neighbors were polite and kind the area had a large num-
ber ofyoungowyoungofyoung adults and children who soon became their friends the mis-
sionariessionaries devoted their time to studying the language with the help of their
neighbors who visited and talked to them often elder pratt felt the mis-
sionariessionaries language skills improved rapidly

truly providence has opened our way had ordered our footsteps and cast
our lot in pleasant places where we were strangers in a strange land and
among a people of a strange tongue truly he has opened our way to learn
that tongue and we can learn it ifweiffeif we are diligent 2921

then a tragic event occurred three weeks after their arrival phoebe
gave birth to a son omner who lived only five weeks when she started
into labor no doctor was available so she was assisted by two chilean mid-
wives who had limited medical experience the labor was difficult and
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when the birth did not occur the two women lifted phoebe by the armpits
and shook her until the baby came this harsh treatment was obviously
hard on phoebe and possibly weakened the baby so much so that it passed
away on january 7 from consumption 30 the child was buried in a protes
tant cemetery on a hill above valparaiso pratt described the sad event

on the 30th ofnov 185111851 omner was born he was a beautiful child he
lived one month and eight days or 38 days during which he pined away and
finally died jan 7 52

during all the scenes of his birth life death and burial no female
friend was near except his mother except strangers who knew not our lan
guage not even a hired servant for they inin this country are worse than use
less it cost lo1010 dols to bury him his mother isis inin her useual health or
rather better than inin years past 31

one can only imagine how difficult the experience was for phoebe and
how lonely she must have felt how painful it must have been to leave chile
two months later knowing she would never return to the grave of her sec-
ond child 32

economic conditions

valparaiso chile was a bustling vibrant commercial center for the
entire west coast of south america it was the main port of call for ships
from europe and the eastern united states voyaging to and from california
via cape horn the california gold rush had a dramatic effect on the
city valparaiso became the supply source for most of the foodstuffs
reaching the gold fields within a six day period in 1849 three ships arrived
in valparaiso with about 6000060000 dollars worth of gold A total of 2500
was spent per day in the city by passengers on their way to california one
can imagine the disruptive economic effect on a town ofof30ooo30000 33

so large was the movement of gold into chile that it significantly
changed not only the economy of valparaiso but also the economy of the
entire country farmers throughout chile opened more land to grow addi
tionaldional food for the california market wheat production doubled and
other products such as barley corn beans potatoes and fruit were in high
demand 3431 unfortunately the boom also caused serious inflation to hit not
only the chilean coastal cities but the entire country as well the cost of
food doubled because merchants could get four and five times the price in
california elder pratt found the cost of living higher in chile than he had
ever experienced elsewhere rents are high here provisions and fuel dear 35

the high cost of living in valparaiso was not the only economic prob-
lem facing the missionaries in north america and great britain mis
sionariessionaries could employ the method of traveling without purse or scrip
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dependent on friendly people or members of the church to take care of
their physical needs if such aid was not forthcoming they would simply
stop for a while and obtain employment usually in some agricultural pur-
suit but in chile things were different work opportunities were not avail-
able especially for americans who could not speak spanish well the
return ofminersofminers from california meant elders pratt and alienallenailen had to com-
pete for work losing out to chileansChileans they even had to resort to unusual
activities there has been no employment for neither ofusofus we have picked
up gold and silver coin in the street but even that is becoming scarce and
is now poor picking 36

their precarious condition in valparaiso which showed no hope for
improvement persuaded the missionaries to move to a less expensive area
on january 241852 they traveled by oxcart to quillotaQuillota a small settlement
of less than 10000 people twenty miles northeast of valparaiso quillotaQuillota
had developed as a rest stop on the route between santiago and valparaiso 37

they rented rooms in a house from a widow with two daughters fifteen
and seventeen years old the family was very sociable and helped the three
north americans with their spanish the missionaries liked the small vil-
lage the people in this town seem to be a neat plain loving and sociable
people the houses are mostly neat and comely 38

in quillotaQuillota they were able to live much more economically as parley
noted in a letter to his wife agatha

I1 am verry well and as fat as you ever saw me in england I1 live mostly
on ripe figs which with other causes will I1 hope remove that bilious castivecaptive

ness which has troubled me for so many years we are not far enough
inland to live verry cheep but 75 ctsacts or one dollar a day supports 3 of us
including house rent fuel and all expenses 3931

As pleasant as the situation was the missionaries stayed in the village
only five weeks before returning to valparaiso to set sail for san francisco
on march 2218521852 the political and religious situation in chile had con-
vinced parley pratt that traditional mormon missionary work was not pos-
sible in chile

church and state in nineteenth century chile

an important aspect of colonial spanish rule in the americas was the
prominent role oftheodtheof the roman catholic church in all aspects ofgovernmentofgovernment
and society the close relationship between church and state meldedmeldee lines
of authority and control one of the results was that the catholic church
was supported financially by the state and that its religious domination was
guaranteed by restrictions on all other religions when independence came
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to spanish latin america and the political break was made with spain a
similar break with the church did not occur in almost all of the constituconstitu
tionseions of the new countries the catholic church was guaranteed protection
and dominance though its role fluctuated in each country it was not until
conservative governments were replaced by republics influenced by liberal
and positivist ideas that the legal protection and support of the catholic
church was abolished 40

chile was not different from the rest of latin america the first three
constitutions of chile held as a fundamental precept the preservation of
the roman catholic church as the state church As such it was supported
by the state treasury and was afforded a high level of protection including
denying to other faiths the freedom of worship with the adoption of the
chilean constitution of 1925 freedom of worship was finally guaranteed 41

george byam an englishman who lived in chile between 1847 50
commented on the power of the catholic church

but the intolerance of the chilian clergy is not worse than in any other of the
spanish founded republics there is a churchyard at valparaiso where an
englishman can be buried without any molestation however at santiago it
used to be a service of danger to attend a funeral in no place would the clergy
allow the body of a protestant to be interred in one of their churchyards 42

non catholic religions were restricted from worshippingworshipping even on pri-
vate property furthermore the government and supporters of the
catholic church attempted to prohibit the printing selling and circula-
tion of any religious pamphlet or book including the bible 43 one man
who ran afoul of this prohibition was william wheelwright an entrepre-
neur living in valparaiso in 1835 he hoped to build a railroad from val-
paraiso to the capital city santiago with a stop in quillotaQuillota in an attempt
to curry favor with the local people he printed a large number ofofbiblesbibles in
spanish and distributed them throughout quillotaQuillota the act backfiredbackfired the
citizens of quillotaQuillota became so angry that they collected the bibles and held
a public burning in the central plaza 4441

by the time the LDS missionaries arrived in chile many restrictions
though not gone had eased the growing number of non catholics in the
country made the enforcement of the laws very difficult As in all of latin
america protestant congregations were organized with only occasional
problems in cities with immigrant populations the church of england
had a congregation in valparaiso at the time parley pratt was there 45

A protestant union church was established by the reverend david trum
bull in valparaiso in 1847 and eventually the congregation erected their
own building the first protestant meetinghouse built on the west coast of
south america however they did not actively proselyte the reverend
trumbull restricted his ministry to the religious needs of protestants
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already residing in valparaiso trumbull told elder pratt that he had had
no problem bringing in spanish language bibles and tracts and that he
had been able to place some in bookstores 46

accustomed to working in countries with religious freedom where he
could enter into public debate print tracts and books and hold public
meetings elder pratt was frustrated with proselyting in a country with a

strong state religion unable to do the type of missionary work commonly
employed by mormon missionaries he was left with little he could accom-
plish in chile most ofhisochisof his proselyting activities appear to have been limited
to occasional talks with neighbors

elder pratt was concerned that the priests made money charging for
the administration of sacred ordinances and he called this practice an
abomination 4741 but he was also curious about roman catholic worship
he was impressed with the large size of the churches he noted that there
were both rich and poor in attendance he commented on the lack of
music and preaching and he felt there was little interaction between the
priest and the participants he believed that the focus of worship was on
the images and paintings and not on the mass itself since the mass was in
latin and was not very audible in the large churches not understanding
the liturgy himself he responded to a church scene with some scorn

all seemed full of zeal and of devotion all bowed down on their knees in
silent solemn attitudes all their faces seemed disfigured with a painful and
awe str icken solemnity all made certain signs and motions while they said
nothing audible and the impression of a strange observer would be that the
image to which every eye was turned with long and supplicating gaze and
imploring look had no ears to hear but was deeply versed in the science of
physiognomy and also acquainted with the deaf and dumb alphabet 48

since elder pratt was not significantly involved in open proselyting
he appears to have had only a few negative proselyting experiences one
occurred in quillotaQuillota the first person to whom I1 explained our mode
of baptism actually laughed till she laughed herself into a fit of hyster-
ics could not stop went out doors had her laugh out and came back
and apologized 49

parley prattsprates proclamacionproclamaci6nproclamationProclaprociamacion

elder pratt s feelings about the catholic church become obvious in a

pamphlet he wrote in valparaiso entitled iproclamaci6niproclamacion extraordinaria
para los americanos Espaespanoles50espaholeshoiesholesnoles 50 this proclamation was sixteen pages long
written in two columns the left column being the spanish translation of
the english text in the right column elder pratt begins with a briefdescrip-
tion oftheodtheof the restoration oftheodtheof the gospel and the book of mormonofmormon he dwells at
length on the government john the revelator called mystery babylon the
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great the mother of harlots and abominations of the earth which he iden-
tifies as the city ofromeofROME and the MYSTERY ofherdofherof her religion or oftheodtheof the religion
of which she is the HEAD

who has had power to enforce the same by law and by military power

rome

who then has deceived all nations as predicted in the revelation

rome
no OTHER because no other has had power over all

if we enquire in any part of the world which is the great the universal
church of all nations it will be answered readily thus LA CATOLICA
ROMANO sic

he also demonstrates his frustration over the prohibition of proselytproselyteproselyt
ing in latin america

should peter james or john arise from the dead and commence in cuba
mexico central america colombia bolivia peru chile buenos ayres or
brazil to preach or practice the baptism or the immersion of repentance
for remission of sins or should they assemble the church thus immersed for
public worship to heal the sick cast out devils speak sing prayplay or proph-
ecy they would be found transgressors of the laws and constitutions of said
countries unless there are some exceptions by late alterations or revolutions
in some of them

after presenting the details of the restoration of the gospel elder pratt
appeals to spanish americans as descendants of the peoples of the book
of mormonofmormon

spanish americans a vast majority of you are the descendants of the
ancient race of the mexican peruvianaperuviansPeruviana chilenacailena and other nations of origi-
nal americans

the origin of that entire race is now revealed by angels and by the dis-
covery and translation of their ancient records the book of mormon

he concludes with a call for religious freedom and for a decrease in
power oftheodtheof the catholic church give entire freedom to that divine and holy
principle called human intellect liberty of conscience of thought of speech
and of the press he suggests they take the clergy off the public payroll
establish a public school system with the money that is normally given to
government spsponsoredons ored religion encourage the reading of the scriptures
stop the practice of payment for sacred ordinances and refrain from the
worship of saints and idols 51

the obstacles presented by the political situation in chile were com-
pounded by the missionariesmissionaries55 struggle with the language page eight of the
proclamation as well as the title contain what are probably examples of
elder pratt s difficulty with spanish the first eight pages of the pamphlet
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were likely translated by someone other than elder pratt perhaps a native
spanish speaker while the translation is not particularly well done it is far
superior to the translation that follows which is probably elder pratts 522 in
the second paragraph of page nine the quality of the spanish translation
drops dramatically to the level of a beginning student for example the
spanish translation reads sobrebobre del dia 22 de octubre AD 1827 un
angele restaurarrestaurar el evangelioevangelic llenIlenlienllenamenteilenamenteamente da los hombre it should read en
el dia 22 de octubre DC 1827 un angel restaurorestaur6 al hombre la plenitudplenitudepleni tud del
evangelioevangelic 5311 this poor translation might have made it difficult for a native
spanish speaker to take the information seriously making the work even
more frustrating for the missionaries

politics and revolution

when the missionaries arrived in chile the republic of approximately
two million people was a mere thirty three years old from the time of its
independence from spain in 1818 until 1830 chile like so many other
south american republics suffered as political factions in the country
struggled for power in chile the conflicts were between conservative
groups who wanted independence from spain but little social or political
change ultimately a coalition oftheseof these conservative groups including the
catholic church came together and ruled chile for over twenty years 54

by the middle of the nineteenth century a liberal movement of busi-
nessmenness men students and intellectuals emerged and participated in the elec-
tions of 1850 without success that failure led to frustration that erupted
into fighting in april 1851 at the time the pratts and brother alienallenailen were
making the voyage from san francisco to chile liberal rebel leader general
josejosg maria de la cruz y prieto was leading a contingent of 8500 soldiers
north from concepcion on december 8 when the missionaries were
already in valparaiso the rebels and the loyalists fought a battle at barros
negros south of santiago and cruz y prieto was defeated at the same
time another rebel group took over la serena about one hundred miles
north of valparaisoofvalparaiso and sacked the city 555

because of the civil war parley pratt s arrival in valparaiso was most
untimely although the intense fighting was occurring elsewhere waves of
unrest and suspicion washed over this coastal city he described the con-
flict as being violent and costing over five thousand lives and he was not
pleased that the fighting and loss of life did little to change the political situ-
ation in chile he noted that an amnesty was reached without alteration
of the government but the people are sanguine in their hopes and they
think to accomplish their liberties in a few years they are by no means
crushed in spirit by the present failure 5651

elder pratts major concern was the lack of religious freedom he be-
lieved that the governmental protection provided to the catholic church
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essentially eliminated the possibility of doing missionary work in south
america in his extensive report to brigham young written shortly after
leaving chile he focused on the problems of freedom and liberty summa-
rizing the constitutional restrictions on freedom in chile peru argentina
brazil and colombia he described revolutionary activities then occurring
that he hoped would change the political environment in the future

he described the control held by the catholic church over the politi-
cal activities in all oftheodtheof the region and focused his attention on peru where he
felt the greatest chance for missionary success existed he described british
influence in peru regarding the freedom of the press speech and religion
the right of protestants to assemble had just been granted that year but
those freedoms were still under attack by the catholic church and their
continuance was not assured he had hopes for change should peru sus-
tain her liberties a field is opened in the heart of spanish america and in
the largest best informed and most influential city and nation of south
america for the bible the book of mormon the fulnessfalness of the gospel to
be introduced 57

parley pratts concerns over the political restrictions on religion in latin
america were expressed in a talk he gave one year after returning from
chile in a passionate discussion about the principles of freedom found in
the american constitution he suggested that those same freedoms would
be extended to the world he looked forward to the day when those coun-
tries would no longer be shackled either by ignorance by religious or
political bondage but when all will positively have the knowledge of the
truth and freely enjoy it with their neighbors he then described his expe-
rience in chile and suggested that chileansChileans were afforded some liberty but
not in the realm of religion they have this awful clause specifying a cer-
tain religion that shall be the religion of the state to the prohibition of all
other religions or public exercise of other religions he suggested that the
situation would change not by violent revolution but by time the people
are not able to throw offthoseoff those fetters of ofbondagebondage and that heavyyokeheavy yoke cir-
cumstancescumstances are against them but providence opens the way whereby they
may liberate themselves 58 elder pratt believed the church needed to be
ready specifically in language preparation to return to south america
when those changes occurred

the decision to return to the united states

the inability to communicate and proselyte weighed heavily on parley
pratt at the beginning of the mission he had been optimistic and eager
because of the distances the missionaries received no letters from home
until just before leaving chile in a letter to his wife agatha written from
quillotaQuillota he expressed these feelings my dear girl if you could know
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how I1 long to see you it is now eight months since I1 have heard one word
I1 almost dread to hear lest some sickness or want or death has crushed
some ofyouof you but on the other hand I1 realize in whose service I1 am 59

by the end of february elder pratt had reached a low point and had
decided to return to utah when he went to valparaiso to secure passage to
california he checked the post office for letters from home and found
none I11I returned to my home lodgings in sorrow he wrote to his wife
belinda he spent the following day reading newspapers from both south
and north america and became upset that nothing was mentioned about
the church I11 I went to bed the next night and again I1 could neither sleep
nor rest I1 tried to pray but the words would hardly come I1 was so worn
out his spirits improved the next day when he found that two letters from
utah had arrived they were like life from the deaddead601160

in addition to the sense of isolation elder pratt struggled with the
frustration he felt in having to return home without having established
the church in south america he felt limited in his efforts because of fi-

nancial difficulties and struggles with spanish he studied the language
intensively and occasionally had some successSUCCCSS 61 but in the end he realized
the difficulty in learning a foreign language 1 I study the language all day
and think of it and even talk it loud in my sleep but it is no small work
to become familiar with the entire grammer words and style of a foreign
tongue on his voyage home he confided in his journal As to a for-
eign language ifweiffeifwe get it in two years more we will do well 62 his decision
not to go to peru after leaving chile was based on an empty purse and
imperfect tongue which has only barely commenced to stammer in that
language he was returning to the united states where he could study
spanish more fully better direct the pacific mission and provide for his
family for whom he wrote on his journey home 1 I must do something as

soon as posable if god will open the way he planned to return to utah
translate the book of mormon and other literature into spanish and pre-
pare two or three others to return with him to south america 6313

he expressed to brigham young his concerns over the outcome of his
mission 1 I hope I1 shall not be accounted a slothful servant for I1 assure you
I1 do all in my power with all diligence and with all the prayer of faith I1

possess and my earnest desire is to be counted worthy to labor for the res-
torationtoration of israel till it be accomplished 64 it was not an entirely satisfied
parley parker pratt who returned to salt lake city

the journey home

when elder pratt went to valparaiso to make arrangements for the
voyage home he found numerous vessels advertising for passengers to san
francisco these notices in spanish english and french indicated that a
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number of ships carrying both cargo and passengers had excellent accom-
modations for passengers but it was the following notice in english that
caught elder pratt s eye for SAN FRANCISCO to sail on saturday the
28th of the present month the fine fast sailing arneamericanrican brig DRACUT for
passage only apply to lopez and sartory he decided on the dracut the
ship did not sail on the twenty eighth as promised but instead sailed on
the third of march 65 but a few more days did not matter when weighed
against a journey that would last over two months 66

while their earlier voyage from san francisco to chile was merely
unpleasant the return trip was horrendous travelers at sea on the west
coast of south america had to contend with the queasy motions of the
humboldt current the missionaries spent over two months on these
rolling seas in what today might be regarded an oversized rowboat unable
to catch the wind they slowed to a standstill for days at a time As the dra
cut made slow progress northward the provisions dwindled rapidly after
fifty five days elder pratt vividly described the situation

we live on a little poor hard bread probably baked some two or three years
ago and some beans and very poor damaged salt beef and pork we hhave no
flour potatoes sugar molasses rice or other comforts although we pay a
good price for cabin passage

we are hungry and weary and lonesome and disconsolate but
after praying much for a fair wind and speed we find our prayers are not
answered and we have given it up and have asked our heavenly father to
give us patience and reconciliation to his will 67

he also states that theywerethey were spurned andhatedbecauseand hated because ofourolourof our testimony 68

pratt family stories say that the sailors threatened to resort to cannibalism
and that phoebe pratt was their target and was saved only by fast talk-
ing and prayer 6961

the missionaries landed in san francisco on may 211852 in very poor
condition they were still far from ututahah but elder pratt managed to raise
adequate funds through the kindness of my brethren and friends near
twelve hundred dollars in money mules and a wagon was contributed to
assist me in my mission and for my journey home being given at various
times after my arrival from chili 70 it was not until september 14 that the
missionaries in company with sixteen others were able to depart califor-
nia arriving in utah on october 181818521852

aftermath

elder pratt believed that when the time was right he would return and
continue the work in south america most likely in peru the constitu-
tional ban on non catholic assembly and proselyting made it practically
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impossible for any new religion
to gain a foothold in chile so
when the money ran out the
decision to return home was
not a difficult one

while in california even
before returning to utah elder
pratt started a class to teach
spanish to several young men
expecting them to go to latin

1 america as missionaries 71 his
journal indicates that he con-
tinued to study spanish during
the months after his return
to utah he returned to cali-
fornia the following year and
continued to study spanish but
at that time made no mention
in his journal of returning
to latin america 72 his plans to
establish the church in southemperor of brazil dom pedro 11II 1825

1891 during an 1876 visit to the united america were abruptly ended
states dom pedro briefly stopped inm salt with his tragic assassination on
lake city where he toured the tabernacle while hemay 131857 was serv-

ing
and attended a mormon serviceservice as a missionary in the south-

ern states in that senseless act
of violence the church lost one of its greatest missionaries 73

after the death of parley pratt church leaders turned their attention
away from latin america to other parts of the world and contacts with
latin american countries were limited in 1876 the emperor of brazil
dom pedro 11II stopped in salt lake city on his way to san francisco
he had stated that if he could not see a harem in constantinople he
would visit that ofofbrighambrigham young 01741174317474 dom pedro wanted to travel as a
private citizen and did not want any pomp and ceremony accompany-
ing his visit disappointing some officials he toured the tabernacle and
attended a mormon service he also made an obvious effort to support
the catholic church in the city dom pedro did not meet with brigham
young and rumors flew many oftheodtheof the themes parley pratt had talked about
including the lack of religious freedom in south america were discussed
at this time in the salt lake papers possibly reinforcing among church
leaders the view of south america parley pratt had described over twenty
years earlier 75
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missionaries did go into mexico in 1875 but the primary interest of the
church was to find an area where mormon colonists could settle mormon
colonies made up of north americans were established there in 1885 and
the church has maintained a presence in mexico since that time even
though members have struggled through some very difficult times of revo-
lution and persecution

not until 1923 however was interest in south american missions
renewed two events were responsible church members who had emi-
grated from germany to argentina wrote to the first presidency requesting
missionaries the first presidency also received a report from church his-
torian andrew jenson on his trip to latin america where he had visited
among other countries chile argentina and brazil in his report jenson
discussed the issues of religious freedom and the possibility of proselyting
in latin america

after hearing jenson s recommendations and receiving the requests of
the german members church leaders sent missionaries to the european
immigrants in the city of buenos aires argentina 76 melvin J ballard
accompanied by two members of the first quorum of the seventy rey L

pratt and rulon S wells arrived in buenos aires on december 61925 per-
manentlymanently establishing the presence of the church in south america 77 in
1956 over one hundred years after parley P pratt first entered chile as a
missionary missionaries sent from argentina again entered chile since
that time the growth oftheodtheof the church in chile has been phenomenal in 1998
the membership included over 430000 members chile is the only major
country of the world with close to 3 percent of the countryscount rys population
members of the church

parley pratts experience impressed upon early church leaders the
importance of knowing the history and current events of nations they
became particularly aware of constitutional changes in catholic countries
where church and state were one missionaries were generally not sent into
new areas without the leaders examining the political situation to ensure
that time would not be wasted church publications followed world politi-
cal and constitutional history after returning from argentina elder melvin J

ballard stated in an article discussing revolutions in south america no
people on the face oftleoftbeof the globe watch the trend ofworldofworld events with deeper
interest than do the latter day saints 78

conclusion

mormon missionaries who experience limited baptismal success may
be heartened by the chilean experience of parley P pratt one of the
church s greatest missionaries elder ballard had a similar experience
during the six months he spent in buenos aires when he failed to learn
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spanish and had very limited baptismal success 79 but these experiences are
important inm the overall evolution of missionary work throughout the
world they provide a history of work and sacrifice upon which later mis-
sionaries

mis-
sionariessionslonsionslonariesarlesariesarles profit elder prattsprates beliefthatbeliefbellef that once the political and social system
inin a country changed the gospel could take firm root turned out to be true
but not even parley parker pratt could have envisioned a growth of mor-
monismmonism inin chile so rapid that the church would be unable to build
chapels fast enough to accommodate its new members

A delbert palmer served as the first missionmission president of the chilean mission and
inm 1999 was awarded brigham young university s presidential citation for outstanding
service mark L grover isis senior librarian and latin american bibliographer harold B

lee library brigham young university

1 1999ip99 2000ooo000 church almanac salt lake city deseret news 1999 299
2 for more information about the missionmission inm chile see F lamond tullis mor

mons inin mexico the dynamics of faith and culture logan utah state university
1987 F lamond tullis california and chile inin 1851 as experienced by the mormon
apostle parley P pratt southern california quarterly 67 fall 1985 291 301 rodolfo
acevedo A losmormoneslosmormoneshormonesMormones en chile3ochile 30 anos de la iglesia dedejesucnstojesucristotesujesucristo de losioslo10 santos de los

ultimosultimus dias santiago chile by the author 19901990 and A delbert palmer establish-
ing the LDSL D S church inin chile master s thesis brigham young university 1979
andrew jenson west indies mission inin encyclopedic history of the church ofjesusof jesus
christ oflatterof latzerlatter day saints salt lake city deseret news publishing 1941 938 39 and
1997 1998198 church almanac salt lake city deseret news 1996 345

3 in 1841 and 1853 missionariesmissionaries did go to jamaica which at that time was part
of the british empire see the gospel inin the united states &cac millennial star 15

april 21853 216 17 and jenson west indies mission inin encyclopedic history ortheof the
church 938 39

4 joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof lesusjesus christ ofoflatterlatterlasterdatter day saints ed
B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 44134 413

5 journal history of the church may 27 1849 2 archives division historical
department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter
cited as LDS church archives microfilm copy inin special collections and manuscripts
harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU
archives in its first general epistle from salt lake city the first presidency stated
elder parley P pratt has been assigned a missionmission to the western islands whither he isis

expecting to go before another winter first general epistle oftheodtheof the first presidency of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints from the great salt lake valley to the
saints scattered throughout the earth millennial star ii july 151518491849 232 this epis
tietle issued inin april 1849 was followed by a second inin october oftheodtheof the same year for wisewise
purposes elder P P pratts missionmission to the western islands willwin be deferred until
spring second general epistle of the first presidency of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints from the great salt lake valley to the saints scattered through-
out the earth millennial star 1112 april 151518501850 118

6 parley P pratt jr ed the autobiography ofparleyof parley P pratt 4thath ed salt lake
city deseret book 1985 341 42



santiago chile temple this first temple in spanish speaking south america was
dedicated in september 1983
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7 journal history of the church february 23231851185 i1
8 elizabeth pratt did not continue on to chile but remained inin san francisco due

to poor health reva stanley the archer of paradise A biography of parley P pratt
caldwell idaho caxton printers 1937 244 256 reva stanley isis a pseudonym the

author s name isis reva lucile holdaway scott
9 parley P pratt to brigham young and council april 131318511851 incoming corre-

spondencespondence brigham young papers LDS church archives parley P pratt to brighambnghambangham
young august 28 1851 incoming correspondence brigham young papers LDS

church archives reprinted inin pratt autobiography 357 whenever possible we have
examined the original letters or photocopies ofthemefthemof them inin the LDS church archives or the
BYU archives some of the letters were published inin pratt autobiography however
the letters inin the autobiography have been edited and some parts changed or left out
we have followed the spelling and capitalization of the original letters whenever used
rather than the edited and published versionversion we indicate the publication information
of printed versionsversions

io10 A list of donors isis found inin parley P pratt journal february 25251851851 inin papers
1837 1867 BYU archives the loan isis mentioned inin pratt to young august 28 1851851
reprinted inin pratt autobiography 356 the sentence on the loan isis left out of the pub
lisheddished autobiography

ii11 pratt to young august 281851 ironically while pratt was determining exactly
where to go president brigham young may have had second thoughts about the south
american venture on october 232318511851 the first presidency addressed a letter to pratt
inin which they stated should you receivereceive it seasonably to secure the benefit will first
say you are at liberty to remainremain on the coast or inin california at present and send mismlsmismls
sionslonsionariessioslosionanesnanesariesarles where you will unless the spirit shall press you to go since it required
months for mail to travel between san francisco and salt lake city the letter arrived inin
san francisco long after elder pratt had sailed perhaps even after he had left chile
inin march of the following year undoubtedly it was awaiting him upon his return
brigham young heber C kimball and willard richards to parley P pratt october 23

1851 outgoing correspondence brigham young papers LDS church archives
12 pratt to young august 281851 reprinted inin pratt autobiography 356

13 see for example john M letts california illustrated including a description of
the panama and nicaragua routes newnewyorkyork R T young 1853

14 parley P pratt to brigham young march 131318521852 incoming correspondence
brigham young papers LDS church archives reprinted inin pratt autobiography 367 68

15 the statement that lehi landed inin chile was recorded by frederick G williams
attributed by some to joseph smith and believed by a number of early church leaders
frederick G williams III111 did lehi land inin chilechi an assessment of the frederick G

williams statement provo utah FARMS 1988 i1 for documentation of elder
pratts belief that lehi landed inin chile see parley P pratt key to the science of theology
liverpool F D richards 1855 22 23 and parley P pratt proclamation to the

people of the coasts and islands of the pacific 1851 quoted inin williams did lehi
land inin chile 2 see also john L sorenson an ancient american settingforsetting porfor the book
ofmormonof mormon salt lake city deseret book 1985 1 2 who argues against the tradition of
a chilechilean landing for lehi

16 tullis mormonscormons inin mexico 6 7

17 chilean historian manomariomarlo barros states from this moment august iai91918481848

the gold fever took hold of all classes of chileansChileans without exception three months
after the notice el mercurio de valparaiso reported the departure of 65 sailing vessels
for the north inin go90 days in 1856 when the delirium ended the chilean consul inin
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san francisco reported that over 70000 chileansChileans had arrived inin california manomariomarlo
barros historia diplomdticadiplomaticadiplomaticsDiplo matica de chile 1541 1938 barcelona spain edicionesEdic iones ariel
1970 192 94 translation by the authors

18 jay monaghan chile peru and the california gold rush of018491849 berkeley
university of california press 1973 201 2 see also george edward faugsted the
chilenosChilenos inin the california gold rush san francisco R and E research 1963

19 when telling brigham young about the baptisms that were occurring elder
pratt stated that among those being baptized were strangers from different coun-
tries pratt to young august 282818511851 reprinted inin pratt autobiography 356

20 parley P pratt to agatha pratt august 271851 typescript ann agatha walker
pratt reminiscences and letters 1847 1907 LDS church archives

21 pheobe pratt to family reprinted inin his eighth wife inin our pioneer her-
itage comp kate B carter 20 volsVOIS salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers
1958 77 172222172217 221 22

22 parley P pratt to my ever dear friends september 151518511851 parley parker
pratt collection ca 1835 1896 hereafter cited as pratt collection LDS church
archives reprinted inin pratt autobiography 358 6060 the published letter however left
out this quote

23 sketch of the life of rufus chester alienallenailen 190511905 typescript LDS church
archives pratt mentioned inin a letter written on november 212118511851 to the millennial
star that he expected another missionary philo B wood to go to chile wood did not
go the gospel inin south america letter from elder P P pratt millennial star 14

february 15185215 185 54
24 noticiasNoticias del arnbo del henry kelsey en dianos locales typescript rodolfoRodolfc

antonio acevedo acevedo collected information regarding parley P pratts missionmission
to south america 1851 1852 LDS archives hereafter cited as acevedo collection
this information comes from a group of newspaper articles collected by rodolfo
acevedo A and sent to the LDS church archives the missionariesmissionaries could have traveled
on a chilean passenger ship ann mckim which carried seventy seven passengers and
arrived inin chile on the same day but they probably chose the henry kelsey because the
passenger fare was less expensive

25 parley P pratt to dear family september 151851 inin pratt autobiography 360360
26 we examined two newspapers for the period november i1 1851 to march io10

1852 el mercuriomercuric published daily inin valparaiso and el atauArauaraumnoaraucanomno published daily inin
santiago the arrival of the henry kelsey with three passengers nuestrosniestrosnuestros hermanos
misionerosmisionmisionerosmisioneros our missionary brothers was noted but the paper did not publish the
passenger lists of this ship as it did with other vessels and it did not connect its men-
tion of missionariesmissionaries with the LDS church

27 pratt autobiography 360360
28 pratt autobiography 360360 elder pratt inferred that this form of worshipofworship must

have been instituted soon after the church of jesus christ became extinct inin the roman
world and by some unaccountable blunder borrowed its name from those mstituinstitumatitu
tionseions which it does not even resemble inin the least inin any one feature save the name
parley P pratt to dear friends november 9918511851 inin pratt autobiography 360360ogo060 61

29 pratt was so enamored with his surroundings that he wrote a delightful poem
called november inin chillchili and sent it with his november 161851 letter parley P pratt
to friends november 161851 inin pratt autobiography 361 62

30 stanley the archer ofparadiseof paradise 257

31 parley P pratt to dear friends january 313118521852 pratt collection LDS

church archives
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32 recently through the efforts of the chilean historian rodolfo acevedo A a
plaque honoring omner pratt was placed inin the cemetery where the burial occurred
see rodolfo acevedo A cemetery plaque honors historic 1851 visit to chile
church news published by deseret news november 24 1990 3 4 phoebe pratt
returned to utah where she gave birth to another child phoebe her only child to live
to maturity phoebe pratt sr became a schoolteacher inin spanish fork utah and passed
away inin provo on september 17 1887 susan easton black the membership of the
church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof iatterlatter sayday saints 18301830 1848 50 vols provo utah religious
studies center brigham young university 1989 3558935 589 90

33 monaghan chile peru 199

34 monaghan chile peru 174174187187

35 pratt to friends november 16185116 85 reprinted inin pratt autobiography 361

36 parley P pratt to belinda pratt february 25 1852 pratt collection LDS
church archives

37 recaredo S tornero chile ilustradoIlus trado guia descriptiveDescriptivo del terntorioterritorioTernTerri torio de chile
santiago de chile bibliotecabibhotecabibliotheca nacional de chile 1996 213 14

38 pratt autobiography 364

39 parley P pratt to agatha pratt february 9918521852 typescript ann agatha walker
pratt reminiscences and letters 1847 1907

40 see fidel araneda bravo historia de la iglesia en chile santiago chile edi
clonesclones paulinaskaulinasPaulinas 1986

41 salvatoresalvatorebi7zarrohistoncaldictionarybizzarro historical dictionary ofchileof chile ad2dzdeded metuchenMemetuchennjtuchen NJ scare-
crowcro press 1987 110nollolio

42 george byam wanderings inin some ortheof the western republics ofamericaof america west
strand london johnjohnwW parker 1850 153155

43 francisco valensuela frias manual de historia de chile santiago chile edito-
rial nascimento 1969 366 67

44 monaghan chile peru 214

45 J lloyd mecham church and state inin latin america chapel hill university
of north carolina press 1934 207

46 pratt to young march 131318521852 reprinted inin pratt autobiography 365

47 pratt to young march 131852
48 pratt to friends november 9918511851 inin pratt autobiography 360360 61

49 parley P pratt to family january 313118521852 as quoted inin stanley the archer of
paradise 26161

50 parley P pratt iproclamaci6niproclamacion extraordinariaextraordinana para los americanosAmencanos espanolesespaholesEspEspa anolesholeshoies
proclamation extraordinary to the spanish americans san francisco monson has-
well 1852 since he was not able to have the proclamation printed inin chile he immeimme-
diately had it published inin san francisco upon his return his translation for the name
off the church was yglesia de jesu christo de los posterospostersPosteros dias santos the present and
moreore correct translation isis la iglesia de jesujesucristojesucnstocristo de los santos de los ultimosultimus dias for
a discussion of the pamphlet see david J whitaker parley P pratt and the pacific

mission mormon publishing inthatenthatin that very questionable part oftheodtheof the civilized world
inin davis bitton ed mormon scripture and the ancient world studies inin honor ofjohnof lohnjohn L

sorenson provo utah FARMS 1998 584551 84

51 parley P pratt iproclamaci6niproclamacion1 extraordinariaextraordinana 3 5577 11 13 italics inin original
52 in a collection of pratts letters and writing inin the BYU and LDS church

archives there are two drafts of the proclamation under the title of facts for serious
consideration for spanish americans there isis also what appears to be a copy of the
spanish translation written inin handwriting that isis not pratts an example of pratts
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difficulty with spanish can be seen inin a letter he wrote to his wife agatha the level of
his spanish isis about where it would be expected after just a few months of study see
pratt to agatha pratt february 9918521852

53 on the lid day of october ADA D 1827 an angel restored the fulnessftlnessfullness of the
gospel to man pratt iproclamaci6niproclamacion1 extraordinariaextraordinana 9

54 simon collier and william F sater A history of chile 18081808 1994 new york
cambridge university press 1996 54 6060

55 collier and sater history of chile 54 6060 three days after pratt arrived the
local paper published an article on the civil war and its effect on valparaiso there was
concern the fighting would reach their town la prensa y la guerra civil el diariodiano
valparaiso chile november 111118511851 acevedo collection LDS church archives

56 pratt to young march 131852 this letter was published inin his autobiography
but with some editorial changes including the omissionomission of the final sentence of this
quote pratt autobiography 367

57 pratt to young march 131318521852 in this letter pratt gives as his reasons for leav-
ing chile his difficulty with spanish and a lack of funds rather than the political restric-
tions oftheodtheof the country

58 parley P pratt inin journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards
1855 86 1139141142 july 41853

59 pratt to agatha pratt february 9918521852

6060 pratt to belinda pratt february 251852
61 for information on elder pratts early success with the language see parley P

pratt journal january 191918521852 LDS church archives
62 parley P pratt journal april 18181852852

63 pratt to young march 131852 reprinted inin pratt autobiography 368 69
64 pratt to young march 13185213 1852 reprinted inin pratt autobiography 369
65 elder pratts journal written retrospectively says the dracut left on march 2

parley P pratt journal february 252518521852 LDS church archives
66 el mercuriomercuric valparaiso chile february 281852 movimiento mantimomaritimodantimomarittimoMariManmarl timo el

diariodiano valparaiso chile march 4418521852 photocopies of these articles are located inin
the acevedo collection

67 parley P pratt to dear brother march 27271852852 inin pratt autobiography 370
68 parley P pratt to dear brother march 271852 inin pratt autobiography 402
69 according to the family story phoebe was saved by a visionvision oftheodtheof the whereabouts

of additional food that was stored on board stanley the archer ofparadiseof paradise 268

70 pratt autobiography 372

71 pratt autobiography 373

72 parley P pratt journal may august 1852 LDS church archives reprinted
inin pratt autobiography 373 75

73 parley pratt had a premonition prior to his missionmission to the southern states that
his life might be taken 1 I feel as if I1 shall never come back he told his wife agatha
reminscencesremmscencesreminiscences of mrs A agatha pratt typescript 2 inm ann agatha pratt remimsreminisfeminis

cencesbences and letters
74 james J okelly dom pedro inin utah Nnew york herald april 23231876876 5

75 robert evans the emperor and the saints dom pedro ilslisIIs visit to utah inin
1876 honor s thesis brigham young university 1993 david L wood emperor dom
pedros visit to salt lake city utah historical quarterly 37 summer iai9196969 337 52

76 andrew jenson autobiography ofandrmofandrewanfrew jenson salt lake city deseret news
press 1938 547 76 andrew jenson south american mission inin encyclopedic his
tory oftheodtheof the church 810810
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77 for a history of this missionmission see frederick salem williams and frederick G
williams from acorn to oak tree A personal history of the establishment and first
quarter century development of the south american missions fullerton calif ftet
cetera ftet cetera graphics 1987987 17 33

78 melvin J ballard significance of south american revolutions improvement
Eera 34 april 1931 317

79 elder ballard s work inin argentina bore fruit more quickly than elder pratts inin
chile for a number ofreasonsof reasons elder ballard was allowed to hand out pamphlets and to
proselyte there were german members living inin argentina who were stalwart mission-
aries

mission-
aries and he was succeeded by both german and spanish speaking missionariesmissionaries after
what might have been considered a slow and discouraging beginning the church
became firmly established inin argentina see williams and williams from acorn to oak
tree 26 29



moses thatcher and mormon
beginnings in mexico

kenneth W godfrey

moses thatcher apostle andfirstand girstfirst president oftheodtheof the mexican mission carried on

an informative correspondence with hishisfamilyfamily during his mission and after his
release continued to write to his successors offering encouragement and advice

while serving as the first president of the mexican mission from 1879

to 1881 moses thatcher a member of the quorum of the twelve wrote a

number of letters home to his family in logan utah after his release he
also wrote several letters to anthony W ivins his successor in the mexican
mission elder thatcher s missives contain interesting and important
information regarding the beginnings of the church in mexico salient
portions of these personal epistles pertaining to missionary work are
quoted in this documentary article interspersed with historical narrative

the beginnings ofthe church in mexico city

early in the i87os1870s brigham young considered sending missionaries
to mexico I11 only a few years later mormonscormons were proselytizing in northern
mexico however news of the latter day saint movement sparked com-
ments as far south as mexico city when two book of mormon pamphlets
fell into the hands of ofinfluentialinfluential people including dr plotino rhodakanaty
who soon sought baptism 2 one year later in the fall of 1879 president john
taylor dispatched the newly ordained apostle moses thatcher with james Z
stewart and milton trejo to mexico city the trio ofmissionariesofmissionaries arrived in
mexico city on november 15 1879 and put up at the hotel iturbide
shortly thereafter they organized that city s first branch 3

hungry for news from home disappointed in the progress of the work
and believing president taylor had been misinformed regarding church
conditions in mexico elder thatcher as early as december 1879 sent
lengthy missives to family members in utah expressing his disappoint-
ments in a letter to his brother in law presiding bishop william B pres-

ton he also expressed some of his views regarding conditions in mexico

whatever may have been the condition of the indian races occupying mex-
ico at the time of the conquest we know that the thraldomthralldom of their bondage

BYUbyustudiesstudies 38 no 4 1999 139
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moses thatcher 1842 1909 photograph by charles R savage date unknoucknounknown
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has under the catholic rule been fearful since without entering into the
details of the many influences oppressive powers and wicked machinations
which have produced the many changes every where apparent during the past
360360ogo060 years I1 will speak of things as we in the line of our duty now find them 4

he went on to express his distaste at what he considered to be idolatry and
excesses associated with the locals christmas related festivals he then
turned his attention to the church s beginnings in mexico city 1 I have
baptized twelve persons all men some women will join when we find a
suitable place in which to baptize them 5

two weeks later elder thatcher again wrote to bishop preston report-
ing that he had been introduced to the US minister in mexico city and
had witnessed the presentation of the italian minister to president diaz
also he registered his disappointment in the results of some other denom-
inations mode of securing converts in mexico

they spend money freely in the purchase of church buildings in establish-
ing schools and seminaries for the benefit of the children of their converts
in hiring local native preachers and otherwise using cash where it will do
the most good

now to our deep regret after we had baptisedbaptizedbaptised i12 persons we learned
that they and many others who wanted to be baptisedbaptizedbaptised if the things worked
well expected us to do likewise in short they wanted help in a financial sub-
stantial way and when we were asked if it would not be a good plan to rent
a large house so the saints could all live together and why could not the
church now being well off and established help the poor saints here that
five cents a piece from 150000 saints at home would make 7500 oolm0sloosioos
we began to comprehend the situation we began to fear with good reason
that there was still in the world lovers of the loaves and fishes as well as
lovers of the better and higher things of the kingdom

there is no denying the too apparent fact that our corrections have
thinedchined our meetings and made us realizereaide that our labors are cast among a
fallen people among so many there must be those that are honest and we
believe that the lord will raise up such as will be willing and qualified to
preach to the indians of whom there are over four millions in mexico and
we all know that they in the right time of the lord will receive a knowledge of
the truth and we believe it will be done through the agency of preaching by
those who are sent

I1 have eaten but one meal since I1 left ogden that I1 have not paid for and
that was at the house of mr wells at chicago we can have no reasonable
hope of a change in this direction at least for the present we shall feel most
happy when we succeed in thoroughly convincing those who have joined
that they must not under any circumstances expect financial aid from us As
it is we pay for every thing we get 6

elder thatcher only months into his apostolic ministry to his credit
believed the church in mexico should be established on the firm soilsodsoh oftrueottrueof true
faith realizing that the expenditure of only a few dollars would probably
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result in numerous baptisms he opted to withhold financial aid hoping
to find instead sincere truth seekers he was willing to sacrifice spectacu-
lar numerical success on the altar of steady sound more secure patterns
of conversion

apparently elder thatcher failed to see the irony in pointing out to
bishop preston that the mexican people were not inclined to feed and sup-
port him and his companions while he complained that many potential
converts only wanted the churchschurche money even as he lamented the fact
that many mexicans were drawn to the church in hopes of improving their
economic condition it was not apparent to him that his asking for food
and lodging might have seemed to them the same as their expectation of
financial gain from affiliation with the church

moses thatcher returned to utah in 18801880 to participate in general con-
ference before he left mexico he and elders stewart and trejo met in a

rooftop room oftheirof their hotel and each in turn offered a prayer elder thatcher
dedicated the land of mexico for the colonization of the lords people and
especially for the remnants of israel 7 he subsequently left mexico city on
february 41880418804318043188 bound for salt lake city 8

in october elder thatcher assisted in the organization oftheodtheof the quorum
of the first presidency and attended general conference he arrived back in
mexico on december 51880518805388053888 only a few days after returning to mexico he
received a brief letter from his mother alena called alley and pronounced
ollie kitchen thatcher on the second day of march he composed a

rather lengthy reply in which he told her of his attachment to his home and
commented on early christian history

they people during the great apostasy might continue to teach the
commandments of men for doctrines they might continue to sprinkle as
the catholics do adults and call it baptism a burial with christ jesus in
likeness of his burial and resurrection it would indeed be difficult to see

any likeness but that don t matter as it is one of the ordinances which has
been changed by man catholic history shows this plainly for the catholic
church for more than 200 years after christ baptized by immersion As for
sprinkling infants and calling it baptism that they might thus openly deny
the efficacy of the attoning blood of the savior he himself declaring that of
such was the kingdom of heaven they never thought of that untill about
300 years later then they introduced the practice of sprinklingofsprinkling horses cattle
asses and even church bells and called them baptisms then they forbid to
marry so that all the world might know who the man of sin was of whomofwhom

paul had said he shall forbid to marry abstain from meats &cac

turning to his own mission affairs he said

we are here in mexico not for money for we neither divine for money
nor preach for hire but we are here to do gods will if I1 did not personally
know that he requires his servants to preach the gospel of salvation to every
nation kindred tongue and people on earth I1 should not be here now if I1
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did not know that he has revealed himself and will do so many more times in
our age I1 would not be here now if I1 did not know the words of jesus christ
to be true when he declared that a man must be born again to even see the
kingdom of god and that he must be born of the water and of the spirit
before he could enter it I1 would not be here trying to induce people to enter
the strait gate and narrow way 9

the churchschurche beginnings in mexico were filled with hard labor and
many disappointments thatcher found it difficult to penetrate the hearts
of peopleofpeople he believed to be steeped in superstition and saturated with false
doctrine overcoming his own deep discouragement his great faith in spite
of all obstacles helped him encourage the missionaries with whom he
labored and those who came after to whom he often wrote

thatcher also told his mother that the protestant sects of the day in
mexico who denounced the roman catholic church as the mother of
harlots themselves failed to see that if the mother of harlots was
near then the daughters could not be far away he felt that both
protestants and catholics were united in persecuting and reviling the
latter day saints 10

first mission conference in mexico

in the spring of 1881 while church members in utah awaited general
conference thatcher his missionaries and a few mexican saints prepared for
a special conference of their own traveling to ozumbadzumba they procured food
bedding and two horses and proceeded to ascend mount popocatepetl

the nine members of the party 11 after a nine hour climb reached the
upper edge oftheodtheof the timberline about sixteen miles from ozumbadzumba there they
camped for the night sleeping close to their campfire As darkness de-
scendedsc they held a short and interesting meeting that was opened with
prayer by elder thatcher A native elder silviano arteaga spoke of the
hope which would gladden the heart rendering the deliverance from his
race and people from bondage superstition and ignorance if they would
receive the truth broad and freely offered without money or price by the
servants of god elder thatcher expressed his feeling that the present
deplorable condition of blindness misery and bondage of the mexican
people was the result of disobedience the killing ofprophets and rejecting
of god and his commandments by their progenitors fifteen centuries ago

the night was intensely cold the wind howled as did mountain lions
and the missionaries slept only fitfully the next morning following a light
breakfast the small faithful band sustained the general authorities of the
church and moses thatcher as the president oftheodtheof the mexican mission then
three members of the group including thatcher and a guide named paez

scaled the mountain to a height of 15500 feet above the sea on a ledge
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sheltered from the piercing wind they read passages from the book of
mormon regarding the lamanitesLamanites and promises made to them following
the reading they knelt in prayer

elder thatcher besought the god of abraham to whom the promise was
made to remember the descendants of joseph and fulfillfiilfill the predictions
according to the book of mormon regarding the remnants of his seed of the
land he pleaded with god to remove the scales of darkness from their eyes
to open their ears and soften their hearts that they might see hear and
understand he prayed that the mountains might be sacred to the lord a
mighty monument of honor and glory to himself and that his servants might
from hence with increased faith and power to do good and the great rocks
towering above us might be considered an altar upon which we come to pour
out to him the devotions of our heart and the supplication of our hearts that
the whole land wherever the lamanitesLamanites dwell might be dedicated and pre-
served unto the lord in peace until they might hear the voice of the true
shepherd and cease to follow strangers that they might received the truth
with glad hearts and help to build up the center city ofofzionzion 12

moses thatchers release from the mission

returning from mount popocatepetl and the impressive though small
mission conference held there thatcher on april 13 1881 again wrote a

letter to his mother expressing some of his concerns

two protestants one a minister were killed a few days since about 6060 miles
from here with clubs and knives in the hands of a catholic mobb the news-
papers will make a stir about it a few days then it will drop out of notice and
be forgotten life is of too little value in this country to bother long about the
murder of a few heretics we shall avoid as far as we can exposure and
trust in the lord for the rest 13

continuing his correspondence thatcher wrote a long missive to his
older sister harriet wife of william B preston in his letter thatcher
scolded her for working so hard and not enjoying life more he also re-
flected upon lessons he had learned

that god expects us as his saints male and female to overcome our
passions and to bring our minds thoroughly under the control of his eter
nal laws I1 know but it is not therefore necessary that I1 must lacerate my
tender feet upon the sharp thorns of the prickly pear which I1 may find lying
in my path if I1 can step over it or walk around it how often can we with
a little care pluck the roses and enjoy their sweet fragrance of life without
piercing our finger with the thorns which we find concealed beneath the
leaves that are fresh and beautiful

As latter day saints there are many trials that are peculiar to us
and they are severe to every honest upright just man as well as to the
loving faithful wife who nobly meets to conquer and overcome them with
her husband
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cherish hatred towards none love all whom it is possible to love
regard each others feelings with tender consideration and remember that
the bending tree yields not to the uprooting storm who bends easiest
to the storms of life stands ready quickest to kiss the cheerful light which
succeedssuceeds them 14

while serving in mexico thatcher seemed able to cope with difficult
challenges while at the same time rejoicing in the small successes that came
his way he found that he had the capacity to love the mexican people even
though he did not agree with much ofwhatof what they did

on july 212118811881 james stewart the first of the original missionaries to
be released left for home seven days later thatcher who had ongoing
health problems 15 wrote again to his mother unaware that president john
taylor had already sent a letter releasing him from his presidency

you speak of a desire to have me return home in reply to which I1 can only
repeat your own surmises that is I1 must leave that matter wholycholy in the hands
oftheodtheof the lords serventsserpentsservents unto whom I1 look for instructions I1 shall be glad to return
whenever they may deem such a movement right and propper I1 did not call

myself to this mission and I1 certainly do not expect to release myself from it

I1 am now trying to gradually taper off my writing by doing less of it each
day there has been no real necessity for me to write as much as I1 have done
but I1 have done it mainly to keep myself employed and by that means avoid
being lonely having for so many years been actively engaged among the
people to whom I1 talked16talked16 a great deal both in public and private it was in
coming on this mission just like reversing ones entire nature hence I1 have
heretofore found vent in a measure for my thoughts in written expressions
but now after an absence the second time of nearly nine months I1 begin to
feel that there is wisdom and pleasure in silence

this mission my dear mother has thus far proven because of the in-
difference insincerity and down right dishonesty of the masses a very trying
one to me so much so that at times I1 have had to muster all the faith efwhichefwhich
I1 was capable of exercising and pray earnestly to the lord to remember his
promises to the remnants of israel that I1 might not become wholycholy discour-
aged and I1 now feel that whether my efforts have or may hereafter result in
good to them or not I1 am satisfied that the experiences will prove beneficial
to me personally 17

while thatcher believed that many of the people among whom he
labored were descendants oflehi s colony and a people of destiny he strug-
gled as they for the most part continued to reject his message doubting
their sincerity and baffled by their beliefs he found himself exerting great
faith that soon the lord would remember his promises to them poor
health and discouragement dogged the new apostle on this his most diffi-

cult mission moses thatchers letters provide a relatively rare glimpse into
a church leader s deepest feelings and leave the door ajar just enough that
we are made aware of his humanity
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it is evident that he had experienced a difficult mission and had not
attained the success that he thought might occur like many missionaries
who do not experience great numerical success elder thatcher justified his
mexican sojourn by the personal growth resulting from his efforts it is

highly likely that his inability to speak the language fluently was also a fac-

tor in his discouragement yet his conviction his testimony and his sense
of duty compelled him to continue his labors the LDS church in its ini-
tial efforts to expand experienced difficult challenges in cultures that were
dominated by a state protected catholic church

however president thatcher may have accomplished more than he
realized the people he baptized were converted to the church and its
doctrines their own faith equaled that of their mission president they
were willing to sacrifice all on the altar of their faith furthermore the
foundation was laid for the conversions of tens of thousands of mexico s

finest citizens the land dedicated more than once by thatcher like a

giant oak in embryo was even then beginning to sprout a mighty church
in its fertile soil

continued correspondence with mexican mission leaders

released much to his relief as the mission president in august 1881

thatcher returned home however president taylor appointed him as the
apostolic contact for the new mission president august wilcken thus
thatcher maintained his interest in the mission and from time to time
wrote to the missionaries sent there answering their questions and giving
them advice anthony W ivins and nielson R pratt within a few months
after thatchers return home were called as mexican missionaries

thatcher wrote a number of letters to anthony ivins giving counsel
and encouragement ivins preserved the letters and they are now in the
utah historical society archives in salt lake city ivins upon wilckens
release became the new mission president thatcher s initial epistle to
ivins written november 2218821882 is important for several reasons in it he
informed a lonely often discouraged ivins that he had published ivinssivings
interesting communication for the press and it has proven interesting

reading for the saints were interested in the manners and customs and
particularly the pecularitiespeculiarities of the mexican people when enclinedinclinedenc lined
thatcher admonished give an account of celebrations feast observances
sittings oftheodtheof the congress political movements scenes in police courts and c

he counseled ivins further to compose an article on the national museum
as well as one on the life of a sir tolistolls sic to whom he had just been
introduced ivins eventually became a fine writer and the encouragement
he received from thatcher had a profound impact on his literary develop-
ment moreover the apostle s letter provided encouragement for the
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new mission president inasmuch as it reminded him that latter day saints
were very much concerned about the mexican people and the progress of
the mission 18

As the spring of 1883 approached thatcher composed another letter
which he sent to the new leader

your welcome and interesting letter of the yth instdinst reached me yesterday
and I1 write not in answer fully now but only to say that I1 will submit your
suggestions regarding more missionaries for mexico to the council early
next week and will acquaint you promptly with their decissiondecessiondecission

you did perfectly right in giving me your views on the subject and I1

rejoice with you in the spread oftheodtheof the gospel in that land among the remnants
of israel

I1 thank you also for the information conveyed in your 12ostcril2tpostcriptpostscript and
while it caused regret it did not particularly surprise me I1 wrote to bro
wilcken about a week ago giving him my ideas regarding his release to
return home you did not inform me as to whether or not you had
received my letter written from st david arizarizonaona 19 or if you had received a
remittance of 500oos500 oos will write you again soon my regards to bros
wilcken & pratt perhaps the former will have left you ere this reaches mex
keep me fully posted please 20

thatcher did not disclose just what in president ivinssivings letter caused
him regret but it may have been wilcken s desire to return home before
his official release however this letter must have encouraged elder ivins
as he was informed that his request for additional missionaries would
be considered by the general authorities he needed help and the
prospect of ofhavinghaving more elders sent to mexico must have filled him with
great anticipation

only a week after the conclusion of general conference thatcher again
wrote to ivins in this letter he gave him the good news that his request for
more missionaries had been granted and that thatcher was making their
travel arrangements

elder heleman pratt2lpratt21 and your brother in law franklin snow22 were
called at the conference to go on a mission to mexico president taylor
felt a little undecided about letting bro pratt go owing to his financial condi-
tion having a large family depending upon him for their daily support it has
been decided finally I1 believe to let him go president AM cannon with
some assistance which I1 can render assuming the duty of seeing that his fam-
ily shall be cared for I1 am sure you will be greatly pleased on receiving this
news for the brethren named will prove a comfort & aid to you in the work
which the lord will I1 feel sure prosper and bless

I1 was greatly pleased to hear of the good progress made by bro niel-
son pratt23 in acquiring the language give him my love

to the local saints I1 send greeting and say may god bless & prosper
them in doing right 24
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news that elder thatcher in spite of the hardships continued to
champion the cause of the mexican mission among the leaders of the
church must have been a comfort to ivins knowing that thatcher who
had walked in his shoes and who understood conditions in mexico was his
chief advocate surely alleviated many of his concerns these letters reveal
that elder thatcher continued to influence affairs in the mission by serving
as the liaison between the mission president and the general authorities
at the beginning of the above letter to ivins thatcher wrote while
attending the recent general conference I1 had a number of conversations
with elder erastus snow about the mexican mission in private thatcher
was pushing ivinssivings cause as well elder snow who was ivins s father in law
and a senior member of the twelve was in a position to see that president
ivins s needs might be met ivins must also have been pleased to learn that
all the apostles were greatly pleased with its his letter to thatcher con-
tents and the spirit in which it was written 0125112525

on the last day of may thatcher wrote another letter to ivins breaking
the bad news that elders pratt and snow would not arrive until fall and by
way of encouragementofencouragement in the face of lonelinessofloneliness and rejection he wrote

when we can realize that we are engaged in gods not mans work and that
he is pleased with our efforts we have a soursebourse from which to draw comfort
that the world knows not of

you will not be forgotten either by the lord or his people while on your
mission in mexico laboring for the salvation of those with whom promises
have been made and recorded in the book of mormon how all the predic-
tions contained in that book concerning the remnants of jacob are to be ful-
filled I1 have no ideaideal but the words of god through his inspired servants
never fail and in this special work of preaching to the lamanitesLamanites there is a

broad field and happy is the elder who does his work well in that direction for
they though degraded and demoralized are the children of promise 26

As a voice from the dust having a familiar spirit ivinssivings letter conveyed
to thatcher feelings that mirrored his own as he had labored in mexico
having experienced homesickness discouragement and loneliness elder
thatcher sympathized with the new mission president bearing witness
that ivins was engaged in gods work he assured him that he had not been
forgotten and he bore powerful testimony that although he had no idea
how god s plans for the mexican people would come to fruition deity s

words never fail this communication is important too in that it reveals
that even the most dedicated missionaries even future apostles such as
ivins are sometimes despondent while serving missions

ivins had also written to thatcher informing him that the missionar-
ies were trying to gain influence with the mexican people by teaching them
english answering a letter he had received from ivins on may 20 1883

thatcher penned a june reply
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your welcome letter of
may 20th20 reached me yesterday
and was read with pleasure
regarding the time you devote
to the classes studdyingstuddying english
under your instruction I1 can-
not see how you could at least
for the present devote it to bet-
ter advantage or more in the
real interest of the mission in
which you are now engaged
the object in view in prosecut-
ing missionary labor in mexico
is not only to preach the gospel
and extend the warning voice as
far and wide as possible in a
given time but also to make
and retain as many influential
friends there as we can

U
it is not possible to instruct

young men as you are doing
in the use of language without
gaining a greater or less in-
fluence

U
for good over their

minds and the spirit ofgod will anthony W ivins 1859341851852 1934934 photographer
and date unknownprompt you how to use wisely

that influence when gained

by teaching you can reach a class that otherwise might be unwilling to
listen to an elder at all and thus many may hear your testimony who while
they may not wholycholy receive and profit by it will nevertheless use an influence
in its favor because of the personal regard entertained for their instructor

I1 only regret that we have no more elders engaged in the same manner
in that land I1 can understand perfectly what you say regarding the diffi-
culty of holding meetings on other than sundays and inasmuch as your
classes in no way interfere with your more direct ministerial duties on the
sabath I1 unhesitatingly express the view that you should continue teaching
as heretofore

the idea expressed by you in relation to elder pratt is a good one he
will improve much more rapidly in the use oftheodtheof the spanish language with bro
lino at 0ozumbaombadzumbamba than he possibly could in the city of mexico where he
doubtless hears english spoken daily and what is equally important he will
be able to direct under your instructions the efforts not only of bro lino
himself but those also of other native brethren there the location is a
healthy one and I1 found no place in mexico where a more peaceful and
heavenly spirit bloodedbroodedbro oded elders stewart young lino and myself once felt
while praying among the pines of the little hill southwest from the town of
ozumba07umbadzumba that the lord was near heard and would answer our requests in
behalf of the people of that place who might be honest and would try to
serve him 27
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in his letter thatcher mentioned several objectives propelling mor-
mon missionary activity in mexico thus providing ivins with a framework
from which he could judge the success of his mission the missionaries
should continue to teach english thatcher asserted so that influential
friendships could be cemented he encouraged ivins to continue directing
some missionaries to labor among the common folk who spoke only span-
ish besides helping the missionaries become more proficient in speaking
the language this practice significantly increased their effectiveness as mis-
sionariessionaries as they labored with native companions thatcher believed that a

special spirit hovered over ozumbadzumba and that continued proselyting there
would prove profitable his letter validated the inspiration ivins received as
mission president

in september 1883 elder thatcher returned home from an extended
visit to the wind river indian reservation to find two letters from ivins
he responded on september 21 1883 in this important letter thatcher
explained why he welcomed the passage of a mexican law prohibiting the
holding of outdoor religious meetings in that land the law thatcher
asserted was passed in the interest oftheodtheof the oppressed and to curtail obliga-
tory public religious observances 2818

the letter also refers to the difficulties that elder nielson pratt was
having with mexican authorities for being the first to have violated this law
in doing so it seems that pratt had disregarded the counsel of ivins his
church leader thatcher wrote

I1 am sorry you are sorry our young brother pratt and the few of his
friends who have heard of it are sorry and yet that does not cover the recolecrecoledecole
tion nor mitigate the pain & humiliation to which he and brother lino were
subjected at the hands of wicked men and enemies of the truth but a reason
for even deeper regret than all this is found in the fact that president taylor
and this council have deemed the matter of such importance that they have
so bro wilcken informs me word crossed out decided to release brother
pratt from the mission to return home as soon as it is safely convenient this
action of the brethren was predicated upon the reading of your letter written
to bro wilcken and which contained a similar report to that made by you to
me As yet I1 have submitted neither of your letters to the brethren conf-
erence is near at hand and I1 will then have an interview with president taylor
in hopes that he may modify his views and permit brother pratt to remain

theretjhere a while longer for I1 agree with your idea that the unfortunate transac-
tion will prove a lasting lesson to him so that in the future he will understand
that there is little safety outside of the counsel of his presiding brethren 29

believing as did ivins that pratt had learned a valuable lesson elder
thatcher was willing to advocate that pratt be allowed to remain serving in
mexico realizing the impact that an early release especially under cloudy
circumstances could have on a missionary he sought the right moment to
importune president taylor and convey to him his own feelings as well as
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those of ivins both men seem more concerned with saving a soul than
with strictly adhering to an absolute standard of justice still thatcher
acknowledged that president taylor was the lord s mouthpiece and he
believed that after he had talked with the prophet the decision made would
be the right one

having met with the first presidency and quorum of the twelve
apostles in the churchschurche october general conference thatcher again wrote
to ivins informing him that the decision whether to allow brother pratt to
remain in the mission field was in ivinssivings hands all matters pertaining
to the mexican mission were to be sent to thatcher who had the liberty of
determining which if any shall be submitted to local leaders he then
turned his attention to other matters

this however I1 may say we expect to commence the translation of the
book of mormonofmormon into the spanish language about the 6thath6 prox and it is now
understood that elders james Z stewart M J trejo A W wilcken and a ger-
man recently baptized in the east by the name of snyder he was formerly a
catholic priest and it is said understands thoroughly the english french
german and spanish languages 30

away on an assignment to visit and instruct the bear lake saints
thatcher returned home only to learn of the death of elder charles C rich
back in bear lake county upon being asked to be a speaker at rich s

funeral moses returned to idaho finally arriving home again he found
time to write to ivins and answer questions posed in three letters that had
arrived in his absence disappointed and feeling forgotten ivins had writ
ten letters that moved thatcher to tears his november 28 1883 reply is

filled with encouragement and love

your letter ofofoctoct 16th in which you speak ofyourofyour deep disappointment occa-
sioned by the non arrival of an expected letter from me was written in a spirit
of such profound sadness that its perusal touched me deeply and I1 was unable
to restrain fast gathering tears that silently flowed unbidden I1 comprehended
fully your feelings for I1 too had in that far offlandoffofo land watched and waited for let-
ters that never came once in the deep humility ofbitterof bitter disappointment for
deferred hope made my heart sick I1 penedbened among other lines the following

A herald of truth among strangers I1 roam
when absent in memory held sacred at home
by others if slighted neglected forgot
by brother and sister remembered or not
in sunshine or shower in darkness or light
I1 must battle alone with unwavering might
the body may faint but my spirit is free
for innocent children are praying for me

thus my dear brother you see that you and I1 have thought alike under
like circumstances and I1 candidly make the confession to you of that which
some might deem weak sentimentality hoping that it may find a responsive
chord in your heart
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with regard to mission affairs thatcher wrote

you speak of I1 wonder ifheicheifhe is the person by that name who was bap-
tized when we were there if so he is rather tall dark hair rather pale and intel-
lectuallylectual ly bright if the same treat him kindly but watch his movements as we
had excellent reasons for believing that he took valuable property from our
room belonging to terra

I1 must close now simply adding that we are busily engaged in the trans-
lation into the spanish language of the book of mormon elder stewart and
tejo sic being at present all that are engaged upon it but are making excel-
lent progress please tell bro nielson pratt that I1 will answer his brief letter
soon and that I1 forwarded the one addressed to the presidency promptly to
bro taylor31taylor31 give my love to him bros helaman and snow and accept the
same yourself 32

in his final letter to ivins written february 8 1884 thatcher again
commiserated with his friend regarding his long absence from home and
loved ones thatcher too briefly reviewed the last five years of his own life

and wondered if he was being spread too thin still he took some consola-
tion in that when he was home he could crowd more joy and real happiness
into a single quiet peaceful evening than most people could in a whole
year he also made reference to the introduction of bills against the mor-
mon people in the united states congress

with respect to the mexican mission he composed the following

I1 hope at least to attend the april conference at which time I1 shall talk
with bro E snow33snow13 about your affairs and that of the mexican mission and as

soon as I1 learn the result and what president taylors feelings are regarding
you I1 shall hasten to let you know

since my first mission to mexico over five years ago my life has been a

most singular one and as you know a most busy if not an eventful one
three trips to old mexico three to new york two to washington DC
and one among the indians of the north I1 sometimes fear that the brethren
are spreading me over more ground than I1 can cover I1 am willing however
to do the best I1 can 334

six weeks after thatcher s last letter march 281884 ivins was released
as president oftheodtheof the mexican mission while laboring in mexico he had per-
sonally baptized fifty seven people into the church ivins later became an
apostle and for many years served in the first presidency

thatcher continued his apostolic work until 1896 when he was
dropped from the quorum of the twelve for refusing to sign the political
manifesto for the next thirteen years he pursued his business interests
and frequently suffered from health problems after a long illness he passed
away august 212119091909 in logan utah
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conclusion

moses thatchers correspondence with his family and with anthony W
ivins is a significant cache of historical data for several reasons from his
letters we learn that mormon beginnings in mexico were difficult and
challenging because it seems that some oftheodtheof the initial investigators and con-
verts into the church in mexico sought financial compensation for becom-
ing members it is a credit to thatcher and to the church that he stood
firm not yielding to pressure and sought disciples whose faith rested on
the restored gospel of christ and not on a love of loaves and fishes to use
thatcher s own metaphor it takes exceptional courage for a mission presi-
dent even one who is an apostle to slacken his pace shorten his stride
and reject prospective converts who desire to affiliate with the church for
the wrong reasons that thatcher did so in the long run built a founda-
tion for mexican saints on the solid rock of true conversion

thatcher s letters also provide insight into his personality and faith
we are moved by his affection for his home and family he longed to be
with them to share their lives and more than once declared that only his
belief that his call came from god s prophet kept him away from them
his absences deepened the joy he felt on those rare occasions when he was
home his attachments to his family approached in depth his commitment
to the gospel

though comparatively young thatcher made wise decisions itlt is ap-
parent in the delicate case of nielson pratt that he used his influence with
john taylor so that the matter was resolved in pratt s favor having waited
for ivins s letter to arrive thatcher heeded his counsel found that it corre-
sponded to his own feelings and then had the courage to express his views
this resulted in a change in president taylor s decision and pratt was
allowed to complete an honorable mission

the letters moses thatcher and anthony W ivins wrote to each other
have a certain poignancy both men shared a deep trust for one another
and developed an abiding friendship they felt free to disclose their
despairs discouragement and disappointments loneliness and a longing
for home is a conspicuous aspect of their correspondence thatcher s con-
fidence in ivins and his good judgment must have significantly impacted
the young leader politically theologically and temperamentally they were
strong companions

undergirding all these efforts thatcher s vision regarding the destiny
of the mexican people never blurred not always understanding just how
god s prophecies regarding the lamanitesLama nites would come to pass thatcher s

prayers speeches and letters reflected his faith that some day tens of thou-
sands of mexicansofmexicans would respond to the sound oftheodtheof the gospel trumpet the
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success of the church inin mexico today more than fulfills thatcher s hopes
and dreams for those people

thatcher s letters provide important insights into the man and his
term as missionmission president because of his later difficulties with his fellow
apostles thatcher s contributions to the church have often gone un-
noticed now over a century later the seeds he planted inin the earliest years
of the mexican mission have borne rich harvests of extraordinary fruit

kenneth W godfrey taught inm the church educational system for thirty sevensewn
years and isis now retired

1 F lamond tullis cormonsmormons inin mexico the dynamics of faith and culture
logan utah state university press 1987 14 about this time president young also

sent emissariesemissaries to identify possible places for mormon settlement which began inin
colonia juarez inin 1885 shirley taylor robinson mexico pioneer settlements
inin encyclopedia ofofmormonismofmormomsmMormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york macmillan
1992 28952 895 96

2 tullis cormonsmormons inin mexico 34 36 rhodakanaty wass baptized november 20
1879 and was soon called to preside over a local congregation he left the church
within ttwo0 years after failingfading to convinceconvince thatcher of the necessity of establishing a

mexican united order tullis mormonscormons inin mexico 39

3 manuscript history of the mexican mission november 15 and 23 1879

microfilm archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

4 moses thatcher to william P preston transcript inin the author s possession
5 moses thatcher to william B preston december 121218791879 quoted inin the logan

leader january 161618801880 i1
6 moses thatcher to william B preston december 22 1879 B G oleson

endowment collection special collections merrill library utah state university
hereafter cited as oleson collection

7 manuscript history of the mexican mission january 252518801880 LDS church
archives

8 tullis mormonscormons inin mexico 37

9 moses thatcher to alley kitchen thatcher march 21881 oleson collection
100 thatcher to thatcher march 2218811881 oleson collection
ii11 the group included elders feramorz L young and james Z stewart as well as

church members silviano arteaga fernando lara ventura paez and lino zarate mar-
cianocianoclano perez linoslmosimos brother in law and florentino paez venturas nephew also took
part inin the climb during the mountain top meeting zarate was ordained an elder see
manuscript history of the mexican mission april 61881 LDS church archives

12 minutes of mexicanofmexican mission conference april 1881 transcript inin possession of
the author

13 moses thatcher to alley thatcher april 131318811881 oleson collection
14 moses thatcher to harriet A preston june 251881 oleson collection
15 while serving on a missionmission to great britain thatcher began having pains inin his

left side as well as inin his stomach writing seemed to exacerbate his discomfiture
his struggle with ill health followed him throughout his life some doctors think he
may have had gall or kidney stones while others blame ulcers for his problems
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16 thatcher was one oftheodtheof the churchschurche finest public speakers occasionally mormon
audiences applauded his discourses something not ordinarily done

17 moses thatcher to alley thatcher july 282818811881 oleson collection
18 moses thatcher to anthony W iviivlivins november 21882 utah state historical

society archives salt lake city hereafter cited as historical society archives
ig19 st david a small community in southern arizona was founded and settled by

latter day saints thatcher had recently visited there
20 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins march 313118831883 historical society archives
21 helaman pratt in the autumn of 1875 had filled a mission to northern mexico

together with anthony W ivins
22 franklin snow born september 21 1854 in salt lake city was the son of

erastus snow and artimesia beman he fathered eleven children and served as first
counselor in the ensign stake presidency A businessman he organized the consoli-
dated wagon and machine company he died december 121916

23 nielson pratt had accompanied ivins to mexico
24 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins april 131318831883 historical society archives
25 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins april 131883 historical society archives
26 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins may 31311883883 2 3 historical society

archives
27 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins june 141418831883 historical society archives
28 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins september 21188322118832 historical soci-

ety archives
29 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins september 21188332118833 4 historical soci-

ety archives
30 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins october 19 1883 historical soci-

ety archives
31 it would appear that pratt sent the church president a letter of apology
32 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins november 282818831883 historical soci-

ety archives
33 erastus snow a senior apostle was responsible for missionary work in mexico
34 moses thatcher to anthony W ivins february 8818841884 3 4 historical soci-

ety archives



in a time of fall plowingplowing

reading words about pasture
and stones I1 am back
at the farmhouse with my mother
whoschos saying she wishes to see my father
in dreams and I1 have dreamed him jovial
those nights since his death in october
the month of his birth the cattle
are still bunching where the poplar
used to be and winter again
starts down from the mountaintopsmountain tops

dixie partridge
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by study and also by faith the faculty
at brigham young university responds
keith J wilson

this articlepresentsarticle presents significant statistical information aboutbyufacultyabout BYU faculty atti-
tudes toward faith and scholarship gathered in a 1998 survey conducted at
selected religious universities by researchers at baylor university

in 1968 a monumental book entitled the academic revolution ap-
peared culminating a ten year sociological study of more than 150 colleges
and universities in the united states the authors christopher jencks and
david riesman documented the transformation of higher education in
america from the church related colonial college to the modern secular
university

jencks and riesman identified a few universities among which was
brigham young university that did not conform to the trend referring to
BYU as one of a few holdoutsfoldoutsholdouts against the onrush of change they sum-
marized the chances of BYU embracing this academic metamorphosis with
this assessment all in all brigham young is probably as unlikely to be secu-
larized as any protestant college in america 51

this prediction has now aged over thirty years the pressures on BYU to
accept outside norms have persisted ifnotihnotif not intensified now in light ofaof a 1998

survey of BYU faculty it is possible to measure the accuracy of the 1968 as-

sessmentsessment and to gauge BYUs continuing commitment to higher education
in a strong religious atmosphere this article will examine the recent survey
and how it confirms the accuracy of the jencks and riesman prediction

historical background

shortly after the puritans founded massachusetts bay colony they laid
the foundations for the first american college they named their school
harvard and fashioned it after the english system with a church at the cen-
ter of campus after receiving a formal charter in 1636 they dedicated their
educational program to training ministers and informing students that
the maine sic end of their life and studies was to know god 2 over

half of harvardsHarvards graduates in its first hundred years pledged themselves to
the ministry eight of the first nine universities founded in america followed

byustudies38BYU studies 38 no 4 1999 157
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this lead and with few exceptions the church controlled college dominated
higher education in the united states well into the nineteenth century 3

during that century a different system ofhigherofhigher education arose largely
in germany based upon the epistemology that science and rationality are
the reservoirs of truth this new university model challenged the assump-
tions of colonial colleges the freedom to learn and the freedom to teach
were heralded as the twin virtues of the university system governance
rested collectively with the professors and religious connections were
noticeably absent

following the civil war an ideological battle for the control of higher
education commenced in the united states within a few years the new
university movement controlled the vanguard of american higher educa-
tion especially at state sponsored institutions A key aspect of this shift
occurred as universities became the authoritative body for credentialingcredentialing
future professors and public school teachers enabling the university system
to impose its philosophies on most educational institutions 4 this dramatic
educational shift is what historians have called the academic revolution

history of the BYU survey

about 19901990 a large research initiative commenced under the sponsor-
ship oftheodtheof the national lily endowment inc named religion and education
in american public life this project sought to assess the current role of
religion in american higher education and predict what further changes
the academic revolution might bring two researchers from baylor univer-
sity michael beaty and larry lyon received lily support to conduct a case
study at their baptist university they developed a questionnaire that
probed sensitive issues surrounding religiously supported higher educa-
tion their survey first headed faith and learning was distributed ini-
tially at baylor during 1994 and subsequently at two leading catholic
universities notre dame and boston college

after visiting brigham young university in 1996 beaty and lyon
extended to me an invitation to have BYU participate in the study the
opportunity of comparing BYU with other facilities was appealing even
though some obstacles remained the first of these challenges was to pre-
pare an appropriate survey instrument for use at BYU that preserved the
comparability of data gathered at the other institutions we decided to
keep as much of the original survey language examples and questions as

possible even though the phraseology might reflect a slightly different
meaning in an LDS religious setting than elsewhere small adjustments
were made in some questions to ensure proper comprehension and to
field test these modifications a few sample surveys were administered
across campus
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early in 1998 the BYU administration approved the survey it was sent
during february through campus mail to all 1520 people on mail service s

full time faculty list A cover memorandum from the academic vice presi-
dents office encouraged participation in all 876 surveys were returned
garnering a response rate of58of 58 percent the BYU surveys were sent to bay-
lor where they were read tabulated and codified and the results for key
questions compared to those ofofbaylorbaylor notre dame and boston college

survey overview

the survey consists of three sections twenty nine questions comprise
the first section which probes the faculty s support of the BYU mission
statement and asks about the extent to which BYU should emphasize
certain teaching research or other educational goals and methods of
achieving those goals the second section consists of twentyfivetwenty five questions
examining the intersection of religion and academic life the third section
gathers basic information about the demographics of each participant
see the appendix to this article admittedly the survey has its short-

comings and limitations especially because its questions were not crafted
in the first instance with BYU circumstances and vocabulary in mind still
it offers at the present time the best comparative evidence currently avail-
able on the educational attitudes of the BYU faculty as a whole

while the survey results yield information about faculty positions on
many subjects the most salient data pertains to the two fundamental
modes of learningoflearning that are distinctive to church related universities those
two are captured well in the LDS scriptural mandate to seek learning even
by study and also by faith dacd&c 88118 this dichotomy presents an
ideal framework for understanding these twin virtues at BYU faith titled
spirituality in this survey and study or education the following dis

cussioncassion focuses on these two educational virtues their importance indi-
vidually their balance collectively and whether or not one has preeminence
at BYU

the intellectual dimension

A frequent criticism leveled against most church related universities
follows the drumbeat ofchidingofchiding them for weak intellectual values and poor
scholarship how strong is BYUs commitment to the intellectual dimen-
sion of higher education almost every question involves the intellectual
component of learning to some extent certain questions in particular
numbers 229219 21 23 and 33 focus on this value the answers to these ques
tionseions show that BYU is strongly committed to high intellectual pursuits
although not at the expense of faith
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question 2 reads to what extent should BYU emphasize advancing
knowledge through research combining the 40 percent maximum
emphasis with 54 percent moderate emphasis 94 percent of the faculty
agree that research is important at BYU see fig i while boston college
59 plus 40 percent and notre dame 76 plus 22 percent are higher BYUs

numbers here are similar to baylor s 37 and 58 percent

FIG i1 to what extent should BYU emphasize
advancing knowledge through research

maximum emphasis 39939.9399

minimum emphasis 4.949494 9

27117171moderate emphasis 54254.254254 1 1not a goal 1.010iolo1 0

U 1ai&i

question 9 reads to meet its academic and faith related goals BYU

should hire faculty who have achieved a high degree of academic promi-
nence and whose religious commitments are deeply significant to them
of the BYU respondents 96.3963 percent marked either strongly agree 74674.6746
percent or agree 21721.7217 percent for this question this high affirmative
response necessarily endorses the intellect as essential and as discussed
below it also produces significant evidence oftheodtheof the desire to balance the twin
values of faith and reason

question 21 asks if the university should require religion courses
in the scholarly study of the scriptures here 88 percent marked either
strongly agree 41 percent or agree 47 percent BYU s professors sup-

port this requirement to a considerable degree interestingly their total
affirmative response is very close to that of notre dame 48 plus 41 per-
cent and boston college 48 plus 40 percent and considerably above bay-
lor 22 plus 52 percent whose somewhat comparable question asks if theiriftheir

universities should require courses in the scholarly study of the bible
the operative word in this question relative to intellectual priorities is

scholarly which maybe understood in several ways
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questions 22 and 23 inquire about helping students develop a well
thought out philosophy of life and a well thought out christian philos
ophy of life respectively while all four universities are 96 97 percent in
agreement with question 22 the percentage drops to 75757373 and 49 percent
with respect to question 23 at the other universities but stands at an even
stronger 98 percent at BYU in other words the need for careful thinking
becomes stronger when the faith dimension is added

in addition question 33 asks if BYU faculty should use the resources
of their academic disciplines to illuminate religious issues to this 83 per-
cent either agree 56 percent or strongly agree 27 percent with this ques-
tion the highest scores of the four universities and the nearly unanimous
sentiment of 876 BYU respondents 99 percent affirm to some degree that
it is possible for BYU to achieve academic excellence and maintain a

christian identity question 39 with 8080 percent strongly agreeing such
responses speak clearly to the issue of academic emphasis at BYU A virtual
consensus emerged that the BYU faculty sees the intellectual processes as
valued and necessary

in recent years a number of respected christian scholars have won-
dered iftheintheif the intellectual dimension has been overlooked in religious circles
and at their universities such notable works as the outrageous idea of
christian scholarship by george M Marsden 5 and the scandal oftheodtheof the evan-
gelical mind by mark A noll6n0116nolla treat this aspect of declining intellectual pri-
oritiesorities 7 even though many of the predictions in these books are cautious
bordering on pessimistic the results of the BYU faculty survey present a

professoriate that prides itself on intellectual pursuits

the faith dimension

As previously mentioned faith as a system of learning has been either
eliminated or greatly attenuated through the academic revolution in higher
education this revolution marginalizesmarginalizes the role of faith within the univer-
sity system as an unwarranted limitation on the freedom to learn and the
freedom to teach yet the LDS view fosters learning through faith brigham
young s statement to BYU founder karl G maeser you ought not to teach
even the alphabet or the multiplication tables without the spirit of god
publicly echoes within the walls of BYU 8 but what are the BYU faculty s

private beliefs regarding the role of faith in a university environment
although it is difficult to separate the deeply interwoven dimensions

of faith and reason in the survey questions io10 11 23 31 34 and 41 43 are
posed in such a way as to specifically highlight the faith component

question 11 reads to meet its academic and faith related goals BYU
should hire faculty who have achieved the highest levels of academic
prominence regardless of religious beliefs or commitments the faculty
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responded emphatically with 89 percent either disagreeing or strongly
disagreeing with this statement see fig 2 while this query is framed
only in the context of hiring seasoned faculty it shows broad support for
faith as a necessary element in the BYU learning environment the BYU

faculty is even willing by an overwhelming margin to function short-
handed for a time until an appropriate faculty member could be hired
question io10 by contrast the faculties at the other universities are

widely split on the issue in question ii11 and are considerably opposed to
the idea of functioning shorthanded

FIG 2 to meet its academic and faith related goals BYU should
hire faculty who have achieved the highest levels of academic
prominence regardless of religious beliefs or commitments

agree 8.98989

strongly agree 2.22222

another question concerning faith as a philosophical foundation is

number 31 the second element ofwhichofwhich states BYU s distinctive task is to
provide an atmosphere congenial to authentic spirituality that is to en-
courage spirituality and education here a remarkable 88.5885885 percent indi-
cate that they agree with this premise while this statement does not read
11 provide learning by faith it does deal with an overriding atmosphere of
faith or spirituality in which to learn certainly the response to this ques-
tion evidences the value of faith at BYU

closely following is question 34 which tests the proposition that BYU

faculty should use the truths within the gospel to illuminate issues in the
disciplines other than religion this statement places pivotal emphasis on
using spiritual truths to open up intellectual issues each respondent had
to choose whether or not faith is an important learning tool A solid 93 per-
cent either agree 54 percent or strongly agree 39 percent with this idea
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the results of this question reinforce the case for high faith priorities at
BYU whereas even more BYU faculty members see value in faith con-
tributing to their disciplines than vice versa see question 33 discussed
above this trend is reversed at the other universities

two parallel statements questions 42 and 43 shed additional light on
the faith issue they are phrased as my christian beliefs are relevant to the
content of my discipline and my christian beliefs are relevant to the way
I1 teach my discipline the agree and strongly agree responses total 89

and 95 percent respectively considerably above the respresponsesonsesanses elsewhere

the slight difference 6 percent between the results for these two questions
is understandable given the lower relevance of faith in some disciplines

further evidence for a faith inclusive mind set at BYU comes in the
very first question of the survey question i1 restates seminal phrases from
BYUs mission statement and asks the participants if they endorse the dec-
larationla virtually all 99 percent responded yes to be sure most mis-
sion statements tend to include a little bit of everything for everyone and
91 92 and 97 percent of the other faculties support their mission state-
ments as well beyond this however BYU s statement unabashedly pro-
claims the necessity of faith in the university processes unequivocal
phrases such as to assist individuals in their quest for perfection and eter-
nal life and to develop students of faithfalthfaith9faitha place faith and spirituality at
BYU in an exceptionally conspicuous position

the tandem of faith and reason at BYU

the history of higher education in america documents the harmony
that characterized the educational foundations oftheodtheof the first colleges and uni-
versitiesversities S seventeentheventeenth century schools accepted completely the notion of
the unity of truth this philosophy which is a mixture of medieval
scholasticism and christian humanism places god at the center of a circle
of the arts for two centuries this philosophy prevailed with only slight
modifications from the influences of the enlightenment and scottish
common sense realism As late as 1874 the noted harvard chemistry pro-
fessor josiah cooke wrote all truth is one meaning that ultimately all

truths could be related to one another in a single system 10 but his
voice was soon muffled by the educational revolution which excoriated the
idea that religion had anything to do with reason

not all colleges or universities accepted this academic metamorphosis
two oftheseofthese dissenting clusters chose different paths or responses the first
group which comprised a small but ardent minority opted to retain a

colonial mind set and pursue learning only through faith and religious
lenses these schools which continue to the present are generally referred
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to as bible or evangelical colleges they pride themselves in their posi-
tion that true learning occurs through gods word to man 11

the second and larger group took a less reactionary stance and
asserted that learning occurs through both reason and revelation where
possible these proponents sought to combine the two modes ofoflearninglearning in
a symbiotic relationship the colleges and universities that chose this path
were numerous at the onset of the academic revolution yet they have
dwindled considerably in recent years perhaps the underlying factor for
their decline is couched in a recent comment by elder boyd K packer

speaking of reason and revelation he declared they mix like oil and
water mix only with constant shaking or stirring 12

from its inception brigham young university has built its educa-
tional foundations on both faith and reason 13 A glance at BYUs annals
reveals an institution and a faculty that have experienced some of the
stirrings and shakings of this mixing process what then is the current

climate among BYUBYLTss faculty as to the integration of both faith and rea-
son questions 9 lo1010 16 21 31 32 39 40 and 46 from this survey were
designed to key in on this relationship

As discussed above questions 9 and lo1010 regarding faculty hiring show
the paramount importance at BYU of combining in each faculty member
both academic prominence and deep religious feelings similarly ques-
tions 16 and 21 on helping students develop in virtue and philosophy of
life strongly support the convergence of critical thinking morals scrip-
tures and scholarship

question 31 part 5 explicitly dealing with the integration of spiritual-
ity and education moves to the heart of the integration issue by describing
the distinctive task of BYU with the words to identify and develop the
relationships that exist between the gospel and secular knowledge as ex-

pressed in various academic disciplines of the faculty 85.4854854 percent
selected this assertion as an accurate description the responses at the
other participating universities range from 51 to 61 percent acceptance of
essentially the same proposition

question 32 continues probing this issue from the opposite direction
proposing that spirituality and education are separate tasks and ought not
to be integrated the combined responses of disagree 41641.6416 percent and
strongly disagree 52752.7527 percent total an even stronger 94.3943 percent

question 39 probes this mixture with the further assertion it is possi-
ble for BYU to achieve academic excellence and maintain a christian iden-
tity asked about the balance of reason and faith as a theoretical
possibility the faculty sound in virtual unison as 99 percent agree with this
statement with 8080 percent strongly agreeing quite a few more than at the
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other universities the BYU response does not decline when this assertion
is rephrased in question 40 in terms of an LDS identity in contrast the
response declines at the other universities when question 40 is rephrased in
terms of a specific form of christian identity

question 46 is positioned as a sequel to question 39 it is one thing to
believe in a value but another thing to practice it question 46 asks whether
or not BYU professors currently discuss gospel related questions raised by
class material if not the possible choices include willing to experiment
or not willing the faculty show their consistency with 93 percent saying
11

yes affirming that they already do this and another 6 percent expressing
a willingness to try see fig 3 interestingly questions 39 and 46 both yield
the same nearly unanimous figure of 99 percent

FIG 3 the extent BYU professors are willing to discuss
gospel related questions raised by class material

willing to experiment 6.464646 4

not willing to adopt 1.111ilii

the academic revolution effectually forced all colleges and universities
into choosing one ofthreeof three educational epistemologiesepistemologies the first is the heart
of the revolution demanding that all learning follow a rational unre-
strictedstricted scientific model the second option spurns the university model
outright and clings tenaciously to the faith only approach the third
option promulgates the idea that learning can come through the venues of
both faith and reason BYU professors demonstrate emphatically in this
survey that they not only acknowledge faith and reason as sound ideas but
also that they currently employ both of these learning modes in their uni-
versity work their responses leave little doubt about their joint commit-
ment to both faith and reason at BYU
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preference of faith over reason at BYU

at the heart of the academic revolution ultimately stands the question
of whether faith or reason will take precedence in the face of a conflict be-
tween the two initially darwinism epitomized and galvanized the rift
between science and religion but the gap between natural theology the
idea that nature and science work hand in hand to confirm the existence of
god and logical positivism or strict empiricism soon ran much deeper

academics who were not willing to abandon the benefits ofbothof both faith
and reason were forced by the rapid advances ofofmodernmodern science to develop
ways of dealing with irreconcilable differences in their learning communi-
ties the most common solution is what beaty and lyon have called the
two spheres model 14 this explanation proposes that the university enter-
prises be divided into two spheres the material and the spiritual in the
material sphere scientific methodology governs the academic disciplines
while in the spiritual sphere faith and religion govern the moral develop-
ment and atmosphere of the college thus if a schism develops on campus
it is resolved by determining whether or not it involves the spiritual or the
material side of learningoflearning

other options for resolving conceptual collisions are possible for
example if impasses persist an institution might follow on the one hand
a preestablishedpreestablished preference for reason or on the other hand one might be
predisposed to opt for faith any choice poses complications iftheintheif the institu-
tion favors reason too frequently it is in danger of complete secularization
if it favors faith too readily it will position itself on the periphery of the
educational landscape

while the faculty survey does not reveal much about BYUs approach
to inevitable clashes between faith and reason questions 12 15 38 54
and 55 show a deliberate preference for spirituality over intellectuality in
particular when faced with irreconcilables the secular model typically
emphasizes intellectual freedom hoping that greater experimentation and
individual preference will diminish the brunt of the clash the majority of
the faculty at BYU however do not see greater freedom as much of an
answer but instead favor values and views that come with the support of
credible spiritual credentials

thus in response to question 12 which asserts that BYU should guar-
antee its faculty the freedom to explore any idea or theory and to publish
the results ofthoseorthoseof those inquiries even iftheintheif the ideas question some orthodox LDS
beliefs and practices about two thirds 68 percent oftheodtheof the BYU faculty dis-
agree but nearly a third agree 32 percent with higher ranking faculty
supporting this proposition at a rate that is 5 percent higher than that oftheodtheof the
other faculty this result preferencing faith is decidedly out of step with
the preferences expressed in the survey at the other universities
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question 15 regarding unrestrained academic freedom in the class-

room meets with similarly divided results still more than half 58 per-
cent prefer faith over freedom the other 42 percent however agree with
the statement that BYU should allow the faculty to read and discuss any-
thing in the classroom they believe pertains to what they are teaching even
iftheintheif the material questions some orthodox LDS beliefs and practices this is

the most closely contested question in the survey the need for freedom in
classroom discussions is felt the strongest in the humanities and law fol-
lowed by the social sciences and then the physical sciences although the
faculty is distributed on this question quite evenly by rank and sex 9 per-
cent more men feel strongly about their agreement or their disagree-
ment than do the women in an interesting way the tension disclosed by
this question can be taken as evidence that both forms of learning are
highly valued at BYU even though faith is given the nod when push
comes to shove

another question number 38 tackles the issue head on if conflicts
develop between academic freedom and orthodox LDS doctrines BYU

should in most cases preserve academic freedom even if it reduces LDS

support financially and otherwise for the university this proposition
places faith and reason on a collision course with each other it then calls
for academic freedom to be spared BYUs professors reverse this decision
84 percent disagree ofwhomof whom 50 percent strongly disagree see fig 4

FIG 4 if conflicts develop between academic freedom and orthodox LDS
doctrines BYU should in most cases preserve academic freedom even if

it reduces LDS support financially and otherwise for the university

agree 9.49494

strongly agree 6.66666gg
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although these results may appear to say that BYU professors are will-

ing to sacrifice freedom for faith inin actuality most of them do not feel that
their freedom has been compromised at the same time that halfofthehalf of the fac-

ulty feels that the emphasis at BYU has shifted away from academic free-
dom and toward faith question 54 88 percent of the women and 89

percent of the men say that they have more freedom at BYU to teach as
they deem appropriate than they think they would have elsewhere with no
single college below 78 percent and no group by length of serviceservice rank or
degree below 84 percent question 55

15

the comprehensive analysis of these questions reveals a sensitive bal-
ance between faith and reason one third feel that even publishing non-
orthodox religious ideas isis appropriate and yet when irreconcilable
differences demand a decision between faith and reason most are unwilling
to push the line any further these numbers reflect a university faculty who
has internalized what their former president the late rex E lee articulated

it isis almost inevitable that there will be some instances inin which the rational
method will lead us to some conclusion not many but some which isis at
odds with what we know to be true because it has been revealed from god
in those few instances inin which we find disparity between the conclusions
reached by our rational and extrarationalextranationalextrarational processes the extrarationalextranationalextrarational must
prevail we must recognize that inm those few instances the seeming inconsisinconinconsisinconsissis
tency isis attributable to the fallible nature of our rational capacity the answer
isis not to stop the rational struggle with the problem but rather to recognize
the fallible nature oftheodtheof the rational process 16

thus inin the most difficult intersections of faith and reason at BYU the
large majority opt to favor their religious foundations there are other
options BYU s professors could favor their professional preparation over
84 percent of the respondents hold a doctorate question 6060 they also
could prefer a two separate spheres approach instead they opt solidly to
see both faith and intellect inin tandem

conclusion

thirty years ago two renowned sociologists summarized the mod-
ern history of higher education inin america with the words academic
revolution in part what they were saying was that higher education had
revolutionized its epistemology what once had been essentially a faith
based paradigm had been exchanged for an intellectually based system of
scientific or logical positivism in their summation those researchers
predicted that BYU for reasons other than strict sectarianism was as

unlikely to become secularized as any institution they had reviewed
they also complimented BYU for its aura of professional competence
and mature students 17
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the 1998 survey of BYUs faculty substantiates those predictions
through a variety of indicators first the faculty speaks as a group of intel-
lectuals who fully accept the concept that the glory of god is intelligence
with high ranging scores 79 97 percent the faculty espouses the impor-
tance ofbona fide intellectualism second this emphasis on intellectualism
does not preclude a tandem value of faith the professoriate respond to
faith based issues with percentages of 85 99 percent agreement together
these responses resonate deeply with the LDS scripture seek learning by
study and also by faith this survey also examines the intersection of rea-
son and faith disclosing near unanimity not only does BYU s faculty
uphold the twin ideals of reason and faith but they are willing to sacrifice
to achieve their integration

not fully answered however is history s most vexing problem for inte-
grated learning namely what happens when faith and reason collide in a
rare display of schools that possess both a professional professoriate and
a foundation of faith the majority of BYUs faculty subordinates reason to
revelation echoing the counsel of the book of mormon that to be learned
is good if they hearken unto the counsels of god 2 nephi 929 18

in a 1992 address at brigham young university president gordon B

hinckley declared unequivocally

this institution is unique it is remarkable it is a continuing experiment
on a great premise that a large and complex university can be first class acad-
emicallyemically while nurturing an environment of faith in god and the practice of
christian principles you are testing whether academic excellence and beliefbelibellbeilbeliefinefinin
the divine can walk hand in hand and the wonderful thing is that you are
succeeding in showing that this is possible 19

this survey of BYUs faculty substantiates this prophetic declaration and
provides the most specific evidence to date that the experiment ofintegratof integrat-
ing faith and reason is indeed succeeding at BYU

keith J wilson is assistant professor of ofancientancient scripture brigham young uni-
versityversity

i1 christopher jencks and david riesman the academic revolution garden city
NY doubleday 19683321968 332032

2 samuel eliot morison the founding ofharvardof harvard college cambridge mass
harvard university press 1935 247 432 34

3 john S brubacher and willis rudy higher education in transition new york
harper and row 1976 7 23

4 see frederick rudolph the american college and university new york knopf
1962 brubacher and rudy higher education in transition and george M marsden
the soul ortheof the american university new york oxford university press 1994

5 george M marsden the outrageous idea of christian scholarship new york
oxford university press 1997
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6 mark A noll the scandal of the evangelical mind grand rapids mich
william B eerdmans 1994

7 see george M marsden and bradley J longfield eds the secularization oftheodtheof the
academy new york oxford university press 1992 merrimon cuninggim uneasy
partners the college and the church nashville abingdon 1994 and douglas sloan
faith and knowledge louisville westminster john knox 994-

8 reinhard maeser karl G maeser A biography by his son provo utah
brigham young university 1928 79

9 brigham young university brigham young university bulletin undergraduate
catalog 1999 20002000 vol 96 provo utah brigham young university 1999 xiianxn

10 julie A reuben the making oforthethe modern university chicago university of
chicago press 1996171996 17

ii david riesman the evangelical colleges untouched by the academic revo-
lution change 13 january february 1981 13 2020328328 33

12 boyd K packer 1I say unto you be one inin educating zion ed john W
welch and don E norton provo utah BYU studies 19961811996 i8iibi

13 for an extended discussion of the mutuality of faith and reason see john W
welch the power of evidence inin the nurturing of faith inin nurturing faith through
the book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city deseret book 19951491995 149 86

14 michael beaty and larry lyon baptist higher education the baylor line 59

winter 1997 46
15 for a discussion oftheodtheof the comments or blank responses on the survey to questions

53 and 55 see keith J wilson academic freedom at BYU the faculty responds
religious studies center newsletter 14 september 1999 5 6

16 rex E lee by study and also by faith inin educating zion 140 441

17 jencks and riesman the academic revolution 331 32
18 for further discussion see robert L millet ed to be learned Is good if

salt lake city bookcraft 1987 especially chapters i and 12 14

19 gordon B hinckley trust and accountability inin educating zion 206206 ital
icsacsicsacs added
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appendix
spirituality and education A survey of brigham young university faculty

compiled by keith J wilson values expressed inin valid percentages

1 do you endorse this BYU s missionmission statement 5

Yyes 99199.199 1 no9nonognoa 9

to what extent should BYU empemphasizehashehasLe the following goals
I11 maximummaximum possible emphasis immoderate emphasis
3minimum3mimmum emphasis 4should not be a goal

12 advancing knowledge through research
maximummaximum 39939.939939 9 moderate 54254.254254 2 minimumminimum 4.949494 9 not a goal 1

3 extending knowledge through undergraduate teaching
maximummaximum 871 moderate I111I1 minimum7minimumminimumsminimum 7 not a goal 13

4 extending knowledge through graduate teaching
maximummaximum 33133.133 1 moderate 56756.756756 7 minimumminimum 9.292929 2 not a goal I11

5 training students for productive careers
maximummaximum 515 moderate 393911 minimumminimum 78 not a goal 16

6 encouraging the students moral development
maximummaximum 86286.286286 2 moderate 12212.212212 2 minimum2minimumminimumsminimum 2 not a goal 1.414141 4

7 developing the students sense of civiccivic responsibility
maximummaximum 48848.848848 8 moderate 44644.644644 6 minimumminimum 5.858585 8 not a goal 8

8 other answers varied

9 29 to meet its academic and faithfalth related goals BYUbyushouldshould

9 hire faculty who have achieved a high degree of academic prominence and whose relirehrellreil
giousbious commitments are deeply significant to them
strongly agree 746 agree 217 disagree 32 strongly disagree 5

10 search for and hire faculty who share the institutes religious commitments and have
achieved academic prominence even if it means that the department may have to funcbunc

tion shorthandedshort handed until such a candidate isis found
strongly agree 33818 1 agree 438 disagree 149 strongly disagree 32

11 hire faculty who have achieved the highest levels of academic prominence regardless of
religious beliefs or commitments
strongly agree 22 agree 89 disagree 415 strongly disagree 474

12 guarantee its faculty the freedom to explore any idea or theory and to publish the
results of those inquiries even if the ideas question some orthodox LDS beliefs and
practices
strongly agree 116 agree 205 disagree 404 strongly disagree 275

13 admit students without preference based on their religious beliefs or commitments
strongly agree 33 agree 112 disagree 479 strongly disagree 376

14 actively strive for a diverse ethnicity inin students
strongly agree 242 agree 523 disagree 191 strongly disagree 44
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15 allow the faculty to read and discuss anything inin the classroom they believe pertains to
what they are teaching even if the material questions some orthodox LDS beliefs and
practices
strongly agree 11.4114114 agree 30830.830 8 disagree 33.9339339309 strongly disagree 23.9239239

16 require specific academic courses designed to help students think more critically about
their moral commitments
strongly agree 23723.723723 7 agree 49349.349 3 disagree 22.4224224 strongly disagree 4.646464 6

17 require specific academic courses designed to help students to think more critically
about their moral commitments and to help them live more virtuous lives

strongly agree 40340.3403405 agree 37637.637637 6 disagree 18.1181 strongly disagree 4

18 require specific academic courses designed to help students think critically about their
civiccivic responsibilities
strongly agree 17.5175175 agree 55855.855855 8 disagree 23223.223 2 strongly disagree 3.535353 5

19 require specific academic courses designed to help students think critically about their
civiccivic responsibilities and to help them be good citizens
strongly agree 28 agree 45245.245245 2 disagree 23.5235 strongly disagree 3.333333 3

20 require courses that provide technical work related skills relevant to a successful
career
strongly agree 29429.429429 4 agree 47.1471 disagree 19.9199199 strongly disagree 3.636363 6

2211 require religion courses inin the scholarly study of the scriptures
strongly agree 41441.441 4 agree 46646.646646 6 disagree 10610.6log10 6 strongly disagree 1.414141 4

22 provide an academic environment that encourages students to develop a well thought
out philosophy of life
strongly agree 516 agree 45645.645645 6 disagree 2.12121 strongly disagree 7.7

23 provide an academic environment that encourages students to develop a well thought
out christian philosophy of life
strongly agree 59359.359359 3 agree 38838.838838 8 disagree 1.21212 strongly disagree 7

24 encourage students to attend university devotionalsdevotionals

strongly agree 37837.837837 8 agree 59459.459459 4 disagree 2.626262 6 strongly disagree 2

25 encourage faculty to attend university devotionalsdevotionals

strongly agree 34 1 agree 59459.459459 4 disagree 5.858585 8 strongly disagree 7

26 require students to attend university devotionalsdevotionals

strongly agree 11.111iili 1 agree 7 disagree 67.2672672 strongly disagree 24724.724724 7

27 require faculty to attend university devotionalsdevotionals

strongly agree I11 agree 616.16151 disagree 642 strongly disagree 28.7287287

28 require students to attend wardd and stake meetings
strongly agree 14214.214214 2 agree 31631.631631 6 disagree 38 strongly disagree 16216.216216 2

29 require faculty to attend ward and stake meetings
strongly agree 203 agree 35 disagree 28828.828828 8 strongly disagree 15.915915915 9

30 at BYU spirituality and education issuesissues
choose the one response that best fits your viewview
need more discussion 38438.438438 4
are discussed sufficiently 54
are the focus of too much discussion 7.676767 6
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3311 BYUs distinctive task isis check all those with which you agree
to offer the best possible education inin caring environment 82482.482482 4

to provide an atmosphere congenial to authentic spirituality that isis to encourage
spirituality and education 88588.588 5

to prepare students for serviceservice within the LDS church 66666.666666 6

to consider christian perspectives more than others inin the core curriculum 32532.532532 5

to integrate spirituality and education that isis to identify and develop the relation
ships that exist between the gospel and secular knowledge as expressed inin variousvarious
academic disciplines 85485.485485 4

32 since BYU strives to be a christian university the encouragement ofbothof both spirituality
and education are important tasks but these are separate tasks and ought not to be
integrated
strongly agree 17 agree 4 disagree 416 strongly disagree 527

33 to help integrate spirituality and education BYU faculty should use the resources of
their academic disciplines to illuminate religious issuesissues ege g an anthropologist dis
cusses cultural relativism inm a world religions class or a psychologist discusses freud s

account ofwishoffishofwish fulfillment inin a religion class
strongly agree 265 agree 561 disagree 139 strongly disagree 35

34 to help integrate spirituality and education BYU faculty should use the truths within
the gospel to illuminate issuesissues inin the disciplines other than religion ege g a faculty
member discusses joseph smith s concept of time with a physicist or a philosopher cricrlen
tiqueshiques rawls theory ofjusticeof justice inin light of christian love
strongly agree 386 agree 541 disagree 64 strongly disagree 9

35 some faculty have had little experience inin relating spirituality to education ifbyuif BYU were
to offer a seminarseminar on spirituality and education issuesissues would you be willing to participartica
patepate5patea choose the one response that best fits your viewview

would like to participate 35835.835 8

would be willing to participate 46246.246 2

would not be willing to participate 15815.815815 8

36 to help integrate spirituality and education some courses inin BYUs core curriculum
beyond those inin religion should include discussions of christian perspectives check
all those with which you agree

on god inin philosophy for example 65365.365 3

on the nature oftheodtheof the universeuniverse inin physics for example 61561.561 5

on society inin sociology for example 63

on human beings inin biology and psychology for example 62962.962962 9

as opportunities arisearise inin the variousvarious disciplines but not systematically inin most
disciplines 74574.574 5

37 if I1 wished to do so I1 could create a syllabus for a course I1 currently teach that includes
a clear academically legitimate christian perspective on the subject
strongly agree 29 agree 425 disagree 21 strongly disagree 75

38 if conflicts develop between academic freedom and orthodox LDS doctrines BYU
should inm most cases preserve academic freedom even if it reduces LDS support finan-
cially and otherwise for the university
strongly agree 6.66666gg6 6 agree 9.494949 4 disagree 33733.733733 7 strongly disagree 50350.350 3

39 it isis possible for BYU to achieve academic excellence and maintain a christian identity
strongly agree 79679.679679 6 agree 19 disagree 9 strongly disagree 5
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40 it is possible for BYU to achieve academic excellence and maintain an LDS identity
strongly agree 7979179.11 agree 19.6196196 disagree 1 strongly disagree 3.3

41 some church related universities require faculty to subscribe to doctrinal affirmations
or creeds do you think BYU s LDS identity requires adherence to certain orthodox
theological or doctrinal affirmations such as the existence ofgod and christ as our
lord and savior by choose one

all faculty 4949149.11

majority of faculty 42.3423
significant number of the faculty 3.43434

no particular percentage of BYU faculty 5.25252

42 my christian beliefs are relevant to the content of my discipline
strongly agree 57.4574574 agree 31.6316 disagree 9.19191gi strongly disagree 1.919lgig

43 my christian beliefs are relevant to the way I1 teach my discipline
strongly agree 63.5635 agree 31.9319 disagree 4 strongly disagree 6.6

the following are sometimes mentioned as appropriate practices at other christian universities
please mark those thatthatyouyou currently practice as a teacher with CP those thatthatyouyou would be

willing to experiment with EX and thosethosthoseyoueyouyou would not be willing to adopt with NWWWI

44 treat my students with respect
CP 99.8998998 ex2EXexa 2.2 NW 0

45 discuss when appropriate personal beliefs with students outside of class

CPcp95295295.2952 EX 4.24242 nw6NWnwe 6.6

46 discuss gospel related questions raised by class material
CPcp92592592.5 EX 6.46464 NW 1.111iili

47 share personal religious experiences in class
CP 75.1751 EX 17 NW 7.97979

48 lead my class in public prayer
CPcp38338338.3 ex441EX 44.1441 NW 17.6176176

49 bear testimony in my class
CPcp58458458.4584 ex291EX 29129.1 NW 12.5125125

50 other answers varied

51 based on your understandings of BYU s procedures and policies for interviewing and
hiring new faculty choose the one response that best fits your view
too much emphasis is placed on the candidate s religious views 17.4174174

about the right emphasis is placed on the candidates religious views 72.2722722

not enough emphasis is placed on the candidate s religious views 10410.4104

52 during the last decade the role of religion at BYU has choose one
become more prominent 58.1581
become less prominent 35.4354354

remained about the same 6.56565

53 the current approach to academic freedom and religious devotion institutional
values at BYU is

about right 74.6746746

leans too much in favor of academic freedom 4.74747

leans too much in favor of religious devotion 20.7207207
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54 during the last decade has the emphasis shifted concerning the concepts of academic
freedom and commitment to faith
no it has not changed 38.1381
yes it has shifted towards greater academic freedom 88.18181 1

yes it has shifted towards greater commitment to faith 53.8538538

55 do you have more freedom at BYU to teach your subject matter in the way you feel is

appropriate than you would at other universities or do you have less freedom here than
you would have elsewhere

more freedom 88
less freedom 12

5615656156.11 have been a faculty member at BYU for
less than 5 years 21.9219
5 10 years 20.8208208

1 11I 1 20 years 23.7237237

more than 20 years 33.6336336

57 my college or school is

biology & agriculture 6.26262 engineering 7.57575

library 4.84848 fine arts & communications 5

humanities 12.8128128 nursing 2.52525

physical & mathematical sciences 11.9119ilg law 2.32323

religious education 5.55555 health & human performance 66.16161gi 1

management 7.47474 education 6.46464

student life 22.12121 1 family & social sciences 14.4144

58 my rank is
full professor 44.4444444 associate professor 29829.829.29298

assistant professor 20.7207207 instructor 55.15151 1

5915959159.11 received a degree from BYU
yes 71.9719719 no 28.1281

60 the highest degree I1 have earned is
bachelors 1.31313 masters 14.4144144 doctorate 84.3843

61 my religious affiliation is
LDS 98.5985985 other 1.51515

6216262162.11 am
female 17.6176176 male 82.4824824
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book reviews

BRYAN WATERMAN and BRIAN KAGEL the lord s university freedom
and authority at BYU salt lake city signature books 1998 xii 453 ppap
illustrations index 199519.951995

reviewedreviled by kent P jackson professor ofancient scripture brigham young university

in recent years the BYU community has wrestled with the question of
the university s purpose and mission perhaps more than at any other time
among the motivating factors for this recent introspection are the increas-
ing profile of the church and the university in the world the growing
diversity of BYU students and faculty changes in society that draw latter
day saints ever farther from the mainstream of western academic culture
and the ever decreasing percentage of LDS students who can attend BYU
to this list can be added the extensive self study that was undertaken in con-
junction with the universitys once a decade accreditation review in 1996
and perhaps as much as anything else a series of widelyofwidely publicized dis
missalsmissall of controversial faculty members

the story of BYUs recent history and its response to these issues is a
fascinating one that deserves to be told bryan waterman and brian kagel
authors of the lord s university freedom andauthorityand authority atbyuat BYU have stepped
forward to tell that story unfortunately their version is very different from
the one that would be told by most informed observers

the lord s university is a discussion of the efforts of BYU its board of
trustees its faculty and its administrators to ensure that the university
remains in harmony with the mission and beliefs of the church the one
sided tone of this new volume is revealed in signature books cover an-
nouncementno uncement if church sponsored schools exist to instill orthodoxy then
brigham young university gets high marks however in achieving this
goal BYU has increasingly limited speech the press the right to assemble
and due process from public pronouncements and intimate con-
versations hearings and rallies closed door meetings debates and P R
posturing the authors offer an impressive chronicle of two decades
i98os198os gos of turmoil at the nation s largest religious university

the first half of the book establishes some historical contexts with
treatments of latter day saint education in general women and feminism
at BYU the student newspaper and the honor code the second half deals
with matters of academic freedom and the cases of individual faculty
members who were dismissed from the university cecilia konchar farr
gail turley houston and david knowlton1knowlton1 or chose to leave it brian
evenson2Evensonevensong2 the stories of those individuals are the real focus of the book

177
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in some ways the lords university is an impressive volume it dis-

cusses issues that are as interesting and important as they are controversial
and no other book covers the same topics at almost five hundred pages in
a fairly small font the book is obviously the fruit of a great deal of research
conducted over a long period of time eight of the ten chapters have more
than a hundred notes and most have many more than that the authors
former editors of the off campus student review waterman and the on
campus daily universe kagel write well craftedgrafted in a lively journalistic
style their book is easy to digest and holds the readers attention

but the lordlords s university is hardly the first rate excellent study
that the endorsements on the cover proclaim 3 asaAs a work of historyofhistory it falls

short suffering from major flaws that result from the bias of the authors
the sources they use and the way they use them

that the authors have a bias is not in itself a problem most writers
have a point of view and want to bring others to it the problem comes
when the reader is not made sufficiently aware of an author s bias or when
an authors end goal directs the one sided selection of the evidence while
giving the reader an illusion of objectivity A careful reader of the lords
university including the notes cannot accuse the authors of the first of
these transgressions but they are clearly guilty of the second 4

waterman and kagel are hardly dispassionate observers in the pref-
ace they write about their cooperation during their student editor days to
promote mutual objectives

early on we realized that our rival editorial positions provided us each with
advantages the other did not have kagel had a good working relationship
with BYU public communications officials waterman enjoyed the con-
fidence of faculty members who might have been a little leery of an editor
from the official universe waterman would occasionally have informa-
tion to offer kagel for immediate release kagel sometimes had news he was
not allowed to print which he would sometimes share with waterman vii

As a student or student activist as he identifies himself 227
waterman was a participant in some oftheodtheof the matters discussed in the book 5

some of the references to him are to his letters to the editor of the daily
universe in those letters as cited or quoted in the book he says that there
were many times during his mission when he had used sunstone and simi-
lar publications to answer church critics 185 states that the spirit
attending the session of a sunstone symposium was more intense by far
than any sacrament meeting or fireside I1 have attended in years 198

n 47 asserts that as the result of the termination of a faculty member his
BYU diploma has taken a severe beating 227 and admonishes that we
spend less time attacking others beliefs 185 this admonition seems
odd coming from the coauthor of a long book that seeks to discredit the
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point of view of various BYU administrators board of trustees members
and most of the faculty and students waterman is identified as one of the
primary architects of the student protests over the firing of controversial
faculty members 252 n 114 vii A picture of him leading a protest is

included in the book fig 17

with respect to the sources used in the lords university significant
problems should be clear to careful readers the notes make it apparent
that the authors relied heavily on newspaper articles that seem to have been
carefully selected to suit the objectives of their book 6 the problem with
news media sources about sensitive BYU matters is that the information
available to the media is almost always one sided the university rarely
talks about the cases of faculty who are denied promotion or tenure thus
most and in some cases all oftheodtheofthe information available to the press comes
from those who have been disappointed by university decisions or from
their supporters who obviously have a perspective which differs from that
of the institution in many cases those supporters have sought out the
press to promote their perspective 7 while the university either remains
silent or is compelled to react with reticence to what has been stated by
those critical of its decisions this situation may make for interesting news
stories but it obscures reality and certainly does not serve the needs of
writing good history

the authors give lip service to the fact that their sources were uneven
because so many of these cases played out in the media with only lim-

ited communication between faculty and administrators we tried to
focus attention on the ways in which the stories unfolded to the public
ix but they choose not to acknowledge that these limitations seriously

weaken their work our objective was to tell the stories as the documenta-
tion suggests they happened ix

in their preface the authors express their thanks to several key play-
ers in our story cecilia konchar farr david knowlton gail turley
houston brian evenson and scott abbott for letting us subject them
to rounds of interviews and inquiries regarding their cases xii yet in the
books hundreds of endnotes there are very few references that acknowl-
edge such a personal communication as the source of specific informa-
tion 8 readers of the lord s university are thus rendered unable to
cross examine the authors and their sources regarding undocumented
and thus unchallengeable assertions

even more problematic however is the fact that the authors wrote the
book apparently without even attempting to interview key players from
the university s side especially president merrill J bateman and vice
presidents alan L wilkins and james D gordon III111 9 this is a stunning
weakness in a book that seeks to deal with recent history especially given
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how important these three administrators were in the cases discussed
and how frequently the book mentions them and their activities 010O

thus the sources used by the authors combine to create a work sorely
lacking in balance in the lords university it is not difficult to tell who the
11good guys and the bad guys are the protagonists are depicted as being
victims of restrictions on their academic freedom and usually as victims
of heavy handed tactics if not conspiracies on the part of the university
well known BYU administrators are presented in a negative light for their
roles in difficult decisions bateman wilkins and gordon earlier BYU
officers rex E lee and bruce hafen and others such as todd britsch ran-
dall jones and richard cracroft that the authors and their supporters
view the work of these well respected citizens of BYU as in some way sinis-
ter shows how out oftouchof touch they are with the world they attempt to describe
in their book 11

the good guys in the book are the selected faculty protagonists who
were joined in more recent years by the american association of university
professors AAUP both its local chapter and its national organization
the AAUP described by gordon as having a history of antipathy toward
religious institutions 006406046406 7 is depicted in the book as the defender of
academic freedom against the heavy hand of BYU administrators faculty
members who disagreed with university decisions invited the national
AAUP to investigate BYU leading eventually to the university s censure
445 46 As BYU was preparing for its once a decade accreditation re-

view local AAUP members wrote to the accreditation agency to lodge their
grievances 379 continuing what seems to me a pattern of trying to change
policy by seeking to embarrass the university with outside institutions or
in the public press see 334334338304338338 12

waterman and kagel express much of their agenda in the lord s uni-
versity through the words of those whom they choose to quote or through
what they set forward as the perceptions of others one ongoing thread is

the suggestion that BYU cannot retain the kind of sensitivity it has to the
interests of the church my interpretation of their arguments about aca-
demic freedom and be a real university the authors identify what they
call the fear of some observers that BYU was becoming more like a bob
jones university than a notre dame 194 95

13 and they suggest that
free inquiry and academic freedom now implicitly curtailed can be

achieved only if the university goes in new directions 4 they take for
granted a national bias against BYU 15 that is neither documented nor
provable they maintain that BYU more than ever remains determined to
deviate from contemporary academic models 13 without demonstrating
why it would be desirable to follow those models and they argue that the
university does this at the expense of national reputationreputations 13
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waterman and kagel claim that recent media coverage ofofbyuBYU rested
on an underlying presumption linking the schools peculiar religious iden-
tity and notoriety for conservative politics with limited inquiry and hence
inferior academics 2 but if BYU is known for limited inquiry and
inferior academics why are only the authors and their friends on the fac-

ulty aware of it many BYU professors are among the best at their disci-
plines in the world hundreds of BYU faculty members from a variety of
fields travel to conferences engage in cooperative research with colleagues
from other institutions and interact on the highest levels within their dis-
ciplinesci around the world because they achieve scholarly excellence and
are respected brigham young university is respected also the fact of the
matter is that a bad reputation for BYU serves the interests of the inhousein house
critics as a means of putting pressure on the university to change the
experience of good scholars all across the campus shows the assertions of
waterman and kagel to be nothing more than useful myths for those who
disagree with the mission of BYU

the point of contention between the lords university and brigham
young university is academic freedom the idea that professors should be
free to research and teach where their evidence leads them without fear of
coercion or constraint from external sources academic freedom seeks to
assure the integrity of research by protecting it from social political or
institutional influences that have a vested interest in its results while it is

likely that all BYU faculty members believe in academic freedom for
waterman kagel and their faculty friends it appears to be the virtue that
outrankstranksou all others and thus any infringement of it strikes at the heart of
what higher education is all about according to the AAUP the quest for
truth and knowledge requires complete and unlimited freedom to pursue
inquiry and publish its results 14 and the professor s highest responsibility
is to the public itself and to the judgment ofhisochisof his own profession 3315111515

but BYU like other institutions believes that it too has rights that
must be protected the university s 1992 academic freedom document
viewed unfavorably in the lord s university 187 202 spells out the rights
of the institution alongside those of faculty members the bottom line is

that BYU belongs to the church and represents the churchschurche interests be-
havior or public pronouncements that seriously counter those interests are
not acceptable from persons in the university s employ waterman and
kagel write as though this were an issue unique to BYU yet all institutions
have their limits even those that would be held up as models by water-
man and kagel professors who publicly advocate racism or specific reli-
gious beliefs who deny the holocaust or who promote similar unpopular
points of view find their institutions to be less congenial to academic free-
dom than they had supposed
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the major leitmotiv of the lord s university is that the interjection of
the interests of the church into scholarship at BYU results in limitations
on the faculty s freedom in harmony with the book s overall tone are such
statements as academic freedom merely survives at BYU without funda-
mental support by the institution 177i71616 the university was going
through an academic holocaust in which students were the primary vic-
tims 204 17 BYU needs to show the world it is not afraid of information
and knowledge 2272218 the future for academic freedom at BYU is very
weak indeed 338 19 there is a distressingly poor climate for academic
freedom at BYU 415 20 and ultimately BYU is an auschwitz of the
mind 080180iaoi8o18o 21

still the authors do concede that many at BYU believe they have free-
dom to research write and teach as they desire and they quote president
rex E lee stating that BYU actually enjoys a greater measure of academic
freedom than other institutions when it comes to matters that really
count our range of uninhibited academic freedom is both broader and
richer than at any other institution in the world 191 the authors and their
protagonists clearly disagree but theirs is by far the minority position in a
recent survey an impressive 88 percent of BYU faculty respondents many
of whom have taught at other institutions stated that they have more aca-
demic freedom at BYU than their colleagues have elsewhere 22

waterman and kagel echo the idea that recent academic freedom con-
troversiestrover sies will cause good faculty to go elsewhere 1313183194183 194 95 and will
hamper BYU s recruiting efforts 232 and they cite examples of those

who have chosen to leave the university and who invoke academic freedom
as the reason 192 93 233233272272 73 but given the small numbers those vol-
untary departures should be viewed as anecdotal the predicted flood never
took place in fact according to a survey conducted by UCLA 85 percent
of BYU s full time professors rated their job as satisfactory or very satisfac-
tory a number well above national satisfaction averages of 64 percent at
public institutions and 72 percent at other private schools 244 more-
over BYU faculty members rated their job security at 83 percent also
higher than those at public and private institutions 70 percent and 71 per-
cent respectively 244 one who chose to leave BYU asked who would
want to come here in this kind of environment 232

23 well apparently
a lot of people would impressive young phd s are seeking positions at
BYU in record numbers as also are many others who now are on faculties
elsewhere rex lee was right we firmly reject the notion that we must
choose between being either a high class university or a seminary 191

the vast majority of BYU faculty are convinced that its religious and aca-
demic missions are not opposite poles but complementary objectives that
can be accomplished together in the unique circumstances that are found
at BYU
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critics and friends of BYU are welcome to agree or disagree with the
policies and decisions of administrators and review committees water-
man and kagel clearly share with their friends on the faculty a different
view of BYU than that of current officers board members and most fac-
ulty and students but beyond that there is a tone in the book that suggests
that these decisions have been made in bad faith my own experience of
nineteen years as a BYU professor has led me to conclude even when deci-
sions were made with which I1 disagree that the fallible persons who have
been entrusted to make difficult choices have always done so with genuine
integrity and with the best interests of the university its students and its
individual faculty members at heart

the picture painted in the lords university will not be one that is rec-
ognized by many members of the BYU community

1 david P wright and steven epperson are also included to a lesser degree
2 D michael quinn and martha sonntag bradley are also included to a lesser degree
3 martha nussbaum university of chicago and 0 kendall white jr washing-

ton and lee university respectively

4 my own point ofviewofvieyofview on the matters discussed in this review was formed in part
by my participation in departmental college and university rank and status review
committees I1 was on the university committee from 1991 to 1995 during which time
some of the decisions were made that the authors discuss in the book

5 watermanswatermannWatermans name appears nineteen times in the index
6 oftheodtheof the media sources in the section on recent controversies chapters 5 10 salt

lake tribune articles are cited about three times as frequently as deseret nenewss articles
while some might want to accuse the deseret Nnews of being overly apologetic with
respect to BYU my own observation of the coverage of BYU in recent years has led me
to conclude that the tribune has often been too willing to serve as the publicist for crit-
ics of the university and to accept at face value the accounts of those who have griev-
ances against it

77.17171 1 assume that the student demonstrators sought press coverage for the june 1993
protests over the termination of cecilia konchar farr and david knowlton photo-
graphs of waterman leading a protest appeared in the salt lake tribune the deseret
newsnes and the daily universe

8 note i in chapter 6 states unspecifically this chapter draws heavily on our
interviews with many of the principals involved in the following drama but see my
following note

9 waterman and kagel state that although they had much personal access to
certain faculty members they were denied access to the accounts of BYU administraadministra
tors x perhaps this means that they were not allowed to see confidential records in
response to my question in a letter to james gordon gordon stated during our time
in the university administration the authors have made no effort to contact academic
vice president alan wilkins or me during one meeting with president bateman
bryan waterman asked some questions see 413 n 79 however that meeting was not
an interview for the book but rather was just to get acquainted academic freedom and
faculty issues are specifically my areas of responsibility I1 have done numerous interviews
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with the press on these matters but these authors have never contacted me while I1 have
been in the administration james D gordon III111ili to kent P jackson may ig1919991999 in
possession of the author

io10 president bateman is discussed or mentioned on over fifty pages in the book
while wilkins and gordon are discussed or mentioned on about thirty pages each

ti11 see dean H reese hansens comments on p 232
12 the local AAUP s statement we have no punitive goal in mind 390 rings

hollow to me
13 scott abbott developed this discussion earlier with the same kind of over-

statement and caricature in his one lord one faith two universities tensions
between religion and thought at BYU sunstonei6sunstone16 september 1992 15 23

14 american association of university professors report of the committee on
academic freedom and tenure AAUP december 1915 quoted in richard hofstadter
and wilson smith american higher education A documentary history chicago uni-
versity of chicago press 1961 2867

15 hofstadter and smith american higher education 2866
16 D michael quinn as quoted in waterman and kagel
17 joanna brooks as cited in waterman and kagel
18 letter to the editor of the deseret news as quoted in waterman and kagel
19 brian evenson as quoted in waterman and kagel
20 statement from the national AAUP as cited in waterman and kagel
21 D michael quinn as quoted in waterman and kagel
22 keith J wilson academic freedom at BYU the faculty responds religious

studies center Nnewsletterietterletter september 1999 5 6

23 tomi ann roberts as quoted in waterman and kagel
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reviewed by robert 0 davis senior curator museum of church history and art

after years of research and consideration of numerous images ephraim
hatch has produced a clearly written and well illustrated book that at-
tempts to answer the question what did joseph smith jr look like of the
many portraits of the prophet only a few were created from life and most
images of ofjosephjoseph derive from these early likenesses hatch traces the sources
of the early images and establishes methods for determining which por-
traits may be closer to the prophets actual appearance

according to hatch three images are key to establishing a likeness of
the prophet i1 the famous front view likeness painted from life in oil artist
and date of portrait unknown now owned by the reorganized church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 2 the profile military portrait by sut-
cliffe maudsley and 3 the mask made from the prophets face after his
death the mask with its fascinating though sketchy history was made
within a day of the martyrdom and hatch carefully compares most images
to it maintaining that it is the most reliable source of information about
josephs appearance 25 however the death mask does not reveal the face
in full width and consequently some artists who have relied upon it may
have rendered josephs jaw area too narrow

hatch also gives considerable attention to the frontal portraits ofofjosephjoseph
originally he superimposed projected portrait images upon photographs
oftheodtheof the death mask but because this procedure blended the features and was
not successful he decided to place the mask and the portraits side by side
relating and sizing them by measuring the distance from the eyebrow to
the base of the nose he argues that this methodology is valid because the
bones in this part oftheodtheof the face do not change dimension after death 28 he
also provides front and side photographs of the death mask taken at differ-
ent angles by this method the positioning of the features throughout
selected examples can be analyzed however these photographs uninten-
tionallytionally reveal how proportions change depending on the angle of view
this may seem a minor point but it affects some of hatch s conclusions
another problematic consequence of using this measurement standard is

that all else becomes dependent upon it
another methodological difficulty is that only one straight on photo-

graphic view of the mask is used for comparison throughout the book but
the precise angle from which a given artist views and renders a frontal
countenance cannot be ascertained and may shift for artistic reasons alsoaiso

185
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camera lenses work differently than the artists eye mind and hand short
focus lenses exaggerate facial features while longer lenses reduce and flatten
them professional portrait photographers and artists attempt to minimize
distortions by moving back from the subject or by using long focus lenses

these factors are particularly critical when evaluating the oil portrait
owned by the RLDS church hatch devalues the painting s significance
because its proportions using his method do not compare favorably with
the death mask which appears to have been photographed with a short
focus lens hatch concludes that josephsjoseph s features are too small in the RLDS
oil but his method has resulted in comparative photographs that render
the mask larger than the face in the painting this discrepancy is reduced
by using a standard based upon eye spacing which also does not change at
death or by equalizing the sizes of the images of joseph s head another
more productive approach instead of measurement analysis could be to
visually compare the mask with the artworksartworks and ask do they look alike

the most significant images of joseph must be those done from life by
the best artists available to him joseph s journals record that he sat for two
men one a brother rogers 1 the other was probably sutcliffe maudsley
who created the detailed portrait of the prophet as lieutenant general of
the nauvoo legion A later signed and dated version of this portrait was
used on a published map of nauvoo this and succeeding works by maud-
sley are faithful to the death mask outline hatch fairly evaluates maudsley s

work when he writes the excellent alignment of these portraits with the
death mask is additional proof of sutcliffe maudsley s meticulous accu-
racy in profile drawing even though some facial features and details within
the profile outline may not be located properly 40 hatch also effectively

sorts out the works by maudsley and copies of his work made by others
maudsley was trained as a pattern duplicator but he was apparently

the best person available to create this portrait the prophet s son joseph
smith III111ili called maudsley s pictures caricatures 3 members of the smith
family who were in close contact with the prophet considered the RLDS

portrait to be the definitive image maudsley s portraits are accurate inin out-
line but hardly have a lifelike character they do not show josephs ever
mild countenance affable beaming with intelligence and benevolence

7 hatch also considers maudsley portraits of other members of the
smith family all similar in approach compared with daguerreotypesdaguerreotyper and
other paintings of their subjects the maudsley profiles appear stiff and ex-
pressionlesspressionless the companion work to joseph s military profile is the profile
view of emma which is carefully labored over but not faithful to her ap
pearancebearancepearance when compared to an 1845 photograph ofher the accumulation
of detail in the painting does not add up to an integrated portrait
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however the other known portrait for which the prophet sat the
RLDS frontal oil portrait of joseph also has its companion painting of
emma hatch compares this portrait with a late photograph of her and the
results of his method line up A photograph from life is certainly better
than a death mask to compare with a painted likeness by a professional
artist the photograph and the portrait ofemma are recognizably the same
person even though the photograph long postdates the painting if ifernmasemmas
oil is judged to be accurate because it compares favorably to emma s photo-
graph then one would expect josephs oil to have the same level of accuracy
even though there are no known photographs of him the two portraits
were painted at the same time as a pair and it is unrealistic to suppose that
one is accurate while the other is not hatch concedes that perhaps it is

more true to the spirit of the prophet than to the criteria by which I1 have
analyzed it 77

there is no hard evidence that joseph smith was ever photographed
hatch demonstrates that all existing photographs of him are daguerreo
types of the RLDS painting or retouched images from this source he then
evaluates prints and paintings based on maudsley profiles including the
1845 group portrait joseph smith with his friends by william major and
the excellent profile painting attributed to dan weggeland other images
were based on the RLDS frontal portrait of the prophet and among the
finest of these is an 1885 print issued by the chicago lithograph company

impressive likenesses of joseph smith were commissioned after 1900
in sculpting his life size statue of the prophet located on temple square
mahonri young employed information provided by both the death mask
and maudsley s work hatch considers young s work to be one of the best
statues of the prophet again because it is faithful to the contour of the
death mask another portrait resulted from a 1959 church commission to
alvin gittens a top portrait artist who explained rather than be influ-
enced by other paintings I1 would go to whatever original sources I1 could
find describing the prophet then form my own concept 89 this atti-
tude and his great talent produced an insightful painting that is not a dog-
matic adoption of the death mask

hatch also considers images of joseph by present day artists and
maintains that a sketch by bill whitaker is outstanding 105 he even
uses it for the books dust jacket this image is based on the RLDS por-
trait but is corrected from the death mask whitaker is an excellent artist
but his study falls short as do virtually all posthumous portraits because
they do not have the benefit of a live subject from which to capture sub-
tleties of expression

hatch concludes his study by reiterating his position that the death
mask is the best source of information and that the mask along with
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maudsleysmaudsleyMaudsleyss profiles smith family physical traits and written descriptions
provide the most reliable information available about the prophetprophets s

physical appearance 107 this is correct but it is unfortunate that
hatch dismisses the RLDS painting the largest and arguably the best
portrait of the prophet done from life because of a questionable method
of measurement

but the issue is broader than faces that do or do not measure up to the
cold plaster of a death mask the issue is life skilled sensitive artists work
ing with a live subject can probe and interpret to the core of the human
soul on the whole hatch has done a fine job of considering the historical
information tracing the pedigreespedigreedpedigrees of the images and placing all of the art
work and likenesses of joseph in perspective for this his study is com-
mendable and worth our consideration but as he writes in his last
paragraph we may never know the prophets true likeness until we meet
him face to face log109109

i brother rogers is believed by some scholars to have painted the frontal por-
trait now owned by the RLDS church
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reviewed by ronald 0 barney historical department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints

in 1977 utah state university professor S george ellsworth asked ten
dozen scholars members of the mormon history association to list their
choices for the top ten books written in the field of utah and mormon
studies the criterion he used in that survey was excellence in both scholar-
ship and literary quality standard titles such as great basin kingdom and
the mountain meadows massacre topped the list followed by others such
as nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi and homeward to zion A similar
survey taken a few years from now may find john petersonspeterson s utah s black
hawkwarmaronwaronon many scholars ten best books list every student ofutahof utah and
mormon history must hereafter consider peterson s account of the clash
of mormon and native american cultures in nineteenth century utah

peterson who now teaches at the salt lake city university institute of
religion on the campus of the university of utah tells his readers that
the relationship between the LDS church and native americans is of sin-
gular importance in latter day saint history for not only is there a past
but also an anticipated future to this story according to latter day saint
doctrine the remnant of israel described in the book of mormon
includes many present day native americans the faithful return of this
remnant is fundamental to the timetable of eschatological events fore
shadowing the second coming of jesus christ therefore the interaction
between the saints and the native americans is of great consequence

when latter day saint settlers first spread into utah s mountain val-
leys in the late 1840si84os they squatted secondarily on territory claimed by
mexico but primarily upon traditional lands of utah s indigenous tribes
peterson splendidly describes the various tribal groups northern utes
paiutesPaiutes gosiutesGosiutes piedesbiedes pahvantsPahvants shoshone peripheral tribal entities
and amalgamations of the same to put a human face on those whom the
saints eventually displaced their leaders are identified and characterized
including antongaantonea black hawk and his extended family peterson guides
his readers through the impact of white settlement in the i85os185os on native
american lands in utah s most desirable and potentially productive valleys

the usurpation which resulted in the elimination of food sources for the
native americans provoked the walker and tinticgintic wars in the i85os1850s
which led to black hawk s aggression in utah s most extensive indian war
the hostilities lasted from 1865 to 1872

189
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from the settlers standpoint peterson portrays the dilemma of brigham
youngs leadership as chief strategist of the settlers defense and the some-
times reluctant followership of his field lieutenants orson hyde and war-
ren snow while president young sat in salt lake city advocating kindness
generosity and benign coexistence with the native americans hyde s and
snow s central utah constituents were losing both their cattle and about
seventy of their neighbors lives peterson argues that mormonscormons generally
treated native americans better than did their american contemporaries
but he also speculates that the settlers thirst for revenge without youngs
command for restraint would likely have resulted in a violent retaliation
that would have both shortened the conflict and eliminated for good the
native american presence among the whites peterson also shows the vary-
ing roles of federally placed gentile indian agents military officers and
other territorial appointees and the culpability of some who siphoned re-
sources intended for utahs native americans consequently contributing
to an escalation of hostilities

the clash of cultures during the conflict was centered in several domi-
nant personalities from each of the three components of the war the indi-
ans black hawk mountain and Tamaritz the mormonscormons brigham
young orson hyde and warren snow and the gentiles primarily pat-
rick E connor military leader and founder of utah s liberal party each
peterson asserts had power at one time or another to temper the battle
their decisions played a heavy part in the duration and intensity of the war

utilizing extensive primary and secondary sources including ne-
glected utah territorial records bureau of indian affairs materials and the
vast collections of the LDS church archives peterson brings together for
the first time a definitive study of nineteenth century mormon native
american violence the author has tried to give balance to the history
showing the mormon and non mormon postures and the heretofore
unrepresented native american viewpoint

peterson correctly asserts that the significance of black hawks war on
utahs settlements and the intermountain region has been lost on both utah
mormon historians as well as national chroniclers at approximately the
same time the US governments military weight fell heavily on the chey-
enne and southern arapaho of colorado at sand creek 1864 seven years
ofhostilities in central utah brought little federal interest or response until
the final scene in 1872 brigham young still held the de facto seat of power
and his disdain for anything federal meant reports of indian depredations
in utahutahs s central valleys were mostly kept from connor and his resident
military force when connor did hear about atrocities he was happy to let
the mormonscormons stew in their own juices the bulk of documentation pro-
duced in the course of the conflict therefore was kept local consequently
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modern scholars of white native american relations in the nineteenth
century preoccupied with eastern sources have neglected an investigation
of this war important to both utah s and america s past peterson s re-
markablymarkably well written interpretation rectifiedrectifiesrectifies this neglect

As good as petersons book is it is not without controversies or prob-
lems the revisionisticrevisionistic theme of his interpretation may cause some readers
to conclude he has overemphasized native american perspectives also
some may question his appraisal ofofbrighambrigham young s role in the war presi-
dent young is shown as an enigmatic leader who was at once the principal
11planner of the military operations against the native americans with
singular liability for the escalation and continuation of the war and at the
same time was the prime advocate for white benevolence toward the native
americans documentary support by peterson for the former position is

scant while he shows preponderant evidence for the latter
the volume also suffers from some small technical errors for example

the misidentification oftheodtheofthe monroe utah bishop moses gifford as george
hallidayishallidayHallidayisis a slight distraction also an effective assemblage of photographs
enhances the text but like many current historical publications the book
fails to provide adequate citations for those photographs photographs
qualify as documents and consequently the photographer if known and
the collection as well as the repository in which the photograph is found
should be cited for the reader

another flaw which can probably be blamed on the press is incom-
plete indexing for example only one entry for the important ute leader
grosepeenGrosepeen is cited in the index yet discussions of him appear in multiple
places also attributable to the press is the erroneous statement in one
scholars endorsement on the booksbooles cover which states that prior to peter-
son s book the study oftheodtheof the events portrayed therein had been rigidly sup
pressed this is nonsense peterson s outstanding treatment of the black
hawk war has no peer because no one has previously had the tenacity to
track and manage the multidimensional facets ofthisorthisof this important encounter
in utah s past hereafter john peterson s story of mormon native ameri-
can relations will be the primary point of departure for future work on this
still relevant topic
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reviewed by carol cornwall madsen professor of history and research historian
joseph fielding smith institute for latter day saint history brigham young university

mormon midwife the 1846 1888 diaries of patty bartlett sessions the
second volume in the life writings of frontier women series is a fitting
memorial for one of early mormonism s remarkable women this volume
is also a monument to its editor donna toland smart and the seven year
task ofbringing patty sessions s life to light through her own words under
the general editorship ofofmaureenmaureen ursenbach beecher each volume in the
life writings series is assigned its own editor donna smart has meticu-
lously transformed patty sessions s worn and faded diaries whose pages
are covered to the margins with almost illegible handwriting into an orga
nizednihed readable text amply footnoted

the first of the seven diaries begins as patty sessions leaves nauvoo
with the february exodus in 1846 and the last ends abruptly in may 1888

four years before her death there are some gaps the sixth diary covers the
years 1862 to 1866 followed by only a few entries for 18801880 the last diary
1884 88 includes a retrospective chronology and financial record and

increasingly briefer and more repetitious entries reflecting her waning
years A briefaccount book a listing of all ofher children s families and the
minutes from a straw braiding school she conducted in 1868 and 1869 make
up the three appendices that follow the diaries

an informative preface describes the diaries explains the steps taken
for accuracy and indicates the editorial methods utilized to make the
diaries as explicit as possible of particular value to the reader is the editor s

introduction which provides the familial and historical matrix in which
the diaries were written as well as an overview of patty sessions s long life

it also includes the editor s appraisal of the contribution of this woman s

life not only to her family and the mormon community but also to the
history ofofmormonismmormonism and particularly that ofofldsoflasLDS women

As a midwife patty entered the lives of people at their most vulnerable
points and sensed perhaps more than many leaders the pulse of the com-
munity this might well explain her compulsion to note the names of
everyone whose life touched hers As a result a major contribution of this
volume to mormon history is the identification of the hundreds of names
that pepper nearly every sentence of this mormon midwife s daily history
that meant giving identity to the multitude of babies she delivered as well
as their parents along with their relationship either to patty or to her friends

192
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this herculean editorial task also included identifying friends family mem-
bers and anyone else patty encountered as she worked her way through the
multiple activities that made up her daily life

since she was an early convert to mormonism an activist from their
inception in its several female institutions bbothoth formal and informal a

pioneer as well as officer and leader in the medical and agricultural enter-
prises in utah a strong supporter of education and a consistent contribu-
tor to the temple and emigration funds it is apparent that this woman
dealt on a first name basis with the major mormon community and that s

just the problem patty used mostly first names or initials adding only the
maiden rather than the married names of women who like herself were
plural wives the reader is staggered by donna smarts scholarship and re-
search in ferreting out all these people

patty sessions was also an astute business woman and careful accoun-
tant As assiduously as she recorded the names ofpeopleofpeople she also noted her
financial transactions which included money earned spent donated lent
and saved she had absorbed the intense commitment to industry learned
in childhood and made her adult labors productive and profitable from
her industry and frugality she was able to give extensively to various church
programs to the poor and to her family on several occasions she gave
substantial sums of money to brigham young to use unless or until I1 have
need of it she never did

the diaries reveal patty sessionssSessionsessionsss life as both a private and public figure
her private life is saga enough from her birth in maine in 1795 her mar-
riage to david sessions and the loss of five of her eight children to her
conversion to mormonism in 1834 the move to far west via kirtland in
1837 the traumatic expulsion from missouri and resettling in nauvoo and
her marriage to joseph smith all oftheseof these events take place before the diaries
begin scrabbled together from a series on her life published in the woman s

exponent and other published sources along with excerpts from her son
perregrineperregrinoPerre grine s diary

then on the day she leaves nauvoo the diaries commence and a terse
recital ofeventsof events informs the reader ofherdofherofher difficult parting with her married
daughter sylvia and son david left behind in nauvoo the impeding mud
of iowa the respite in winter quarters with all the births and frequent
deaths of the babes and mothers she attends the spiritual outpourings in
that temporary outpost her departure in the second emigrant company of
1847 with her husband and son perrigrinePerrigrine the hardships and humors oftheodtheof the
trail the scrounging to start life anew in the desert the blessing meetings
that continue with her sister saints and sister wives the tearful reunion
with sylvia and david after a seven year separation the death of her hus-
band david and her subsequent marriage to john parry the complications
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of plural marriage for herself her sons and daughter the self reliant build-
ing of her own home orchards and buildings first in salt lake city and
again in bountiful and the births illnesses and deaths throughout all are
stated with matter of fact objectivity

only occasionally does emotion color her barebonedbare boned narrative when
I1 think that sylvia and david and josephine Sylvsylviaidss child is not coming
she wrote when informed of their decision to remain in nauvoo tears fall
from my eyes as fast as the drops ofrainofrain from the skies for I1 can now give vent
to my feelings by weeping oh lord comfort my poor wounded heart 52

sometimes her laconic style can bring a smile to the modern reader
returning to her tent from a hard ride through the thick iowa mud after
hours spent delivering a baby she found mr sessions a bed without his
supper no one to get it for him 37

A breathless quality often emerges from her laundry list recital of her
activities ranging from the mundane chores to the spiritual services of
her day A week in august 1855 began with her attending a patient on mon-
day she then recounts the days that followed

tuesdtruesd 14 went in the morning as I1 have to wash and siringesaringe her out many
times a day I1 then came home took sister nancy hickenbottom through a
course of medicineofmedicine after noon went and aprisedapprised sister higbee and tate things
to put into the church then went staid all night with harriet wend 155 came
home nancy went away I1 went to the benevolent society then staid all night
with harriet came home got bread went again staid all night made risen
baked bread frid 17 ironed churned took care ofherdofherofher and children came home
staid all night then sat 18 morning went anointed sister higbee laid hands on
her felt quite sick myself then went to see harriet staid till 9 A M then came
home sick was sick all day could not go to the counsel of health mr parry
came administered to me I1 got better he wanted me to go dodown said the babe
was very sick he went back came after me at 3 A M sund 19 again said it was
dying I1 went he wished me to anoint and lay hands on it I1 did again it stopedscoped
crying but it breathed very hard at 3 P M he wished me lay hands on it again
said he was to sick himself I1 did it went to sleep slept the most of the time
untill 5 AM monday 2020 it breathed its last we buried in the evening I1 came
home staid all night mr pary staid with me 219

ifher pioneer midwifery practice were not sufficient public service patty
showed what building the kingdom entailed on a personal level she con-
tributedtri money to church projects served in the women s organizations
built and endowed a school supported home industries joined the ret-
renchmenttrenchment society and transmitted her medical knowledge through the
council of health and informal training her knowledge skills time and
energy were devoted to the kingdom and to those who were building it
with her

As matriarch and counselor to her large progeny faith healer and
temple ordinance worker for her sex patty sessions finished her days the
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reader is left quite overwhelmed with this womanscomans capacity for work until
the infirmities of age crept in she built and maintained her homes planted
harvested dried preserved and sold her considerable annual fruit crop of
peaches plums and apples with comparatively little help and she sewed
dresses caps quilts and finally rugs she wove them from rags and taught
others that skill most of the entries in the final diary are brief unadorned
statements of her lifelonglife long sewing tasks

tuesday 8 commenced a rug wenesdaywednesdaywenesday 9 worked on it thursday io10 worked
on it I1 have friday ii111iiiiliI1 have finished my rug and knit a good deal & done
many other things have rode out almost every day besides 392

written in november 1887 these entries reveal a ninnlnninetyety three year oldoid
woman still at work the last entry written a year later reads 1 I have knit
& the most of the time three pair of stockins this week it is now friday the
4th4tfath 394

one oftheodtheof the illustrations in the book shows an elderly patty sitting before
a simple fireplace a cap on her head and lace collar about her neck proba-
bly both of her own making and the ubiquitous knitting needles in her
strong boned well worn hands perhaps if anything could symbolize the
life of this remarkable woman besides her own written testament it would
be that image of her strong productive caring hands

this is not a book for casual reading but persistence is well rewarded
seven years is a long time to spend on a project but readers will be grateful
to the conscientious editor who has so carefully effectively and lovingly
brought patty bartlett sessions to life the book is a valued contribution to
the life writings of frontier women



S GEORGE ELLSWORTH ed the history oflouisaof louisa barnes pratt being the
autobiography of a mormon missionary widow and pioneer logan utah
state university press 1998 xxviii 420 ppap illustrations notes index 299529.952995

reviewed by andrew H hedges assistant professor of church history and doctrine
brigham young university

louisa barnes pratt s history published here as volume three in mau-
reen ursenbach beecher s series life writings of frontier women could
have asked for no more qualified editor than S george ellsworth along
with being a founding editor of the western historical quarterly and editor
of the journals ofaddisonof addison pratt ellsworth has written and edited several
books and articles on pioneer women the history of southern utah and
the history of the LDS church in the south pacific 1 these topics are cen-
tral to louisaslouidasLouisas narrative which comprises a valuable resource for students
of the saints trek west mormon missionary work early mormon settle-
ment in california and life in nineteenth century southern utah

for all its bearing on these important subfields of church history
however the greatest contribution louisa s history makes is in the field of
LDS women s history married but often separated from her husband and
involved with everything from the nauvoo exodus to teaching the gospel in
french polynesia louisa offers her reader a woman s view of life in the
church unparalleled by other memoirs or biographies As such history
will be an essential read for a long time to come for anyone interested in
LDS women s history

louisa begins her life story by recounting events she remembered
growing up anglican in massachusetts lower canada and new york
these included the war of 1812 in which her father fought for the british
as the family although americans in sentiment were living in canada at
the time she next recalls events surrounding her marriage to addison
pratt and their early life together their introduction to the church and
their subsequent move to nauvoo

louisa describes at length addison s mission call to the south pacific

joseph s martyrdom the exodus from nauvoo and life in winter quarters
as well as her subsequent settlement in the salt lake valley and her rather
awkward reunion with addison after five years separation their time
together is brief addison is called to accompany a wagon train to califor-
nia and from there is asked to return to the islands louisa and addison are
spared several more years of separation when church authorities permit
louisa and her four daughters to join addison on tubuaitubuli although one
could conclude from her lively account of the journey from utah through
gold rush california and across the pacific that her lot would have been
easier had she stayed in utah

196
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A detailed account of her life on tubuaitubuli and in san bernardino
where the family settled after the mission follows as does a description of
her return to utah sans addison at the approach of johnston s army louisa
finishes her account by detailing life in beaver utah where she lived until
her death september 8 1880

for all of her involvement in some of church hishistorytorystorfss most epic
events louisa s narrative is remarkably personal in most cases she limits
her account of important events to what she saw and experienced rather
than undertaking to explain for her reader all that was happening around
her relationships with friends and family members and their personal
challenges and triumphs as well as her own receive far more attention than
do the activities of mobs in illinois or french policy in polynesia loneli-
ness depression joy death birth and separation from loved ones louisa
comes across them all and spares her reader nothing in their retelling

even more importantly louisa is quite free with her own thoughts and
ideas about her experiences however exceptions to this rule were not
uncommon good manners and a sense of propriety required her to speak
only in vague terms of offenses she received from various people for
example she mentions nothing more about her failing relationship with
her husband than my domestic sorrows I1 forbear to mention I1 carry
them in my own bosom and bear my injuries in silence 222 for the
most part though louisa gives voice to her introspection and meditations
and drops ideas about everything from how much adults might reasonably
expect from children ii11 to how to be a gracious benefactor 122 the
result is a book rich in human interest and personal reflection and I1 felt
after reading it that I1 not only knew about louisaslouidasLouisas life but that I1 actually
knew louisa and what her experiences meant to her

ellsworth s editing for the most part adds to the value oftheodtheof the book he
breaks louisa s narrative into four parts and twenty four chapters with
numerous subheadingsheadingssub in each chapter helpful descriptions of the bookbooks s

key characters are provided near the beginning of the text the index is

thorough and the original journals and memoir are described in detail on
a less positive note I1 found the introduction to be somewhat limited in
scope and occasionally redundant As noteworthy and deserving of com-
ment as louisa s varied experiences are ellsworth focuses the introduction
almost exclusively on her relationship with addison he tells the story twice
in the introduction and alludes to parts of it again in his brief introduc-
tions to later chapters 195 96 212 14

another helpful addition would have been an indication under edi-
torial procedures xviixxii that chapters 9 10lo 13 and 14 were taken from
louisa s journals rather than from her memoirs and that the reader could
expect to find in these chapters several clarifying statements in brackets
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contained in the memoirs but not in the journals instead the use of this
procedure is discussed at the end of the book under sources 382 and
until I1 stumbled across that discussion I1 was at a loss to know where the
statements in brackets in these chapters were coming from

finally I1 would have appreciated more background information in the
notes some I1 know feel that extensive notes detract from reproductions
of original sources and that the fewer notes an editor employs the better
off the reader is given louisa s cursory treatment of the historical context
in which her life took place however I1 think notes that detailed the history
of the french in polynesia for example or reminded the reader about what
took place at the battle ofofplattsburghplattsburghPlattsburgh and its significance in the war of1812of1812

would have done more good than harm
these are relatively minor problems however and detract very little

from this award winning resource2resourcesresource2 for historians and laymen alike inter-
ested in mormon history it is the last book ellsworth completed before his
death in 1997 and it is a fitting end to his distinguished career

i1 S george ellsworth ed the journals ofaddisonof Addison pratt being a narrative obyanofyanof yan-
kee whaling in the eighteen twenties a mormon mission to the society islands and of
early california and utah in the eighteen forties and fifties salt lake city university
of utah press 19901990 S george ellsworth samuel claridge pioneering the outposts of
zion logan utah S george ellsworth 1987 S george ellsworth and kathleen C
perrin seasons offaithof faithfalthlaith and courage the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints in
french polynesia a sesquicentennial history 1843 9931993 sandy utah yves R perrin
1994994 S george ellsworth mormon settlement on the muddy ogden utah weber
state college press 1987 S george ellsworth ed dear ellen two mormon women
and their letters salt lake city tanner trust fund university ofutah library 1974

2 recipient of the mormon history associations steven F christensen best
documentarybibliographyDocumentary Bibliography book published in 1998

ftmhow rassrfss
in some copiescoples of the last issue of BYU studies the last line onaon3
page 215 was inadvertently repeated on the top of page 216 in
other copiescoples this line which reads ilfelife path independent from
mormonism and its leadership in the aftermath was lost our
press apologizes forgor this printing error which appeared in richard
howards review of from mission to madness last son of the
mormon prophet by valeenmaleen tippetts avery
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religion mental health and the latter and avoided delinquency to a greater ex
day saints edited by daniel K judd vol tent 159129 68

14 religious studies center specialized the weakest study examined sixsix homo
monograph series BYU religious stud-
ies

sexual mormonscormons and their feelings about
iesles center and bookcraft 1999 themselves others and god 179 214

although the findings were interesting
the role of religion inin psychology and the sample was too small and further

mental health has been a subject of much studies with broader sampling are needed
debate some studies assert that high reli-
giosity

for more reliable results
can lead to good mental health other investigations examined topics

and others assert that it may be a cause of such as LDS implications for religious
emotional disturbance daniel judd has lifestyles family sizesize marriage divorce
analyzed fifty eight studies and found and remarriage changing viewsviews of young
an overwhelming relationship between an mormonscormons toward african americans
individual religiosity and mental health suicide and alcohol and drug abuse in
in religion mental health and the latter the final chapter richard williams and
day saints judd selects twelve of those james faulconer suggest that we focus on
studies that evaluate latter day saints agency choices rather than cause and
their religiosity and their mental health effect deterministic analysis 281 302
all but two oftheodtheof the studies have been previ concluding that religiosity becomes a
ouslybously published more meaningful expression of individ-

ualthe articles inin this impressive collec-
tion

identity than the total of our past
provide a careful reviewreview of the lit-

erature
environments

erature and the authors employ sound bringing these studies together makes
research methods and data analysis not an important contribution to the study of
only were latter day saints studied but the influence of religion on the mental
also individuals from other religions as health of its practitioners the volume
well as those without religious affiliation will appeal to LDS scholars inin the behav-

ioralor inclination importantly sample pop-
ulations

sciencessciences religious leaders and LDS
ulat ions were often drawn from geo-
graphical

people who have struggled with one or
areas outside utah more of the issuesissues studied I1 agree with

significantly these studies revealed a judd who concludes that the research
number of interesting results depression evidence clearly indicates that latter day
isis not more prevalent for latter day saint saints who live their religion report better
women 33 46 LDS women who work mental health than those who are less
outside the home are able to reconcile committed to the faith ylliamxiiixm

their churchschurche emphasis on remaining at marvin E wiggins
home and their employment 771 and
they do not exhibit more guilt feel-

ings depression or self esteem problems
71 92 and neither geography nor con principles ofpriesthoodof priesthood leadership by

centrationcentration of latter day saint youth were stephen D nadauld bookcraft 1999
directly related to delinquency but peer
influences were and youth for whom the explosive growth of the LDS
religion was an important internal aspect church inin recent years poses the major
of their lives resisted peer pressures challenge to church leaders at all levels to

199
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nurture capable caring leaders in this other recent books that merit attention
dynamic environment who will be able to counseling with our councils by elder
carry out the churchschurche worldwide mis-
sion

M russell ballard deseret book 1997
stephen nadauld as a BYU manage and lead guide and walk beside by ar-

dethment professor and a former general greene kapp deseret book 1998

authority is well equipped to help church terry dahlin
leaders learn how to deal successfully with
their myriad responsibilities in this
volume he has prepared a primer on
priesthood leadership focusing his atten-
tion

sacred places new england and eastern
on a few simple principles which canada A comprehensive guide to early

can be mastered by men and women of LDS historical sites by A gary ander-
sonany level of education or background donald Q cannon larry E dahl

vii he is appealing to a broad audience and larry C porter vol i sacred
of aaronic and melchizedek priesthood places edited by lamar C berrett
leaders at all levels and to sisters serving bookcraft 1999
as leaders in church auxiliaries thethe lanian
guage and examples he uses are easy to this handy travel book begins a six
read and understand volume series of guide books to early

the scope oftheodtheof the topic of leadershipofleadership in latter day saint historic sites under the
the modern church is vast particularly general editorship of BYU professor
when leadership in all church auxiliaries emeritus of church history and doctrine
is included however the author demon-
strates

lamar C berrett the intent of the sacred
a commendable mental discipline places series is to provide a tool for those

in limiting his range to a small number of who wish to visit the sites where the sem-
inalconcepts or principles that will be most events of the restoration took place

helpful he feels that leaders can be suc sacred places endeavors to bring the his-
torycessful by concentrating their attention and geography of the early period of

on a few foundational principles as op-
posed

the church to life and to function as a
to management techniques and resource for academic historians and ama-

teurby doing a few right things 117 italics in church history enthusiasts alikeallealkeahle vii
original three core principles are discussed volume one covers historic sites in all
in separate chapters teaching the plan of six new england states and eastern can-

adaredemption ministering and vision and including ontario quebec and the
focus the author also includes chapters atlantic provinces three of the authors
specializing in aaronic priesthood leader-
ship

are professors of church history and doc-
trineand the leadership process at BYU and all have researched

nadauldsNadaulds focused approach should and written extensively on nineteenth
be edifying and clarifying to church lead century mormon history
ers who may easily feel overwhelmed by each chapter includes a general road
the complexity that they often face in map of the state or province under con-

siderationtheir callings he has succeeded in pro and a discussion of specific
viding a simple useful conceptual frame places and persons relevant to mormon
work for leaders from all backgrounds history in that region another valuable
and experience to help them concentrate feature is the occasional reference to an
their attention on basic principles and american history site that provides vaca-

tionersdedicate their energies to those things information on other places to
that matter most visit while on their mormon history tours

for those that seek to learn more for example revolutionary war sites in
about church leadership there are two and around boston the reader will also
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find especially valuable more than a march with the mormon battalion 1846
dozen additional detailed maps of ofspecificspecific 47 his mission to the sandwich islands
towns townships or farm sites and more 1850 54 his farming in farmington
than eighty photographs that include utah 1859 76 and his temple work in
both contemporary and historic views st george beginning in 1877 the final chap-

terof sites as well as selected portraits of chronicler discusses the significance
saints who made the sites important ofbiglerof bigler as a recorder ofdailyof dailydallydaliy pioneer life
also included is a bibliography of sources biglersbillersBiglers four daybooksdaybooks and nine journals
cited and a valuable index of personal leave behind a rich detailed record
names and places this books strength is its ability to

the five subsequent volumes of the navigate around possible tension with-
outsacred places series will include separate ooverglamorizingglamorizingover the subject henry

volumes devoted to new york and penn-
sylvania

william bigler adds to the growing body
ohio and illinois missouri of scholarly literature on the common

iowa and nebraska and finally wyoming pioneer the author writes with deep
and utah these volumes are scheduled admiration for biglersbillersBiglers saintliness with-

outto appear every six to twelve months dur-
ing

engaging in excessive cheerleadingcheer leading
the next three years that might turn away some non LDS

larry W draper readers the narrative consistently relates
biglersbillersBiglers life to the larger culture without
losing track of the uniqueness of biglersbillersBiglers
own story readers leave the text appreci-
atinghenry william bigler soldier gold biglersbillersBiglers very real sacrifices while at

miner missionary chronicler 1815 1900 the same time recognizing that the mor-
monby M guy bishop utah state university commonwealth was built on similar

press 1998 sacrifices by thousands of others
jed L woodworth

the life of henry william bigler
demonstrates how extraordinary an aver-
age life can be M guy bishops henry
william biglebiglerderier soldier gold miner mis-
sionarysionary chronicler 1815 19001900 aims to
provide a microcosmic view ofofnineteenthnineteenth
century mormon society through the eyes
of a lower echelon member xi al-
though bigler is already known to histori-
ans of the west as the man who recorded
the exact jaygolddaygoldday gold was discovered at sut-
ters mill this biography finds his life
noteworthy for the commitment faith
and self sacrifice that characterizedcharacteri7ed a host
of lesser knoknown mormonscormons whose indi-
vidual experiences many have been lost in
historical obscurity xii

the book follows bigler from his con-
version to mormonism in 1837 through
his death in st george in 1900 chapters
are arranged chronologically and usually
focus on a single theme for example
entire chapters are devoted to biglersbillersBiglers
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hopeful and heartbreaking sobering and exultant A call to russia captures
missionary life as experienced by a missionmission president his wife and daughter
and the sisters and elders who served under him but above all this book isis an
invitation to reflect upon our own lives two glimpses from president rogers

our seniorsenior district president recently asked me what are your greatest
impressions sincesince coming here I1 answered faith and love love and
faith and the way things seem to fall apart on at least a weekly basis
before they re somehow put back together

in our quest to see god s face what most matters inin mortality isis how we
face one another with what patience tenderness mercy and good humor
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